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THE EVOLUTION OF AN ON-LINE CHEMICAL 
SEARCH SYSTEM FOR AN INDUSTRIAL 
RESEARCH UNIT 
BY DIANE R EAKIN 
SUMMARY 
The objectives of this study were to design an information 
system, using modern computer technology, to meet a research 
chemist's need for chemical structural information, to quantify 
the effects of increasing degrees of computer technology on the 
use made of the facilities, and to relate the use of the service 
back to the individual chemist, his performance and background. 
A computer system was developed based on Wiswesser Line Notation 
and molecular formula as the chemical structure descriptors • 
. Systems design and analysis were performed so that access to the 
information could be obtained directly for individual compounds 
and more generally for classes of compounds. 
As the system was being developed, its use by information staff 
was monitored by constant interaction with the people concerned. 
Where appropriate, the system was modifiea to meet information 
staff's requirements, but a number of precautions had to be 
introduced to prevent mis-use. 
The research chemists' use of the information services was 
studied retrospectively over a two-year period. In addition 
to the use made, several other factors were observed for each 
chemist. These included performance measures and background 
information on the chemists' research role. 
The data showed a steady increase in the demand for the services 
by the research chemist as the degree of computerisation 
increased. The use made of the services related closely to the 
number of compounds prepared by each chemist, but there was no 
significant correlation between a chemist's success in preparing 
biologically active compounds and his information use. 
The very individual way in which chemists conduct their research 
was highlighted by the wide range of use of the information 
facilities and the low correlation with background factors. This 
makes the design of on-line systems for use by chemists themselves 
complex and justifies the existence of the information scientist 
as an interface. 
Chapter 1 - Statement of the Problem: Introduction 
1.1 Communication in Scientific Research 
The problems of effective communication in scientific research 
are much in evidence today. As inflation takes its toll, so it 
becomes more important that scientists be aware of the work of other 
scientists. There is little hope of making significant scientific 
progress if this does not happen. But how do scientists communicate? 
In the days of the monastic scholar, the handwritten 
manuscript served as the medium for communication. This proved 
satisfactory until the fifteenth century l~en the large increases in 
population and in literacy required an improved means of communication. 
The problems were eased by the introduction of the printed book - it 
was estimated that over two million books were issued between 1460 and 
1500 (1). Scholars began to use the bo<?k as the chief means of 
exchanging facts and ideas, and the availability of the book provided 
the background for the rapid growth of science. 
By the seventeenth century new information was being obtained 
so quickly that even books were becoming too slow a medium for effective 
communication. As a result, societies began to be formed so that 
groups of scientists could directly exchange facts and ideas. Gradually 
the proceedings of these meetings began to be printed so that records 
of the discussions were available. The first recognised scientific 
journal, the Journal des Scavants, appeared in January 1665 (2). 
During the eighteenth century many more scientific societies published 
transactions and proceedings, and this facilitated an interchange of 
information amongst the various disciplines. Figure 1 plots the 
growth in the world's scientific journals since their inception in 
1665 and illustrates the startling growth n1te (3,4). The importance 
of the journal in scientific communication .is undisputed (as illustrated 
by the fact that journals have continued in approximately the same 
format for over 300 years). 
However, the journal is more than a medium for the transfer 
of information, it also conveys prestige and recognition (5). There is 
intense competition to publish new ideas in science, and a primalY 
reward for a scientist is to have his work respected by competent 
fellow workers (6). Scientists in industry are limited as to the amount 
and type of scientific publication and presmtation they can make. 
Publication in the external literature can, therefore, not be the only 
reward. One might, however, expect to see :5()me parallels in their 
producti vi ty within internal company infonmrtion sys tems, and the way 
in which other scientists use the main body of literature. 
Many feel that this intense competition to establish priority 
in science is the main cause for the exponemtial increase in research 
communications, and for the continuing need for today's scientist to 
keep abreast of the literature (7). Indee~ today's scientist wishing 
to remain up-to-date in his awareness of latest developments in his 
particular field and who wishes to make new contributions to science, 
faces unprecedented problems. He cannot hope to scan all the available 
literature for relevant communications or far answers to particular 
queries. 
However, far-reaching changes are again begiJ;llling to emerge, 
ruch the same as the development of the book in the fifteenth century. 
The application of computer technology to the publication, dissemination 
and retrieval of scientific and technical imformation, is changing the 
patterns of scientific communication. 
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Figure 1 - Increase in the world's total number of scientific journals (5) 
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The objective of the study was to design an information 
system using modern cOIDputer teChnology to meet user's needs for the 
storage and retrieval of internally-generated chemical structure 
information. In meeting the.user's needs, it tried to establish the 
effect of increasing degrees of computer teChnology on the use of the 
information facility by tile user population, and to measure the 
acceptability of the changing service. The use of the service was 
related back to the individual, his backgroLmd and perfonnance in the 
hope that relationships could be found between the group of users and 
the level of computerised information facility. 
There had been a number of studies into the communication 
behaviour of scientists all pointing to the immense variation in 
individual behaviour. To study the effect of a grot.'P of scientists on 
an information service, it was necessary to be aware of the funda~ental 
differences in scientists behaviour. 
Crane showed that this was influenced by the scientist's 
individual identification with a particular set of research problems (8). 
Perrucci and ~thman dealt with technologists rather than scientists, 
and their findings shO\ved there to be considerable differences in the 
knowledge and awareness of the individual technologists (9). How do 
these differences arise and what effect do they have on an individuals 
attitude to the use of information services? 
Various studies have been aimed at establishing a detailed 
understanding of communications in specialised research communities. 
AlIen studied the communication flow in various research and development 
laboratories, working with small organisations where every member of 
the system was identifiable (10). He showed that there were key commun-
ication people in a given working unit. These individuals tended to 
use external information sources much more frequently than their 
colleagues, tended to communicate more freely with others in the same 
office or department, and tended to form a closer communication network 
amongst themselves. He named these people "conmunication stars", and 
felt that the transfer of much of the technological information in a 
department depended on these "stars". 
In this study an equivalent research group was being studied -
the Research Department at lCI Pharmaceuticals Division, a large resear~~ 
team of biologists, chemists and biochemists. The principal user group 
being considered was the Chemistry Department. The number of research 
personnel, around 80, was fairly constant, although there was a major 
expansion over the five years prior to the study. The nunber of new 
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people 'ias therefore small. However, additional problems do exist 
in the integration of new scientists. The impact of new personnel 
was examined by Gert.sgerger (11). 'He looked at the cornmtmication 
patterns of 44 new 'engineers in a total working population of 117. 
They were found to participate less in discussion with other members 
of the group, but talked amongst themselves and others outside the 
organisation. Perhaps they would prefer to use an information service 
than to ask fellow engineers? 
The Chemistry Department at lCI Pharmaceuticals Division was 
divided into nine sections, each with a specific research topic, and a 
formally-defined section leader. Smith examined the formally-defined 
team leader and his relationships with other members of the research 
group (12). He analysed 418 scientists and engineers engaged in 
petroleum research in a large laboratory, and found the more informal 
problem-solving approaches there were between leaders ar.J members the 
better the research teams performance in terms of papers published 
and patents obtained. 
All these studies (8-12) point to the fact that an analysis 
of the information needs and use of a research team 11UlSt bear in mind 
the envirorunent of each individual scientist. Factors such as age, 
length of time within a team, role within tine team, research topic and 
relationships with team leader can all affect a scientist's performance 
and perhaps his information gathering habits. 
1.2 Information Use by Scientists 
Knowledge about a scientist's use of the various infonnation 
channels and the nature of the information being sought was limited. 
A scientist may approach various information channels depend-
ing on the type of information he seeks: for example, current, specific 
or exhaustive sources (13). Menzel examined the behaviour of some 161 
polymer chemists working in 36 institutions of various types and showed 
that scientists put emphasis on'different channels for different uses 
(14), i.e. deliberate searches, current mia~ness, general information, 
and accidental acquisition. From his results Menzel postulated that 
a perfect or closed system may actually reduce the flow of scientific 
information. Conversely, it could be argued that a scientist would 
not have to rely so heavily on accidental acquisition if his malll 
channels were more productive. When designimg a system, one shOUld be 
~are of the different uses to be made of the system and make some 
allowances for these. A further problem is to detennine ho\'1 the user 
chooses an information channel for a particular task. Rosenberg (15) 
interviewed 96 research and non-research peISonnel and asked them to 
rank eight information gathering methods acaording to ease of use and 
amount of information expected, and to indicate which method they would 
use to solve three hypothetical questions. The study revealed no 
relationship between performance ranking and the amount of information 
anticipated, e.g. the use of an on-site library headed the preference 
list, but came seventh in the list of methods arranged in anticipated 
value. A further study (16) showed that the quality of an information 
channel had no bearing on frequency of use. The over-riding factor 
in both these studies pointed to accessibility and ease of use. Back 
(17) showed that scientists working in a new field had broader 
information needs and different information uses than those working 
in well-documented fields. His surveys also showed that there was no 
difference in the information seeking habits of the Ph.D. and non-Ph.D. 
scientists in his sample. This last observation was borne out by 
another large study of chemists and physicists (18).' 
These studies on information needs and uses (13-18) reveal 
very clear guidelines for any systems desi~r: 
i 
, j 
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(a) The objectives of the system must be carefully established so 
that the user knO\vs what type of questions can be answered and 
which alternative channels he needs to consider. 
(b) Availability and ease of use will govern the overall response to 
a new system, however elegant. 
(c) A study of the user population is essential to establish patterns 
of information use and how these can be effectively met. 
1.3 Information Services Available to Scientists 
In designing a system based on the use of one information 
channel, it is important to consider the range of information services 
that are available to an individual scientist. This helps to build a 
clear picture of the objectives of the information channel and its 
inter-relationship with other channels. There are three distinct but 
interGcpendent information distribution systems basic to the scientific 
comnn.mity today: 
(a) The traditional primary publications, msny of M1ich are still 
proceedings of meetings. 
(b) Libraries which collect, organise, store and make available the 
accumulations of primary publications. 
(c) Secondary services, each of which provides, for a specified range 
of primary publications, .subject-oriented access to newly 
available information and/or subject-oriented access to the 
information store (19). 
These secondary sources act as reference retrieval devices, enabling a 
user to find specific relevant articles in the pr:iJnary journals. The 
development and success of Chemical Abstracts journals stresses the 
importance of these publications. Chemical Abstracts compacts into a 
highly useable form the findings reported from a wide variety of 
sources, and most chemists rely on it for many of their requirements, 
stressing the in~ortance of its completeness and accuracy. 
However, the two main information uses for Chemical Abs tracts 
are mutually exclusive: 
(a) The current-awareness function where the abstract requires to be 
available quickly and have maximum readability. 
(b) The retrospective searching function in response to specific 
queries, where the abstract should contain maximum infonnation. 
There is little doubt that Chemical Abstracts is the best overall 
retrospective searching source available to the chemist. Its abstracts 
are particularly useful when the reader knows exactly what he is looking 
for; but as a current-awareness tool it is far from ideal. Over the 
past twenty years much research and development in the information 
field has been devoted to the problem of current-awareness and the 
selective dissemination of information. Publications such as Chemical 
Titles were introduced by Chemical Abstracts Service to fill the time 
gap between the primary publication and the full abstract (20). 
However, perhaps the most significant step fOlWard was the application 
of cOOIputer technology, both in the preparation of current awareness 
publications such as Chemical Titles and later to the search and 
retrieval of selected aspects of suCh information. 
Services based on "machine-readable data bases" are now 
widespread. The 1972 survey carried out by Wil1iams and Stewart in 
the United States (21) showed 56 major processing centres of which 33 
were offering services to the general scientific population. In the 
UK the largest centre is the United Kingdom Chemical Information Service 
(UKCIS) based in Nottingham. It primarily nms a number of services 
based on Chemical Abstracts Service products (22); mainly for academic 
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scientists and those engaged in research in smaller companies. 
Many of the larger industrial concerns tend to buy copies ef 
the data bases and process the company's requirements themselves. The 
advantages are confidentiality, flexibility, the lower costs for large 
user populations and the option to use the same computer programs to 
search both in-house and external infonnation. For example, lel' s 
ASSASSIN system (23) where inputs from many sources, internal and 
external, are merged into an integrated information system which 
provides selective dissemination of information, current-awareness 
bulletins and retrospective searches. Nearly all available computerised 
information services are based on a textual descriptor, however short, 
of the primary publication. They provide a fast and effective route 
by which a scientist can gain access to a document, but he still has 
to manually extract any relevant data contained in that document. 
1.4 Availability and Importance of Data 
The location of a specific data item using literature-based 
information systems can prove a long and tedious business. However, 
it is a common problem - a recent ASLIB publication on data (24) 
showed that 70% of the chemists questioned needed property data. In 
addition, a survey by the Journal of Industrial Research (25) showed 
that 55% of their respondents looked up property data at least once a 
week. The ASLIB survey pOinted to two main sources of data retrieval -
handbooks, particularly The Handbook of Olemist and Ph sics, together 
with Chewjcal Abstracts. eolatter 1S surpr1Slng as 1t oes not 
usually contain the numerical values of the properties measured. 
It does, however, demonstrate the reliance most research workers prefer 
to place on old, well-tried sources despite today's trend towards 
more and more specialised data activities (26-28). This is borne out 
by a recent study on thermodynamic data (29) which showed an apparent 
indifference by research workers to the various data projects 
available in the field. Edmonds attributed this to the proliferation 
of these services, and a lack of knowledge of their activities. 
One of the more successful projects in this COtmtry has been 
the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (30,31). This concerns 
itself with the retrieval, evaluation, synthesis and dissemination of 
structural data obtained by diffraction methods. The centre provides 
both the traditional handbook and the more flexible computerised 
retrieval systems, thus managing to cater for all types of user. 
In this project, a series of pharmaceutical research teams 
were being examined. Their primary target was the chemical synthes is 
of potential drugs - the matching of synthetic effort agains t known 
biological targets. In this highly competitive area of research, the 
concept of confidentiality was of paramount importance. In addition, 
because of high research costs, the need to exploit information already 
known to. the company was essential. There had been a gradual 
development of specialised information groups looking at the data 
generated fram the various research activities (32). Data Services 
Section is one such group looking after data generated within the 
chemistry, biology, drug evaluation and field trial departments. 
This study centred arotmd the Section's role in the 
exploi ta tion of chemical information generated within the company. 
It was a data retrieval service, and as such, had to concern itself 
with the structures of the molecUles themselves. 
1.5 Developments in Computerised Chemical Structure Handling 
Computer technology is widely used in information storage 
and retrieval since it can handle large volunes of textual data 
quickly and effectively, but can it cope with the special problems 
associated with the handling of chemical structural infonnation? 
Indeed, what are the special problems? The 2-dimensional graphical 
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diagram is considered to be the most explicit representation of a 
compOlmd - it provides ins tant visual cOl1rnlD1ication of the main 
structural features and their relationships. It, however, carillot be 
communicated verbally. Chemists, therefore, developed nomenclature, 
using "family names" wherever possible so that they could interconvert 
between the structural diagram and the name intuitively. The rapid 
growth of chemistIY in the last half of the nineteenth century meant 
that the number of known compounds eventually exceeded the memoIY of 
the average chemist. This, and the need for international co-operation' 
led to the development of systematic nomenclature. 
At the Geneva convention in 1892, international rules were 
proposed. A veIY important character of these rules was that they 
were intended to give one official name for one organic compound -
changing the role of nomenclature from solely verbal communication 
to include registration. This enormously increased the complexity 
of the names and indeed many of the Geneva names failed to gain 
acceptance amongst chemists for this reason. 
As the number of known compotmds increased so chemis ts 
were forced to turn more and more to secondaIY journals - Chemical 
Abstracts gaining the most importance. Systematic nomenclature and 
molecular formulae became the two chemical entIY points into the 
literature. Chemical Abstracts Service have developed their nomen-
clature along the same paths as the original Geneva rules - one name, 
one molecule - the problem of registration being the most critical. 
Over the years there have beeri a number of amendments to Chemical 
Abstracts index names. Firstly, "trivial" or "author" names 
are converted into more "systematic" names which are more descriptive 
of the total molecular structure. Secondly, there has been a 
unification and simplification of naming principles for all chemical 
substances (33). These amendments and the complexity of the systematic 
nomenclature mean that the average bench chemist will use the 
molecular formula index (however imprecise) in preference to a 
name index. 
However, to the chemist, the 2-dimensional structure 
diagram does not only identify the chemical compound, it also 
conveys relationships concerning functions, reactivity and other 
properties. Today a chemist in pharmaceutical research is called 
upon to seek more and more relationships between classes of 
compotmds. Traditionally, he visually examines the structural 
diagrams and he may then group those with common attributes under 
a generic structure. This is becoming more and more difficult 
as the number of known compounds rapidly increases. Some chemists 
have recognised that the computer offers a further dimension in 
the identification, correlation and search of chemical structures 
and have exploited this in such applications as drug design and 
synthetic pathway generation (34). 
The introduction 9f computer techniques led to the 
development of new languages for structure manipulation, 
particularly in the 1960's (35,36). These languages were 
designed to produce tmambiguous representations which fully 
described the structure of the molecule for later manipulation. 
These fall into two classes: 
(a) Linear notations using compact and concise strings 
of symbols. For example, the Wiswesser Line Notation (WLN) (37), 
the IUPAC notation and the Hayward Notation (34). 
(b) Connection tables which explicitly record each atom, 
and often each bond. For example, the Olemical Abstracts connection 
table (34). 
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Since the introduction of ,these languages, there has been 
a great deal of activity in the development of computer techniques 
for searching and manipulating them. Many of the techniques used 
for the manipulation of Wi~vesser Line Notation were pioneered by 
ICI. Hyde and Matthews developed computer programs (the CROSSBa.~ 
system) to generate a connectivity matrix using as input an 
unmodified WLN (38). This showed that the notation effectively 
described the chemistry and the topology of'the molecule. Having 
derived the connectivity matrix they went on to generate chemical 
fragments and two-dimensional structure diagrams (39,40). These 
studies pointed to the possibilities of a chemical information system 
based on l~ which also offered all the manipulative capabilities 
of a connection table system. In addition, it meant that the output 
from the system could be the two-dimensional structure diagram, 
avoiding the necessity for the user ~o learn WLN. 
More recent studies have been aimed at converting structures 
automatically to WLN (41). The computer programs at the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) produce canonical notations for monocyclic, 
benzene-containing or acyclic compounds. A comprehensive solution to 
. this problem has yet to be found. 
However, sufficient basic techniques for the computer 
handling of chemical structures have been developed, and it remains 
for these techniques to be exploited within u~ernica1 information 
systems. 
There are only four pub1ica11y-avai1ab1e services for chemical 
structure and substructure searching. In 1965, Chemical Abstracts 
Service initiated the Compound Registry System, which nrnv encompasses 
over two million structures in the fonn of connection tables. In 1967, 
International Documentation in Chemistry (IOC) \vas founded in West 
Germany, utilising a combination of fragment code and connection table. 
The Institute for Scientific Infonnation, in 1968, introduced its 
Index Chemicus Registry System CICRS) , based Ciil WLN (44). In the 
patent area, Dexwent have for many years produced a series of machine-
readable data bases using fragment codes (86). 
M:>st of the development in chemical structure searching by 
computer has been carried out in the larger industrial companies, 
e.g. the Dow Chemical Company (42,43). Such facilities are designed 
to provide two main functions: to register c.ornpounds made by the Company 
such that all data pertaining to that compomd is found under one 
unique key, and to retrieve individual compounds or generic classes of 
compounds, already known to the company. 
The company may dictate that compounds are registered in a 
particular place, but the subsequent use made of the system by the 
chemists will depend on its usefulness. 
This study is atte~ting to develop a chemical structure 
handling service based on user needs and to llOdify the system 
according to usage and requirements. 
1.6 Identifying User Needs 
In 1971 there was a large growth in the literature on the 
subject of infonnation needs and users. Many of these have been 
reviewed by Lin and Garvey (45). 
Fram some of these studies they observed that info~ation 
needs can be stimulated simply by a knowledge of what facilities 
and/or materials a~e availaJ:>le. For example, in the study ~arried out, 
by the School of Llbrary SClence at Syracuse, users tried their novel 
retrieval system for psychological abstracts (SUPARS) simply because 
it became available. 
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Lipetz (46) stated the following three objectives for any 
study of information needs: 
(a) Explanation of observed phenomena of information use or 
expressed need. 
Cb) Prediction. 
(c) Control and improvement. 
To fulfill these objectives he maintained that the 
activities must be carried out which fully describe the existing 
facilities, define user needs and develop a theory and method of on-
going work. 
In general, there have been five methods used in the study of 
information users and their needs: 
(a) Questionnaires. 
(b) Interviews. (t) Diary methods, systematic self-observation by the user. 
(d) Observation by person studying the user. 
(e) Analysis of existing aata. 
The principal method for collecting data regarding information 
transfer appears to be questionnaire followed up by an optional 
interview. Some have preferred the less personal approach and have 
studied the existing data alone, e.g. a count of citations, analysis 
of loan records. 
Woods (47) reported over 100 user studies in the period 
1966-1970. Many of these studies dealt with very local issues \IIhic..~ 
cannot be extrapolated to the wider case. Barnes (48) examined the 
COD1Ilon grolIDd between various infonnation user studies. He found that 
whilst the results were not inexplicably contradictory, differences in 
principle and method often make it difficult to demonstrate close 
agreement. 
A m.unber of past surveys do, however, have some relevant 
resul ts to this study. Lancaster (49) evaluated the operating 
efficiency of Medlars. He measured the frequency of inadequate user-
system interaction in the submission of search requests. In 29% of the 
searches studied, the user had stated a request narrower than his actual 
interest, and in 40% his interests were represented too broadly. This 
highlighted the need for good human·communications if a remote 
computerised system such as this was to be successful. 
Rubinstein and Schulz (SO) evaluated the use of a custom-
built biological literature search service, over a three-year period. 
The information needs of biomedical researchers were observed by 
studying the patterns of the repeated use of the service, BIOSIS. 
They fotmd that use grew with time, as the biomedical researchers 
accepted the service. 
Dubinskaya (51) studied by questionnaire the infor.mation 
practices of chemists in six research and planning groups in USSR. 
Like many studies, his questionnaire had a poor response, some 245 out 
of 540. His conclusions were, therefore, vague since 50% of his sample 
had failed to complete the questionnaire. This appeared to be a corrmon 
problem with this fonn of approach, and is why an alternative study 
method was sought. . 
It was felt that any method involving participation by the 
user was undesirable. Delicate communication links had been established 
·but it was felt that these would not withstand any pressure. ~ 
Teclmiques involving questiomaires, inteIYiews or diary methods were, 
therefore, dismissed. Studies using observation tedmiques usually . 
were considering library use. For example, Slater (52) studied users in 
same 14 industrial libraries by observatiao. Her study set out to fllld 
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the major and minor user groups and their habits, e.g. how frequently 
they used the libraries. However, studies involving users' behaviour 
are much more difficult to conduct by observation techniques since a 
detailed study is involved. 
For the detailed type of survey being carried out on a known 
population, analysis of both existing and new measurements was chosen. 
Firstly, it was necessary to define the measurements required to 
survey the users, their needs and the perfonnance of the system. 
The expression "satisfying a requester's infonnation need" is .: 
often used, but its meaning is rather obscure. O'Connor (53) discusses ! 
three possible meanings, but Lancaster probably provides a better 
definition: 
(a) As many answers as possible which answer the questicn. 
(b) As few answers as possible that do not. 
These terms, frequently called recall and precision, are the 
most common measurements for the effectiven£Ss of an information 
retrieval system. They are widely used by lCleverdon (S4) and others, 
and have fonned the basis of many mathematical models (for example, 
that of Brisner(SS)). Recall and precisiam are, however, difficult 
to objectively quantify since the opinion of the enquirer is al\vays 
required. It was therefore decided to use a. chemist's performance 
as a measure of the success of the informatw)~. sys tern. I f the 
infonnation was conveniently obtained and easily digested, a frequent 
user of the system may show good performance figures in his research 
function. A number of measurable parameters were, therefore, 
required to define performance. 
Farradane(56) suggested that a well-designed user-oriented 
evaluation should provide information on the following: 
(a) To what extent is the system meeting user needs. 
(b) The reasons for failure to meet those needs. 
, 
(c) Cost-effectiveness of searches made by user's against searches 
by intermediaries. 
(d) Can improvements in performance be made .fuy basic changes? 
(e) Can cost savings be made without impairing performance? 
(f) Effect of any change on the usage. 
A number of these concepts were relevant to this study, and 
have fonned the basis of the chosen criteria: 
(a) To quantify the usage of the chemical lmttonnation services 
provided at the beginning of the study. 
(b) To measure the change in usage with any improvements in the 
system or with user acceptance. 
(c) To improve the facilities offered by the system to meet user need. 
(d) To improve the computer performance of the system to reflect 
cost-effectiveness. 
(e) To examine the relationship, if any, between user's perfonnance 
and his use of the system. 
(f) To move the system towards on-line facilities and to examine these 
effects on users - both information scifIlltists and the originating 
enquirer. 
At the start of the study, there:was few published papers on 
on-line applications in the chemical structmre retrieval field. The 
most substantial piece of work was that earned out at the National 
Institute of Health, Bethesda by Feldmann ami HelIer (57-59). They 
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d~veloped a collection of computer programs to do chemical infonnation:JJ 
retrieval on a graphics terminal. The medium of interaction was a 
structural diagram and could therefore be used directly by the chemist. 
In interacting with the computer, the chemist could graphically ~ 
specify two-dimensional structures as queries and view structures as :' I 
search results. The system was developed in an academic environment and ' I! 
its performance or acceptability for use by chemists has never been 
established. In a study using a ftmctioning research team, a more . ! 
gradual evolution of an on-line system was required. Firstly, by 
developing an on-line retrieval system, for use by information 
scientists and so improving the performance of the services to the 
users. Once this had been developed, tested and evaluated, the move to 
more sophisticated structure retrieval for the chemist himself could be 
plaruled. 
Since the data bases available for searching were based on 
Wiswesser Line Notation (WLN), the intennediate system could use WLN as 
the interface language. In the sense the input and output facilities 
were similar to text information retrieval techniques and experience 
could be gained from such systems. 
The most promising system in the UK available at the beginning 
of the study was the Culham RIOT II system (60,61). The Culham Library 
had been carrying out experimental on-line retrieval studies since 1968. 
There were two main purposes: to develop a cost-effective and robust 
system, and to use this to access the potential benefits that interactive 
retrieval could bring to the user conmrunity. A visit was made to the 
Culham Laboratory in August 1972. The system available at that time 
was based on video screens and an ICL System 4-70 computer, operating on 
a data base of 25,COO to 30,COO references. The system had been designed 
to allow the user to simply and easily make use of the system. At all 
stages in the search system he could ask for jnfonnation by typing in the 
directive ''HELP''. The user was also helped in query fonnuJation by 
filling in a matrix which shcwed him hCM his Boolean logic mrits were 
linked. A tab key ensured the user jurrped frcm box to box. When the user 
asked for a concept, the frequency of occurrence of that concept and 
the five most recent references were shown. When the total search was 
instigated, references were shown in blocks of ten, as this was found to 
prevent the user sitting in front of the screen for any length of time. 
The design of this on-line retrieval system has taken into accotmt the 
user needs and requirements, and was aimed at the tmini tiated user. 
Fishenden (62) expressed concern in 1965 that information 
services were not developing correctly. He felt that scientists were 
still human beings and their personal likes and dislikes had to be taken 
into accotmt. It is no good creating an information system that is 100% 
efficient, but unacceptable to users. These concepts become more 
important when on-line systems are developed. The information scientist 
no longer intervene~, and therefore CarulOt bend the system to meet 
tmthoughtof user needs. 
In designing on-line systems, considerable thought rust be 
given to the JOOnitoring and evaluation stages, e.g. language design, 
responsiveness to user, error diagnosis, use of system resources. 
Mittman and Dominck (63) suggested the following tools for the effective 
software monitoring of on-line systems: 
(a) On-line log generator for recording both length and time of 
occurrence of each significant event. 
(b) Information management system permitting storage and 
retrieval of all logged variables. 
These conments were based on their experiences with RIQS -
Remote Information Query System. At le! such variables would be 
measured by the existing on-line capabilities and no new teclmiques had 
to be developed. A number of studies have been carried out on the 
cQsts and effectiveness of information systems, but these tend to deal 
with specific systems and were not generally applicable. For example, 
the case study by Standera (64). 
There have been very few studies on the user react ion to an 
on-line system, probably the most detailed is the evaluation of the 
NASA/RECON system by Meister and Su1livan (65). They used two basic 
methods to determine acceptability and usability: frequency of system 
usage, and personal opinion of user population. The major source of 
user satisfaction with the RECON system was the speed with which a 
search could be initiated and completed. This was one area of interest -" 
as questions are answered more quickly, will usage increase? 
To date, the most significant user evaluations have been 
carried out by Garvey (66-72). His objectives were to examine the 
variations in user behaviour and to analyse the pattern of information 
need and use so that the information scientists could improve inf~nn­
ation services to the scientific population. Garvey concentrated on 
research scientists, and as such the population was similar to the group 
at rcr Pharmaceuticals Division. 
Garvey first examined the way in which a scientist conducts 
a research project, and found that the typical scientist appears to 
progress from stage to stage in a rational manner. An examination of 
the scientific activities involved showed that there were different 
information needs associated with the different stages of scientific 
work. Hence, if information services were infonned of the stage of 
research for which information is being sought, Garvey felt that they 
might be able to provide information more efficiently. 
Garvey also examined the individual differences aQong the 
2030 scientists in his sample. He found that not only does an 
individual scientist's behaviour, information needs and media-use change 
as he progresses from stage to stage of his scientific work, but such 
needs and behaviour vary fram scientist to scientist. He isolated 
the following factors: 
(a) Physical scientists make JOOre use of meeting presentations, 
teclmical reports and journals than do social scientists. 
(b) Basic scientists have greater information needs to aid in the 
perception or definition of problems and to enable full 
interpretation of collected data, and to relate work to on-going 
work in the area, than do the equivalent applied scientists. 
(c) Experienced scientists made more use of colleagues and journals 
than their newly graduated fellow workers. 
(d) Scientists who change research" topics had more frequent need of 
information methods. 
He found them to be inter-related within this complex picture 
and identified the need for dynamic information systems to cater for 
the ever-changing and individual needs of research scientists •. 
Extrapolating fram these studies by Garvey, this study 
expected to find same individual characteristics in the user population, 
and had therefore to define a number of groupings which might adequately 
describe the population. Two of Garvey's factors were not applicable -
this study dealing only with pure research scientists. However, they 
may be experienced or inexperienced (as defined by the length of 
service in the Company) and they may have spent varying times on 
research projects. 
The environment at the start of the study will now be 
discussed in more detail, in particular: 
(a) The user population and the working enviromnent at reI Pharmaceut-
icals Division. 
(b) The systems facilities available at the start of the study. 
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1.7 The User Environment 
1.7.1 The user group 
The Research Department at rCI Pharmaceuticals Division is a 
large research team of biologists, chemists and biochemists. The 
principal user group being considered here was the O1.emistry Department, 
supporting some 80 chemists. The munber of personnel ,,,as fairly 
constant; of the 80 chemists, 54 have been in the company more than 
five years, 20 from one to five years, and 8 less than one year. 
The chemists were divided into nine sections Cl to 8 and 10). 
The distribution of the chemists in these sections is given in 
Figure 2. 
Figure 2 - Distribution of O1.emists in the Various Sections 
Section No. of Chemists 
1 8 
2 8 
3 10 
4 8 
5 10 
6 10 
7 7 
8 11 
10 8 
TaTA!. 80 
There were, therefore nine section leaders. O1.emists of 
merit were awarded the position of "Senior Scientist" and there were 
six of these in the department. Of the remaining chemists, 49 were 
Ph.D. qualified and 17 ,,,ere internal promotions from graduate status. 
Chemis ts moved between the various sections. In this user group, S6 had 
been in the same section more than two years, 16 from one to two years, 
and 8 less than a year. Each section dealt ·"ith one or two areas of 
biological activity, e.g. Central Nervous System drugs or Virology, and 
was responsible for supplying compounds for a series of biological 
tests. Each chemist, working in a multi-disciplinary project team, 
designed drugs for a specialised area. 
The ~emical sections were generally reorganised each year -
from 5 to 15 are involved in each move. Graduate assistants moved 
freely amongst chemists in the section, and each chemist had, on 
average, two graduate assistants. 
1.7.2 Need for chemical information 
In their drug research the chemists may have required 
structural information when examining: 
(a) The availability of samples of compotmds for use in biological 
testing or for use as intermediates in a reaction. They may be 
interested in compounds available within the Company (access 
wi thin a week) or compounds which are cOlll1lercia1ly available 
(access within a month). 
(b) Novelty checking either at the start of a project or when a lead 
compound was found. The chemist may be interested in one compound 
or a class of compounds, and may be interested in compotmds 
available within the Division, the Company, the general literature 
or the patent literature. 
(c) The ability to correlate chemical structures with biological 
activity. 
(d) Methods for making canpounds. 
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1.7.3 Divisional information services 
. . Information services within the Division were carried out by 
two mu ts : 
(a) Industrial Property Department covering patents, trade-
marks, reports and the general literature. 
(b) Data Services Section covering internally-generated 
research data, its collection, storage and exploitation. 
Data Services Section was responsible for chemical structural 
search facilities for the Division and aided the other Divisions in this 
area. 
1. 8 Systems Available at the Start of the Study 
Several systems were available at the start of the study: 
1.8.1 Divisional registration and search 
Prior to September 1972, Pharmaceuticals Division registered 
compounds independently of the rest of the Company. Manual card indexes 
were maintained showing the structural diagram, systematic name, 
'I 
! 
molecular formula, reference numbers, sample sources and test information. 
Two indexes were maintained: 
(a) In reference number order. 
(b) In molecular f~nnul.a order. 
Having established a compound's novelty in the molecular 
fonnula index, a chemis t would submit his canpound to an information 
scientist. The infonnation scientist liOuld be responsible for ensuring 
that the compound with the appropriate reference number would go through 
for biological testing. 
In the registration process, the information scientist would 
check the molecular fonnul.a for accuracy and again look up the manual 
molecular fornrula index. If he could find no previous record of the 
compound, he would assign the next sequential reference number, code the 
compound in WLN and the fragment code, and pass the necessary information 
forward for biological screening. 
The WLN/molecu1ar formula record so produced was entered into 
a computer system. .An automatic check on the WLN/MF was made, and if 
there was any .discrepancy, the compound was rejected for correction. 
The computer file of compounds was held on magnetic tape in reference 
nunber order and hence could not be used for novelty checking (to do 
this, any incoming WLN would have to be checked against all others on 
the file, one at a time - a very time-consuning process). The fragment 
code was recorded in a punch card. This was overprinted with the structure 
at the same time as the structure cards were prepared for the manual 
indexes. The fragment code was also read to a second computer file. 
There were several disadvantages to this system: 
(a) There was the possibility of duplication, i.e. the same 
structure being given two separate reference numbers. The manual 
mlecu1ar fonnula index was the only checkpoint - cards could be missing 
or misfiled, or it was possible to misinterpret structural diagrams 
when scarming large numbers of entries. Also, the infonnation scientist 
tended to rely on the chemist's novelty check when assigning the 
reference numbers. 
(b) The registration process was time-consuming, the compotmds 
were coded and drawn several times. However, registration had to be 
carried out as quickly as possible so that the necessary documentation 
could be put into the indexes. 
, (c) The fragment code, the main search tool, was subject to 
error. This could be caused by misinterpretation of the rules, by mis-
coding or by mispunching, and was not checked automatically. 
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The system, however, was successful, its success largely due 
to the excellent memory of the information scientist in charge of 
registration. 
The substructure search service largely depended on the 
manually assigned fragment code. The plUlch cards were sorted using a 
punch card sorting machine. KWIC indexes were produced from the WLNfi-lF 
file and these were used to answer specific questions. 
It was fot.D1d that the substructure search system was Hmi ted 
smce: 
(a) Sorting 80,<XXl punch cards was time-consummg. 
Cb) My search hits were returned to the chemist in the fonn 
of the punch cards (the structures were overprinted). The chemist was 
only allowed to keep the cards for a limited time - otherwise, other 
searches could be held up or incomplete. 
(c) A number of searches were too specific to be effectively 
carried out with a fragment code and, hence, labour was required in 
editing. . 
1.8.2 Company Compound registration and search 
The Company compound centre collected together compound 
information from all the divisions. This was maintained on a large 
magnetic tape file (150,000 records) on the Company's IBM 370 machine, 
and was based on the research carried out by Hyde and Thamson (38-40). 
Several files were maintamed: 
(a) WLN file containmg all Divisional numbers. Other 
files were only referenced by the OR number (the Company Registry 
number) and had to be related to this file. - -
(b) Connection table file. These were generated from the 
WLN on registration and stored on magnetic tape. 
(c) Fragment file. M open-ended fragment code ( > 5,000 
separate fragments) was automatically generated from the connection 
table on registration. The file was inverted for searchmg. 
The registration process was expensive and the search 
system was difficult to interpret - about 4,000 of the fragments had 
a posting of less than 10 and generic fragments were often not 
available. Tn-e string search program was based on nomal text search 
and was often inadequate. 95% of the searches were carried out manually 
usmg a KWIC index and the structures then generated from the stored 
connection tables. The company service was used by Phannaceuticals 
Division chemists. They were becoming dissatisfied with computer services 
as a number of constraints were imposed on them: 
(a) The service was expensive - limited output on standard 
computer stationary. 
(b) There was a long turnarotmd time of up to 4 days. 
Manual searching of the KWIC Index could take up to a day. 
(c) The information was often out-of-date - the search 
files were only updated every six months because of cost factors. 
By the end of 1970, the munber of chemists at Alder1ey Park 
had risen to about 70. The demands on the Divisional manual and punch 
card services were'large and chemists had little support for application 
of computers in this area. 
1.8.3 Research carried out by the company 
Fo1lowmg the research carried out in the late 1960's (38-40), 
the company had supported a research program into the application of 
computerised structure handling techniques to chemical infonnation. 
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Experience with the Company Compound Centre led to the development of 
the following: 
(a) Mark II versions of the CROSSBOW connection table and 
display programs. TIlese were designed to overcome some of the problems 
of the ~brk I version; for example, to facilitate conversion to the 
Chemical Abstracts Connection Table (73). 
(b) An atom-by-atom search program. This was written to allow 
detailed interpretation of the Mark 11 connection table to take place. 
The program allowed up to 8 nodes (or atam symbols) to be specified 
and a simple pathway (linear, one-branch, two-branch) between them. It 
then generated a mini-connection table lihich was matched against total 
connection tables of the compounds to be searched. 
(c) A program to convert standard WLN notation to the 
expanded notation used by CROSSBOlV programs. Hyde and Thomson (38) had 
recognised the extra complications which arose out of use of the 
multiplier and contraction rules in l~ (37), and had developed the 
CROSSBOW system to use notations coded without them. This did in fact 
mean that ICI was at variance with the rest of the WLN-using population, 
and the program was written such that externally-generated data bases 
could be used with the CROSSBOW system. 
These programs, together with existing facilities were used as 
the building blocks of a new system to meet user needs. 
1.9 Outline of the ·Study 
The objective of the studywas to design and develop a computer-
ised chemical structure handling service to meet the chemists needs and 
requirements for an internal information handling facility. This 
development had to take into account: 
(a) Existing data bases and their use. 
(b) The divisions decision to change computers and to develop 
the Company Chemical Data Bank on the Burroughs 3500 computer, with its 
particular capability of handling on-line systems. 
Cc) The need to develop services to meet the continuing 
needs and requirements of Research Department. 
The ability of the system to meet the user requirements was 
seen as of paranxnmt :importance. Two sets of users can be identified: 
Ca) Infonnation scientists using the system as an interface 
for members of Research Department. 
(b) Chemists in the Resear.ch Department seeking infonnation to 
aid them in their research. . 
Both sets of users were studied. The infonnation scientists 
were monitored constantly and any changes to meet their requirements 
acted on as soon as possible. The chemists, however, represented a much 
larger group and could not be subjected to the same interrogation 
teclmiques. Their response to the system has been studied indirectly -
observations being made over the two years and the results analysed at 
the end of the study. The tedmical deve10pnent of the system and the 
user studies were carried out concurrently, but will be reported 
separately. 
• 
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Olapter 2 - Chemical Data Base Design 
2.1 Introduction 
The introduction of the Burroughs 3500 as the Divisional 
computer, with its particular suitability to on-line direct-access 
working, introduced a new philosophy into the development of chemical 
infonnation systems within Phannaceuticals Division. Consequently, an 
investigation was set up to look at new systems for compound registration 
and search, based on the new computer facilities, and aimed at overcoming 
the deficiencies and limitations of existing systems. At the same time, 
the Division decided to amalgamate the chemical registration and search 
facilities of the Head Office Company CompOlmd Centre with those of 
Pharmaceuticals Division, Data Services Section. 
As initially set up, the Company Compound Centre only registered 
compounds of complete structure, whereas Pharmaceuticals Division ~ad to 
register all substances submitted for biological test. The overlap, 
however, between the two centres was large, and a lot was to be gained 
if it was possible to define a comroon system for registration. The first 
stage was therefore to design a Company data base suitable for all the 
registry and search functions to be carried out, taking into aCCOl.mt 
data bases and services already in existence, surveying the contents of 
the files, etc. 
2.2 Available Company Data Bases 
2.2.1 Pharmaceuticals Division compounds 
There were five files of chemical data on Pharmaceuticals (M) 
compounds held within the Division (see Fig. 3). 
Figure 3 - Chemical Files Held in Pharmaceuticals Division 
MAIN CONTENT PURPOSE MEDIlM ORDERED USED FOR 
1 ICI and M ncs., MP, A complete 
structural program record of all 
test submissions. test sub-
missions. 
2 ICI and M nos., MP, To allow 
structural diagram. chemis ts to 
perfonn novelty 
checks. 
3 lCI and M nos., MP, Computerised 
WLN. record of . 
compounds. 
4 M no., fragment Searched using 
code. statistical 
sorter for 
substructure 
classes. 
5 M no., fragment Searched by 
code. computer. for 
substructure 
classes. 
MP. = l<hlecular fonnula. 
WLN = Wiswesser Line-Fonnula Notation. 
M No. = Pharmaceuticals Division no. 
BY REG. 
Manual M no. 
cards. / 
Manual MP 
cards. / 
Magnetic M no. 
tape, 
lCL 
190ZA. 
Punch Essent-
cards. ially 
unorder 
-ed. 
Magnetic M no. 
tape, 
lCL 
190ZA. 
ICI No •. = ICI Central Registry no., also referred to as rn no. 
SEARaI 
/' 
/ 
../' 
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The composition of these files and the indexing procedures 
~ed reflected the Divisional need to relate chemical and biological 
information. 
Within the Division, registration was carried out manually by 
checking a potentially new M compotmd for novelty in the manual r.1F index, 
assigning an M number, working out the WLN and fragment code, creating 
records for the appropriate files and updating these files. 
The compotmd was then passed on~o the Company Compotmd Centre 
where a separate registration was performed using manual and automatic 
novelty checks by WLN. In the updating of Divisional and Company WLN 
files, an MP was automatically generated from the WLN and compared with 
the input ~IF previously calculated manually: this acted as a partial 
check of both WLN and~. The Divisional and Company WLN files were 
instituted to provide a tmique and tmambiguous representation of 
structures in a form suitable for automatic processing whether for 
registration or substructure sea~~ purposes. . 
Within the Division, it was not possible to autanate directly 
the manual novelty check of the MP. index used in registration. This 
was because the MF was ambiguous, and the final stage of the check 
depended on a visual comparison of structural diagrams. A WLN file was 
thus essential for an automatic registration system. The following 
criticisms could be levelled against the Divisional system: 
(a) Duplication of the registration function by the Division and the 
Company CROSSBOW Centre was wasteful - 70% of the Company file 'vas 
made up of Pharmaceuticals Division cornpotmds. 
(b) The maintenance of five separate Divisional files for chemical 
information was complicated and unnecessary. In particular, the 
updating of the manual MF index was very laborious. 
(c) The manual MP novelty check in Divisional registration was prone to 
hunan error, whether due to the wrong arrangement of entries from 
a previous update, or due to looking for the new compotmd in the 
wrong place. 
(d) The use of two independent structure codes (WLN and fragment code) 
both requiring manual encoding and their own file maintenance, was 
unnecessary. The WLN contains implicitly all the information 
recorded in the fragment code and an equivalent to the latter could 
be automatically generated from the fanner. 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
The operation of the Divisional registration procedure on a daily 
batch basis caused a delay of some homs between the submission of 
a compotmd by the chemist, and the confirmation by the indexer that 
the compound was novel and the provisional M number valid. If the 
compound was fotmd not to be novel, the chemist had to be contacted 
again to decide on further action. 
The present location of the manual indexes and the registration 
entry point was not central to the cheaical laboratories. 
Compotmds were not accepted for Company registration unless they 
could be encoded into WLN by a certain well-established set of 
rules. 
Thus, compotmds of only partially known structure, complexes, 
polymers, polypeptides, etc., were not assigned ICI numbers, since WLN 
rules for such compounds were only tentative or non-existant. Wi thin 
the Division, such compounds were assigned an M number, and were entered 
in some way on the WLN file. 
2.2.2 Company Compound Centre 
A record of all chemical compound information generated ~1thin 
the Company was held by the Company CoIDp<UJd Centre on the IBM 360/65. 
Registration of the Company compounds took place on request from the 
Divisions, and four large files were maintained (see Fi e 4 • 
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I Figure 4 - Olemical Files Maintauled by Company Compound Centre . ! 
. , 
MAIN CONTENT PURPOSE MEDIUM ORDERED BY USED FC:\: REG • cnr-,-....;l'\.\.-.. 
I rCI no., \VLN, MF To provide a Magnetic (1) rCI no. 
and Divisional complete tape, (2) WLN 
nos. record of all rBM 360/ 
",/ 
./ compotmds 65. 
requested by 
the Company. 
2 ICI no. Mark r Used to Magnetic ICI no. 
connection table. generate tape, 
structure IBM 3601 ./ 
displays. 65. 
3 ICI no., fragment Used for Disk, Inverted 
file (based on substructure I13lvI 360/ file. 
../ ~mrk I connection searching. _ 65. 
table). 
MP = Molecular fornrula. 
WLN = Wiswesser Line-Formula Notation. 
ICI No. = Company registry number. 
Mark I connection table = See full description by Hyde & Thomson (38). 
This Company file contained information from the following 
collections (the letter in brackets is the Divisional code): 
Ca) Phannaceuticals Division CM) - about 72,000 compotmds tested within 
the Division. The Company file stored infonnation on the compoUnds 
having definite structures, but it was not directly compatible wit.~ 
the Divisional file. Different indexing conventions were used to 
record salts, stereochemistry, etc. reflecting the need to relate 
information from various Divisions. 
(b) Plant Protection Ltd. (R) - about 50,cm tested or purchased by 
Jealott's Hill Research Station. 
(c) Organics Division (SC) - about 48,(XX) cunpounds in the~r specimen 
collection. 
Cd) Organics Division CA) - about 60,(X)() cOlIpotmds, mostly indexed froffi 
Company reports, works processes and a]x)ut 26,000 indexed from 
commercial suppliers catalogues. 
(e) Head Office CZ) - compounds indexed by Head Office from Company 
Reports - about 3,000 compotmds. . 
(f) Research Station, Brixham CB) - about 600 compotmds tested by this 
research unit. 
The total number of unique compomds on the Company file was 
165,000, each of these records being assigned a Company reference number 
(CR number). A record may have any number of reference numbers from any 
of the Divisions assigned to it, and no attempt was made to prevent 
duplication within Divisions. Also, the rules governing the allocation 
of CR numbers were not stringently applied and correlation between 
compounds essentially similar was often difficult. 
However, this was the only computerised record of compounds 
outside the M collection. 
2.3 Requirements of a Company.ChemicalData Bank 
A' Company Chemical Data Bank was to be set· up on 'the Burroughs 
3500 to carry out the following ftmctions: 
: 
li 
!\ \; 
i 
I 
11 
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(a) Fast registration of new compOlmds into the Phannaceuticals Division f 
collection for biological testing. 
(b) Registration of all new compotmds into the Company compotmd file. 
(c) Inter-relation of compotmds indexed in the various Divisions. 
(d) Substructure searching on the Company collection or on Divisional 
collections. 
(e) Specific compotmd location within the Company data base. 
(f) Inter-relationships with related data bases, e.g. biological test 
results, sample data. . 
(g) Ability to make comparisons with externally available data bases, 
e.g. commercial catalogues, literature information. 
2.4 On-Line Considerations 
The B3S00 was particularly suitable for on-line applications, 
and the commercial department had already made available an on-line 
ordering and invoicing system. The· system provides all the basic 
software for other applications to be developed on-line. A total on-line i 
chemical data base would have had the following advantages: 
Ca) Up-to-dateness: compotmds would be available in the system on 
allocation 0f the reference number. 
(b) Ease of use: random access teclmiques allowing fast retrieval, even 
in a large data base. 
(c) Automatic novelty checking using a Visual Display Unit (VDU) tenninal 
Cd) nTImediate correction of input errors. 
(e) A compmmd's perfonnance in the search system could be evaluated, 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
and appropriate action taken on input. For example, if a compOl.md 
failed at the connection table generation stage, the manually generat~ 
ed connection table could be generated and added to the file. 
HOwever, there were a number of constraints: 
Usage - economic and efficient use of an on-line tenninal is closely 
related to the number of transactions/day and the complexity of 
these transactions. 
Size - limits on disc availability dictated that the data base needed 
to be as small as possible both in terns of the number of records 
present and the size of each record. ' 
Response time - for maxi.mt.nn advantage, the response time had to be as 
short as possible. The length of time to find anyone record us ing a 
given key would depend on the size of the file and the extent and 
. type of file organisation. 
Variable length records and variable length keys were not possible. 
Bearing these constraints in mind~ the Divisional requirements 
were judged on the following criteria: 
(a) Size of the collection using the following guidelines: 
(10,000 = Small 
10,000-40,000 = Medium 
> 40,000 = Large 
(b) Type of growth to the collection, Le. whether daily additions being 
made or occasional batch additions. The rate of daily growth was 
also important. 
(c) Overlap between collections, Le. mOvement of compOl.mds from one 
Division to a second. 
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(d) Use of the collection, "i.e. were the compOlmds being currently 
submitted for biological evaluation? 
In the light of these conditions, the data was divided into 
the following: 
Ca) Constantly growing, large collections with some overlap and current 
biological evaluation programmes: 
An on-line registration system, the main Company Data Base, 
based on a random-access disC data base was designed to cope with d~~::". 
from Pharmaceuticals Division OM collection), Organics Division (SC 
collection), and Plant Protection Division (R collection). 
(b) Other collections where growth lvas intermittent and the data base 
was small or not attached to a current testing p~. 
A batch registration system based on a serial magnetic tape 
data hank, the additional Company Data Base was designed to cope with 
data irom Brixham (B collection), Head Office CZ collection), Australia 
and New Zealand (I collection), and the Fine Chemicals Service source 
collection CA collection). 
Figure 5 illustrates the selection of data for the two 
registration systems: 
Figure 5 - PrOposed File Usage 
ON-LINE 
DISC 
BATrn 
TIFE 
I 
-
" CDLLECfION 
-
M 
R 
se 
- -
A 
Z 
B 
- --
SIZE 
85,<XXJ 
50,000 
49,000 
- -
67,<XXJ 
1,800 
1,000 
2.5 The Main Chemical "Data Base 
2.5.1 Basic design 
GROl'VIH/DAY 
25 
24 
6 
Variable, from 
o to 200 
4 
o 
The ftmdamental concept of the random-access data base is a 
multi-level compound description as shown in Figure 6. 
Figure 6 - Relationship of the Data Elements 
A Company nunber (the CR number) is allocated to each chemical 
species as defined by a unique WLN. There may be more than one \~1N for 
each molecular fonnula and there may be more than one suffix for any 
Wiswesser Notation, where the suffix is a DK>dification to the basic 
species, e.g. salt, stereochemistry: 
DIV. REF. = NOTATION + SUFFIX 
where the suffixes are denoted according to the indexing conventions of 
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the Division concerned. There is only one entry for each Division~l 
reference. There may be one or more DiViSional references for each eR 
number, e.g. ''Hibitane'' where a large number of salts have been prepared, 
for the same basic molecule, and the compounds have been tested extens- :.1: 
ively in the various Divisions (see Figure 7). l 
'.\'1 Figure 7 - References for Hibitane 
CR No. 
238979 
M No. 
10040 
11976 
SC No. 
10661 
16389 
16490 
R No. 
15599 
17548 
16834 
57614 
WLN 
MOlecular Formula 
C20fU8N9-CL2 
GR Ilv1YUM&MYUM&M6MYUM&YUM&NR rx; 
SUFFIX 
PAlMITATE 
STEARATE 
CU m1PLEX 
95% of all compounds on the file have no variation on the basic 
species. To make access to the file more efficient, the original multi-
level concept was modified so that the main record holding the WLN and 
the CR number may also hold one M, R and SC number relating to the 
basic network (see Figure 8).. In addition, it is usual to require both 
WLN and molecular fonnula together in response to a question. Since 
, ! 
., 
; i 
'I 
1 ' 
there could be a large number of WLi\J' s for any molecular fo nnul a , it Kas I 
decided to hold the rviF on the mam record, i. e. one MF for each WLN. 
Figure 8 - Data Structure on the Chemical Data Base 
WISWESSER LINE NarATION 
2.5.2 Accessing the data base 
To make maximum use of the Company data base, access would be 
required through each of the following keys: reference numbers - M, R, 
se and CR; molecular fonnula; and Wiswesser Line Notation. 
To cater for imnediate access using any of these keys, the 
data base must be held on random-access disc, and the files DRlSt be 
organised such that efficient access can be made to any record on the 
data base using any of these six keys. 
Each Divisional munber, M, R or SC, can be present on the data 
base once only, i.e. the information for that compound is present in a 
known area on disc. Similarly, the CR number represents a given 
Wiswesser Notation, and this will occupy a known area on disc. 
To access data under a known reference number, indexes are 
required to relate each reference number with the position of its 
relevant data on the disc. The reference numbers cover the following 
ranges: 
M 1 - 92,000 
R 1 - 75,000 with some nos. yet to be allocated 
se 1 - 52,cxx> 
CR 200,001 - 325,cxx> 
All Divisional collections are growing rapidly and hence the 
provisions were made as shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 - Division Reference Indexes 
Notes: 
WCR INDEX 
M 
1 - 200,cro 
CR 
200,001 -
399,999 
SIR INDEX 
S 
1 - lOO,cro 
R 
100,001 -
199,999 
(a) Up to 2oo,cro M numbers were created for, since nearly 
100,000 has been reached and the collection was growing rapidly. 
Cb) Up to 100,000 R and se munbers were allowed for, although 
R munbers could expand beyond this by adding to the end of the index. 
(c) To look up an R number the program adds 100,000 to the 
number input. 
I 
. Every reference munber has an entry on file, whether present o~ . 
not. The entry takes the fom of a 6-digit nt.unber indicating the ! 
position of th~ main record on the disc, and a marker indicating where 
the record is present or not; an "*" indicates the presence of the 
compound on file. 
Look-up for a reference number is very simple. For example, 
what is the structure of R465? This number is input to the program: the 
R tells it to examine the SIR index and to add 100,000 giving 100,465. 
The loo,465th record of the SIR index is then accessed giving the 
following information: 
095432* 
i.e. the compound is present and starts at position 095432 on the main 
file. In this way, any reference number may be accessed very quickly. 
The molecular formula is not a complete description of the 
structure, but st.DIlIIlarises the atomic content of the molecule. The 
distribution of structures amongst molecular formulae is very uneven. 
Some fornrula, which may include combinations of the more corrmon elements 
or unusual elements, represent a single structure yet other formulae 
represent large nt.unbers of structures. Appendix I shows the molecular 
formula population in a file of 125,000 compOlmds (74). 
A member of the chemist user population knows no WLN and 
would use molecular fonnula as a main key to find a given compound. 
Hence, if this data base is to be used by the chemist himself, it must 
contain a molecular fonnula index. 
The length of the molecular formula varies, but it is almost 
always complete or unique by 18 characters. It was decided, therefore, 
to store the molecular formula key as a fixed length record of 18 
characters, any remaining symbols being ignored. 
All compounds in the file must have an entry in the molecular ~: 
fonnula index. Each molecular fonnula :index record contains the .' 
follo~ing info~tion: In<?l~cu1ar fo~a, 18 chara~ters using the. Richte.! 
ordermg conventl.on; posl.tl.on on the dl.sk of the fl.rst compound Wl.th II 
that molecular fornrula; and the position on the index of the next 11 
molecular fonmIla. On updating, any new IOOlecular fonnulae are added to \ 
the end of the file and the pointers used to maintain the correct .. 
sequence. Re-organisation could then be carried out when the file i; 
became uneconomic. !! 
l~ 
~ 
'I: 
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The main WLN record will contain a pointer to the next record 
on the disc with the same molecular fonnula. All compotmds with the 
s3Il1e molecular formula can, therefore, be found by tracing the pointers 
from the first record to the last where the pointer will be set to zero. 
It must be possible to look for the presence of any molecular 
formula on the file quickly. It is not efficient to scan the whole 
molecular formula index (about 70,CXX) entries) each time. Hence, index 
tables have been set up to allow selective entry into the molecular 
fonnula index. 
The first table, the coarse table, holds the formula of every 
7,OOOth entry on the index. These ten entries are held in alphabetic 
order and each points to the next lookup table, the fine-table. There 
are ten fine tables, one for each entry in the coarse table and the 
molecular formula in the coarse table shows the first entry in the fine 
table. The fine table holds every lOOth molecular formula and its 
position on the molecular formula ihdex file (70 entries in all). 
Using these tables, any molecular formula can be found in a 
maximum of 270 comparisons. For example, is C6H170N on file? The 
coarse table is examined (see Figure 10). 
Figure 10 - Part of the Mblecular Formula Index Coarse Table 
mLECULAR FORMJLA 
C3H80NZ 
CSIllSO 
CSIllOONZ -CLZ 
FINE TABLE 
2 
3 
4 
Since CSlU80 is the first entry in fine table 3 and C8HlOO~rz-CL::; 
is the first entry in fine table 4, C6Hl7ON can be expected to be in fine 
table 3. This is now examined (see Figure 11). 
Figure 11 - Part of a Mllecular Fonnula Ind~x Fine Table 3 
mLEUJLAR FORMULA 
~Sm80 
C6IllSO 
C6IllSO 
POSITION ON INDEX 
010010 
0106 SO 
010875 
Here, C6HlSO is the last entry in the file to have a value of 
less than C6fll70N. The program then moves to the molecular fonnula 
index, starting 010650. It scans the entries matching against C6E170N 
tmtil a match is found or the record is higher than C6fll70N, in \.;hich case 
the record is declared ''not on file". 
New molecular formulae are being added all the time. These 
are added physically to the end of the file, and pointers set on the 
entry logically before on the molecular foraula file and the new entry 
points to the molecular fornn.1l.a immediately afterwards. The coarse and 
fine tables are not changed. 
Using these files, any molecular fonnula can be fOlIDd quickly 
and efficiently. Update is simple since the records are logically 
connected rather than physically adjacent. 
The Wiswesser Line Notation, WLN, is the complete description 
of the molecule and its length varies from 2 characters to over 150 
characters, the average length being 19 characters. 
To allow entry using WLN meant that some fonn of key was 
required. For a record to be a simple key, it must have fixed length, 
DlJSt be tmique, and nrust be ordered alphanuaerically. To make a WLN a 
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! fixed length record of say 144 characters was impractical. A large 
3JOOtmt of dis c would be required and most would be taken up with spaces. 
Matching on 144 characters would be inefficient and slow, and again I! 
much of the matching would be space against space. I' 
It was therefore decided to break the l~ into a variable \ 
nunber of fixed length blocks, and only the first block would re: presc::-.:: 
on the main file and be used as a key. An. analysis was carried out 
considering the following three points: 
(a) The average length of notation was 19 characters - the block size 
·should be as near to this as possible to avoid wasted space on the 
disc. 
Cb) The block size should be selected such that as many compotmds as 
possible are unique within one block, i.e. the ntunber of "synonyms" 
should be kept to a minimum. 
(c) 'Tile number of blocks should be kept to a minimum to avoid a large 
number of disc accesses to find the complete record, i.e. as many 
compounds as possible should be unique within one block. 
The results led to the selection of a 24-character block. A 
Stmmlary of the results is given in Figure 12. 
Figure 12 - Summary of Results 'on WLN as Key Using 16 , 24 and 32-
Character Records 
NO. OF BLOCKS REg~. 
LENG'IH OF BLOCK % COMPLETE NO. OF SYNONYMS 1'0 COMPLETE 11IE \.L ~ 
1 2 )2 
- - --
16 characters 40 7 40% 50% 10% 
24 characters 80 1 .s ro, 19% 1% 
32 characters 90 1 9~ 9j 1% 
Hence, the main chemical file is divided into two areas (see 
Figure 13). 
Figure 13 - Infonnation art M:lin Chemical Files 
MAIN FILE (WW) OVERFLOW FILE (WO) 
; 
i 
: 
I 
I 
~ ___________________________ i 
Reference numbers. 
CR number. 
i 
:1 
I 
I 
, 
First 24 ch. of WLN. 
MP. 
24 ch. of WLN. I ~ ~ i Pointer to next overflO\v record. ; t: 
Pointers to other 
MP records. 
Pointers to overflow 
record. 
Pointers to other 
WW records. 
Synonym count to 
show no. of WLN' s 
with same first 
24 ch. 
WLN length. 
it 
~--------------------------~': 
OR it ~ 
~----------------------;lj ~ Suffix. or 
References to suffix. 
I 
-I 
I 
The main file, the WW file, is logically ordered in Wislvesser i 
order by the use of pointers to the next and previous records in the 
chain. New records are physically placed at the end of the file and 
logically related to tlleir position in the file. 
As in the molecular fonnula index, coarse and fine tables are 
used to enter the file by any WLN. There are 20 entries in the coarse 
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table, and therefore 20 fine tables. 
Suppose it is necessary to find some infonnation on "Hibitane" 
and, therefore, to knrnv its reference number at Plant Protection 
Division, i.e. the R number. The WLN for ''Hibitane'' is first input -
GR DMYUM&MYl.lM&M6~lYUM&YUM&MR DG. The program first COtmts the number of 
symbols - 30 characters. It examines the coarse table for 
GR DMYUM&MYUM&M6MYUM&YUM, i.e. the first 24 characters. It finds the 
next lowest WLN entry and goes to the appropriate fine table. It nrnv 
finds the next lowest WLN and an address on the main file. It nrnv 
follows the "next WLN" pointers on the main record tmtil it finds a 
match. Here it finds there are two synonyms and examines the first. 
To avoid unnecessary looking up on the overflow file, it first compares 
the WLN length on the file with 30 (for Hibi tane) • They are not equal 
so it proceeds to the second synonym where it finds an equivalence on 
length. The program nOlv follows the pointer to the overflow record 
and finds the next 24 characters of WLN. A match is fotmd and the main 
record will give the reference numbers, etc. for Hibitane. However, the 
overf1rnv pointer points to more overflow records. 
The WLN length has been satisfied: therefore, the remaining 
overflow records hold the suffix data. The first record, and maybe the 
second, will contain textual information on the nature of the suffix. 
This is followed by a "reference number record" holding any reference 
numbers pertaining to the previous suffix. Up to 8 reference numbers 
may be stored irl -the 24 character area allCMed ensuring :maxiIrrum 
utilisation of the disc. The program translates these codes oack to 
their Divisional meaning before the user receives an answer. 
The storage of the Hibitane information (as shrnvn in Figure i) 
on the disk is shown in Figure 14. 
Figure 14 - Storage of Hibitane Information on the Chemical Data Base 
MAIN FILE 
CR No. M NO. SC No. R No. 
1238979 1 010040 110661 1155991 
Pointer to 
WLN overflow 
I GR DMYlJM&MYUM&M6MYUM&YUIvl I OOCOO1 I 
Synonym WLN Next WLN Previous WLN Next MP Previous 
COtmt length pointer pointer pointer MF pointer 
I 002 030 010050 010010 I ccam I 056210 
Notes: 
Ca) The M number is held as a 6-digi t number and the se and R 
numbers as S-digi t numbers. ' 
Cb) The remainder of the record is held in overflow area 1. 
(c) There are two compounds with this 24-character WLN. It is 
the last record ,in the MF block, Le. next MF pointer = zeros. 
OVERFLOW FILE 
1. I~&MR~.;;;..;DG~ __ ~I roxxJ:;,;;.;;;.;:;.;:;.;2::....J1 
2. 
3. 
I PALMITATE 
I 716389 I 517548 
IroxxJ31 
4. 
5. 
Notes: 
1 STEARA1E 
Lt!f400 15168341 
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There are two suffixes: 
(a) Palmitate with SCl63S9 and Rl7548. 
(b) Stearate with SC16400 and Rl6834. 
This overflow system had two main advantages. It allowed for . 
the duplicate records already on file, i.e. two reference numbers in the 
same Division for the same WLN. If this occurred on the main record, a 
suffix of spaces could be held. If the duplicate was on the suffix up 
to 8 reference numbers could be held. Additional infonnation could be 
held on the overflow file, e.g. non-generatable connections table~ or 2-D . 
displays. . , 
2.5.3 Fonnat of the main chemical data base 
Figure 15 shows a schematic representation of the total 
chemical data base. 
The fragment file is used for substructure search. Here, all 
records in the file nrust be searched, hence organisation of the fragment 
file is not important. It is .held in CR order with one entry for each 
eR. number - the eR. number is not stored on the record, but the actual 
address of the main record on the Wiswesser file. One fragment (bit 152) 
is uzed to indicate whether the record is live (present) or dead (not 
present/deleted). Any hits from the fragment search are used to access 
the Wiswesser file so that further searching can be carried out. The 
efficiency of this two-stage search lies in the fact that few hits are 
obtained from a fragment search (less than 10% of the total WLN's 
present). It is faster for this two-stage examination of the data base 
than for all the data to be searched on me pass of the file, since less 
read accesses are required. 
The A index relates the additional chemical file.to the maLL 
Company file (see Section 2.6). 
Figure 15 - Schematic Representation of the Files in the Olemical 
Data Base 
WeR. 
INDEX 
FRAG1ENT 
FILE 
SIR 
INDEX 
MP INDEX 
COARSE FINE. 
~ TABLE 1 TABLEl: 
MAIN FILE 
COARSE FINE V TABLE TABLES 
t 
A 
INDEX 
, 0VERFLCl\T 
FILE 
AC 
INDEX 
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The AC index relates the conmercial availability file to the 
main Company file (see Section 2.7). 
The main chemical data is pennanently resident in 30 million 
bytes of fixed head per track disc on the B3500 (now B4700). It is 
accessed many times a day for both specific compound enquiry and sub-
structure search in both on-line and batch modes (see Chapter 3). 
2.6 The Additional Chemical File 
Having extracted the most used and most valuable parts of the 
Company Compound Centre data base, there was left a smaller amount of 
material requiring less and slower access. The decision had to be made 
as to whether to devise a second, less sophisticated batch system for 
the remainder of the data 0r to rely on purely manual systems. The 
following collections were to be considered (see Figure 3): 
(a) Brixham CB) Collection - Information officers at Brixham 
expressed little interest in their infonnatilm being recorded. In 
addition, the compounds had largely come fran other Divisions, and 
therefore did not represent an additional source of compound 
infonnation. The numbers involved, less than 1,000, meant that manual 
systems were still feasible, and hence the B collection was removed 
from the Company's computerised files. 
(b) Head Office Reports (Z) Collection - The Z collection 
represents compoundS founa in reports and indexed by Head Office. 
However, these reports were also found to be part of the Organics 
Division A collection and were thus doubly indexed. For this reason, 
the Z collection was also removed from the computer files. 
(c) o~anics Division (A) Collection - The 67,000 compounds 
here fall into ree ma~ classes: 
(1) Commercially available compounds indexed from ten major catalogue 
suppl iers - about 30,000 compounds. 
(2) Organics Division compounds reported in Works Processes - about 
4,000 compounds. 
(3) Compounds mentioned in Company Reports or selected literature 
references - about 40,000 compounds • 
. There is same overlap between the various classes, e.g. a 
canpound may be involved in a Works Process and referred to in a Company 
Report. The first class of compounds were not truly Company compounds, 
and were, therefore, also transferred to a ommmercia1ly available file 
(see Section 2.7). 
The A collection compound infonnation was written to a 
magnetic tape file. Each record containing A number, fragments for 
substructure search, WLN including suffix, if one present, and molecular 
fonnulae. All fields were initially held as fixed length and the tape 
file, maintained in A number order, was updated and searched in batch 
mode. 
After about one year of.searching the Company and additional 
chemical files, it was obvious that some fom of overlap indication was 
required. Users were interrogating the main Company file and the 
addi tional chemical file and follow-up work was being carried out by the 
Section on the same compounds from both sets of data. To find the 
amount of overlap, the two files were matched on WLN (not suffix) and 
the appropriate CR numbers found and written to the magnetic tape. On 
searching the additional compounds file, it was therefore possible to 
exclude compounds which were/were not in the main Company file. 
Most searches, however, were being carried out primarily on· 
the main Company file, and some indication of the A ntmi>er, if available, 
was necessary. This, without searching the tape file, would give the 
chemist an extra access point for informaticm. on the cOIIl@und, e. g. a 
recipe fram a Works Process. To do this, an additional file was added 
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to the chemical data base detailing the A/m. equivalent. It was similar 
in concept to the M/CR and S/CR indexes, i.e. every rn number has an 
entry on file, whether present or not. The entry takes the fonn of: 
:1 
(a) A 6-digit number representing the A equivalent. TIle first I,: 
digit is 8 or 9 if the compound is part of the commercially available \ 
file. i; 
11 
i\ (b) An. "*" if there is more than one A number for the CR 
number. 
The latter is possible since the A number represents a WLN + 
suffix and the CR number, the WLN. The "*" is only an indication of the ' 
availability of other numbers, these are checked by Organics Division 
when a request for an A number is made. There are l60,(XX) records 
allowed for on the index, and the key is the CR number minus 200, (XX). 
This file is accessed at tile end of a substructure searched on 
the Company collection. Any A numb:r fomd is printed on . the structure 
card along with an "*" if more than one nunber, and a "c" if commercially 
available. After a year of searching, the position of the A collection 
was reviewed. If usage had been higher, the data would have been 
transferred to the main data base or written to disc pack. However, the 
total data base was searched only 32 times in 1973 (as opposed to 450 
searches on the commercial availability files, and 990 on the Company 
data base). Its main use was as a source of additional infonnation on 
compounds in the Company files, and hence, the A index provided this 
function adequately. 
There was some debate as to whether the A collection should be 
maintained, but the costs of maintenance are low (updates being carried 
out every six months), the magnetic tape search file adequate and the 
data potentially of value. It has, therefore, been continued as a batch 
magnetic tape system. 
2.7 Commercial Availability Files 
The Company has access to files listing commercially available 
compounds • 
2.7.1 The A collection 
Organics Division maintain a ptnlch card index to the compounds 
in the A collection which are commercially available, and giving their 
sources. The sources are merely recorded as the catalogue name, and are, 
therefore, of little value. To find which catalogues a compound with an 
A number may be purchased from, and its reference number and price, 
Organics Division must be consulted. Their data is kept in a card index 
and searched manually. 
The punch card file was therefore used to select compounds 
from the A collection which were commercially available. Some 28,500 
compounds were withdralffi and written to an ''A commercial file". The 
selection was carried out on the A search file, and the following 
infonnation was therefore available for searching: the A number; the CR 
number, if in Company data base; fragments, XLN, suffix (all held as one 
field); and molecular formula. 
A commercial availability file was set-up, and it was possible 
to exclude compOtmds. which were in the Compcm:y Data Base to avoid double 
selection. The system was, however, limited as: 
Ca) There was no price infonnatian on the data base • 
. (b) The compound could not be directly ordered, details had 
first to be obtained from Organics Division. 
Cc) It was not always up-to-date, time being necessary to 
manually access new catalogue infonnation. 'This was done at Organics 
Division and was, therefore, outside our camtrol. 
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2.7.2 The Aldrich chemical files 
Ir, 
\.: 
The Aldrich Olemical Company produces a magnetic tape of all \1 
compolDlds available conunercially through them. Most of these 19,0J0 \i 
cOddIDl?ol;IDds aCre ~vlabillable inf!hedir c~tal)ogues, andd~ !he remainder are ndew ,'I 
a 1t10ns ava1 a e at a 1xe pr1ce. In a 1t1on, Aldricll agree to 
alert ICI of all compotmds newly produced six months before they become 
available in the catalogues. 
The records on the magnetic tape contain the catalogue 
reference number and the WLN. The latter was not directly comparable 
with the Company files. A program had been written to cater for this 
problem (75). ICI does not use the multiplier and contraction rules as 
given in the Smith manual (37). M:>st other companies did begin by usin~ 
these rules, but there has been a gradual swing to the ICI system. 
The program which reformats the notation does not always 
produce the same notation as would be produced if the compotmd t .. ad been 
coded without the rules. TIle difference lies in order of symbols rather 
than their content, and substructure searches would produce the same 
answers. 
There was not enough information on the tape to produce an 
effective search system. The Aldrich Chemical Company was approached, 
and a second file was obtained. This detailed the catalogue reference 
number, the chemical name and the molecular fornrula as given in the 
catalogue. They had no way of giving us a computer tape of prices. The 
price was, therefore, transferred from the catalogue on to punched cards. 
Enough information was therefore available to design an 
efficient search system giving: 
Ca) Full substructure search facilities. 
(b) Enough information after searching for the compound to be ordered 
from Aldrich. 
Cc) A price per gram so that price limits on searches can be carried out. 
The data base was in two parts: 
Ca) Substructure search tape detailing catalogue number, CR number 
Cif present in main Company file), WIN containing the suffix, 
fragments for substructure search and .:>lecu1ar fonm.1l.a. 
(b) Additional data file stored on magnetic tape, but loaded onto disc 
when required •. This detailed the molecular fonmlla, catalogue name, 
actual price and price per gram. It was used most often as a data 
file for printing or could be searched in conjunction with the 
substructure tape to obtain compounds of a certain type with a 
given price limit. 
2.7.3 Detailed indexes of small catalogues 
Jealott's Hill Technical Information Unit began to index in 
the Wiswesser Line Notation various small, but potentially useful 
catalogues. These were maintained on punch cards and were searched by 
use of printed lists. The information recorded included catalogue 
number, WLN containing the suffix, molecular fonnula, catalogue name 
and price. It was felt that such data would complement commercially 
available data already maintained by Pharmaceuticals Division. 
2.7.4 An integrated commercially available index 
After a year of searching the existing commercially available 
files, a number of points arose: . 
(a) It was time-consuming to search both the commercial A file, and the 
Aldrich files. Ibwever, this was the ooly way in which full 
coverage could be guaranteed. Some ioconvenience was caused by the 
same compound appearing in both sets of answers. I t was usual in 
fact to"restrict questions to one data file. 
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(b) On a Company search, the Aldrich availability was not mown. 
(c) Searching of only the connnercial A collection was not making use of I 
our knowledge of conrnercial availability. 
(d) Other commercial information was becoming available, e.g. that 
produced by Jealott's Hill. 
It was therefore decided that an integrated index of 
cOJll11ercially available compOlmds should be set-up - the available 
chemicals (AC) index. 
The design of such a data base was now considered. Disc 
packs were now available on the Burroughs 4700, and it was decided to 
use this meditnn for this index. It had several advantages over the tape 
systems, e.g. fast access times, less prone to handling problems and . ' 
capable of random access, yet was not as expensive as the head per track 
disc used for the on-line Company file. For convenience, master files 
for the various catalogues could be maintained on magnetic tape, and 
merged and loaded on the disc pack when necessary. This was feasible 
since updates of the data are not frequent (a maximum of one every three 
months) and copies on magnetic tape were required, in case the system 
failed. 
On-line access was not anticipated, hence the added costs of 
head per track disc could not be justified. 
There are three potential search items 011 such an index: 
(a) The chemical information: fragments, WL.~ and molecular fornrula. 
(b) The price per gram. 
(c) The presence in the main chemical data base. 
The last is a yes/no option and can be stored on the search 
file as a fragment (no. 149) in the fragment screen. The actual CR 
number can then be recorded in the additiamal details file. The price 
per gram can therefore be stored in the positions 1-6 (usually occupied 
by the CR number) in the standard search file. 
As in the main chemical data base, similar comp01.mds need to bE 
related - the AC number, therefore, refers to the molecular species only 
and there may be a large mnnber of compouruDs for anyone species. The 
data required on the additional data file is, therefore, CR number, 
suffixes, A number, other catalogue m.nnber,s, names and prices.' The AC 
number could then be used to link both files (see Figure 16). 
Figure 16 - Files in AC Index 
SEARCH FILE ADDITIONAL DATA FILE 
AC mnriber AC mnnber CR nUlriber, Suffixes, WLN, fragments A numbers, catalogue 
MF, price/gram numbers, names/prices 
There may be any number of additional data elements for a 
record on the search file, and some effective way of linking these two 
files together is required. 
The files are created by the merging of existing files, 
presorted into suffix within WLN order (FibUTe 17). 
CompOlmds with like WLN are broug'lt together, and the WLN, MF 
and fragments are written to the search file. The additional data for 
that one compound is then packed into the additional data file. The dat~ 
is stored as variable length fields in fixed. length records (each one 
disc segment in length). The address of the first data element is 
wri tten to the search file as the AC number and the lowest price per gran 
found is stored in the remaining data field.. 
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Figure 17 - Creating the AC Index 
~I 
P 
1 
Commercial A file, 
at no., A no., WLN 
+ suffix, fragments 
and MP 
Aldrich file, CR 
no., A no., WLN + 
suffix, fragments, 
MF, name, price 
Other catalogues 
file, CR no., cat. 
no., WIN + suffix, 
fragment, MF, 
name, price 
MERGE AND 
FILE CREATE 
AC 
SFARGI 
FILE 
AC 
DATA 
FILE 
Each field on the additional data record is separated by a 
unique character (FA-FE) and the end of record is defined by the 
character (FF). The next available AC number is the next element on the 
additional data record. An. example of a record is shown in Figure 18. 
Figure 18 - Part of the AC Index 
PRICE AC NO. 
1<XXXX> CXXXJOl Fragments WLN MP 
05(0)) CXXXJ06 Fragments WLN MP 
2<XXXX> <XD007 Fragments WLN MF 
SEARrn FILE 
DATA FILE 
This index has a number of operational advantages: 
(a) The search file is in WLN order, hence, printed lists in WLN order 
(for specific compound enquiries) can readily be obtained. 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Infopnation on compotmds of the same species but different salts i 
or puri ties is brought together. ,: 
The Ac number is the actual key to access the data file at the end ~ 
of the substructure search. t 
The actual keys are in ascending order when examining the data file ~ 1 
thUs minimising disc head movement. . I 
The system is flexible allowing for any number of catalogues to be ! 
introduced. : 
2.8 Literature Files 
Literature based information services are carried out by the 
Literature Services Section of Pharmaceuticals Division and are divorced 
from the functions of Data Services Section. Many of the services based. 
on conunercially available literature services are run by ICI Head Office 
for all the interested Divisions. These include services such as 
Chemical-Biological Activities (CRAC) and Chemical Abstracts Condensates 
(CAC), and are text-based information retrieval activities. 
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There is only one structure-based literature search file - the! 
Index Chemistry Registry System™ (ICRS) produced by the Institute of 
Scientific Infonnation, and as such is now the responsibility of Data ;11 
Services Section. TIle ICRS data base is the only literature search file 
using the WLN which is connnercially produced. The data base is produced 
monthly by ISI, primarily as a current awareness service. It reports the 
new compounds mentioned in the literature during the previous month 
(about 110 journals are scanned). ISI also produce their own search 
I package (RADICAL II) for use on IBM 360/370 computers (76). The current I 
awareness service had been run by Head Office for a munber of years. Use II1 
by the various Divisions was low - about 100 profiles (60% Organics . ! 
Division, 30% Plant Protection Division and 10% Pharmaceuticals Division) ~ 
and the annual cost (including systems maintenance) was around £4,000. 
The low usage was thought due to the poor seardl facilities in RADICAL II, 
lack of adequate structure representation on output and lack of experience 
of WLN by the personnel involved. 
Data Services accepted responsibility for the ICRS data base, 
with the prime objective to develop a fast and efficient system to cater 
for the chemists needs in compound searching from the literature. It was 
felt that these would be in Ulree main areas: 
(a) SDI - the use of the CROSSBOW programs should improve the 
current awareness service. The main benefits would be that searches 
would be coded by people already working in the area, a greater depth of 
search specification was possible and structural diagrams could be printe 
on output. . 
(b) Retrospective search - chemists require some form of 
compound search in the past literature. An l8-month sample was thought 
ideal since it was a manageable size (about a quarter of a million 
records), represented the most up-to-date information, and filled tile gap 
·until the Qlemical Abstracts formulae indexes were available. 
(c) Reaction indexing - a data base of novel reactions could 
be abstracted from the ICRS files and form the basis of a reaction 
indexing system. 
2.8.1 Format of the ICRS data base from ISI 
The monthly data base consists of a multi-file magnetic tape 
in IBM fonnat. It contains two files: the compound file and the 
bibliographic. file. TIle compound file records the \~ and molecular 
fonnula for each compound considered novel in the journal article. Each 
journal reference is given an abstract number and each compound is given 
a compound number within that abstract. The WLN used complied with the 
standards recognised by the Chemical Notation Association (CNA) and is 
not directly compatible with those present in the Company generated files. 
The molecular formula is also of a different fonnat. Here the field is • 
laid out in twelve sub-fields of five characters each. TIle first five 
positions are always carbon; the second five positions are always 
hydrogen, and the other elements follow in alphabetical sequence. Each 
record is 210 characters long. 
The bibliographic file records the source of the journal 
articles. There may be any number of records (each 90 characters in 
length) for each bibliographic record, each with a separate card code in 
column 10 (A - author I s name, G - journal reference, H - organisation 
address, I - instrumental data alert codes, N - use profile subject, S -
subject, T - article title). There may be up to 70 characters of data 
on each code, and if more than 70 characters of data is present it 
overflows onto further records. The abstract number is present in the 
first 6 characters of the record. 
Any proposed system was required to: 
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(a) Provide fast and efficient substructure searches on a current 
awareness basis and on a retrospective basis (for the P:lst IS r:-;8il:::.C • 
(b) Provide 2-dimensional structural output for these search scrvic(;s, 
the structures being presented along with the bibliographic data. 
(c) Provide textual seardles on the bibliographic data on a monthly or :l 
retrospective basis. 
(d) Allmv for the preparation of structural sub files based on various 
parameters, e.g. biological activity, new reactions. 
I felt that Viith a small amOlmt of systems design we could 
develop an IOlS system more suitable to our needs. The follmving 
criticisms were levelled at the facilities offered by IS1: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Lacked adequate screening facilities for substructure searches on 
large data bases. This is reasonable since the facilities are 
geared to current a\vareness only. 
No structural output. 
Bibliographic files \vere large and expensive - records lVere space 
filled to fixed length records. Any number of these records may be 
present for each abstract. 
We therefore' set up two files. 
2.8.2 Substructure search file 
Firstly, the ~LN and molecular formula were processed into 
leI fonnat: 
(a) The molecular fonnula was contracted to a continuous record in 
Richter fonnat (rnaxbnum 18 dlaracters). 
Cb) The multipliers and. methyl contractions were removed from the WL'J (10 
(c) All salts are treated as free acid or base, and any additional 
infonnation placed in the suffix (preceded by 'J &&) • 
The compounds were then submitted to the fragmentation 
generation program and the fragment screen set up. The search file holc~ 
the following infonnation, as shm·.n in Figure 19. 
Figure 19 - Contents of ICRS Search File 
FIELD 
. Abstract no. 
Compound no. 
Fragment screen 
l~ field length CWLN + Suffix) field length 
WLN + Suffix 
Molecular fonnula 
LENGTH 
6 digits 
3 characters 
152 bits 
3 digits 
3 digits 
144 characters 
18 cilaracters 
The total record length was 190 characters. The substructure 
search files were held on disc pack with security copies on magnetic 
tape. 
(a) 
2.8.3 Bibliographic file 
The bibliographic file had to perform two functions: 
Provide bibliographic data for printing on structure cards such that 
the chemist could find the original references. 
Cb) Provide text searciling on data such as subject fields, titles, 
instrument data. 
There is one variable length record for each abstract number. 
This record is separated into a number of variable length fields, each 
separated by an tI@1I sign followed by the next card code. The exception 
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is the instTl.Dllent data - this is simply the presence/absence of the use 
of a given teclmique, each represented as an alphabetic code. Since 
this was a COllllllon search item and had no display value, it was decided 
to set up a bit screen, bit I = presence of A, etc. The file, therefore, 
has the fonnat given in Figure 20. 
Figure 20 - Format of ICRS Bibliographic File 
POSITION (DIGITS) 
1 - 6 
7 - 13 
14 onwards 
FIELD 
Reference number of abstract. 
Bit screen for I data. 
Data. 
The data is recorded in the following order: title (T), 
authors (A), journal (G), organisation (H), use (N) and s~ject (S). 
The first four fields only are used .. ..,hen printing the structure cards, 
hence the remainder of the record can be ignored. Of the remaining two 
fields, the use profile is more likely to be searched than the subj ect, 
and l1ence, is coded first. This indicates any field of biological 
activity with which the compound might be associated. 
All data on A, S and T records are joined together to give one 
field for each code: A fields separated by commas, S fields separated by 
semi-colons, and T fields separated by spaces. Hence, there is only one 
field for each code letter, making searching and presentation simple. 
lVhen the file was set up, some amendments were necessary to 
cater for differences in representations on the IBM and the Burroughs, 
i. e. all occurrences of H%" are replaced by H C", and all occurrences of 
'1(H are replaced by H)H. The file is held on magnetic tape, in abstract 
number order, and can be accessed separately or after a substructure 
search. The inter-relationship of the two data files is shown in 
Figure 21. 
Figure 21 - Diagrammatic Representation of ICRS Data Base 
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2.9 Specialist Files 
2.9.1 The Hansch data base 
Hansch and his colleagues at Pomona College produce a magnetic 
tape twice yearly, detailing compotmds knOlvn to have partition coefficie:-,:, 
data. Such infonnation is useful for chemists using the Hansch ' 
technique (83) for structure/activity correlation. If a chemist cannot 
find infonnation on specific cOIllpotmds, he can often estimate the 
partition coefficient value from values for related compounds, hence the 
need for substructure search services. '\ 
~ ; 
The data recorded on the magnetic tape is given in Figure 22. !i 
Figure 22 - Contents of Hansch Data Base 
WLN (not compatible with rCI). 
MP (not compatible with ICI). 
Name. 
Solvent. 
Journal reference. 
Footnote. 
Partition coefficient value. 
PKa values. 
Sigma values. 
The tape is prepared as an image of the print files which 
would be used to produce the printed fonn of the index on the IBM 360/37C 
series. The main file is repeated a number of times in molecular 
fonrnila order, WLN order and in the fonn of a Kl'VIC index on WLN. We 
isolated the WLN order file onto disc and selected the following 
infonnation: 
WLN (may take up more than one print line, and is processed 
to obtain a complete WLN record). 
MP. 
Name (may take up more than one print line, and is processed 
to obtain a complete name record). 
Number indicating solvent used (refers to solvent index). 
Number indicat";ing journal reference (refers to journal index). 
Number indicating footnote (refers to footnote index). 
Note indicating whether value measured or calculated. 
Partition coefficient value in solvent used. 
Partition coefficient value in octano1. 
The PKa values are appended to the end of the name record, 
enclosed by slash marks. The sigma values were on a separate file v/hich 
was removed and stored on disc. The solvent index, journal index and the 
footnote index were converted to random access files such that the 
, , 
.' 
i J 
numbers on the main files could be used as actual keys to the index files. 
The WLN search file was produced by isolation of the WLN and 
MF from the main data file, and the allocation of a tmique ntIlni?er to eac.~ 
record. This lnlique number is used as the random access key to access 
the main data file for information after a substructure search has been 
carried out. The WLN search file is set up by generation of the fragment 
code and holds the following information: 
Hansch reference number. 
Fragments. ' 
WLN. 
M:>leeular fonrnila. 
A diagramnatic representation of the Hansch data base is given in 
Figure 23. 
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Figure 23 - The Hansch Data Base 
Footnote SOLVENT IrJ)EX 
FOOINOTE INDEX 
Journal 
JOURNAL INDEX 
Mter substructure searching, the reference number on the 
search file is used to access the remainder of the information on the 
main data file. Here, the references to each of the files are used as 
actual keys to find data relating to the reference nunbers. 
Hence,after a substructure search has been carried out, the 
following information is presented: 
Chemical infonnation - WLN, MP, name and structural diagram. 
Partition values, and an indication whether measured or 
calculated. 
The originating reference, authors name and journal source. 
The solvent used, e.g. octanol or diethyl ether. 
Any footnote clarifying .the data, e.g. equation used in the 
calculation. 
In addition, the data file may be searched independently of 
the search file, e.g. find all compOlmds tested in octanol and diethyl 
ether. 
2.10 Processing Other Data Bases 
The use of random access techniques with the Company Cllemical 
Data Base has involved special design criteria. The advantages of the 
sophisticated file structures became apparent when techniques were 
developed for exploitation of the data base. 
A simpler approach was taken with data bases from external 
sources. The files are simple and flexible enough to cater for any neK 
supply of compotmd information which may be available. In this way we 
hope to keep pace with the increas~g and changing demands of users. 
For a potential application we would set up at least two 
separate files: 
\' 
i 
I • 
. t
l 
1., 
.; 
i 
: i 
I I 
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Ca) Compound file, detailing the chemical entities involved. 
Cb) Additional data files, hold:ing textual or value infonnation which 
can be searched in conjunction with the chemical infonnation. 
In this way, the same systems can be used to interrogate 
chemical information from any source. 
" 
: i 
i 
!' 
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Chapter 3 - Techniques For Use With TIle Chemical Data Base 
3.1 Introduction 
A set of programs was required to access the "Chemical Data 
Base" and to carry out the various job ftmctions for which the data base 
was designed. On-line teclmiques had to be evaluated and their impact on 
the two main job ftmctions monitored. A gradual movement to on-line 
working was considered vital since at all times cost-effectiveness was 
paramotmt. TIle full development of the facilities discussed occurred 
over three years and was closely associated with the results of the 
survey on usage. 
3.2 COmpotmdRegistration - Outline of Facilities 
, 
i. 
I:! I1 I, 
. 
I 
·1 The "Chemical Data Base" was set up on the B3500 to carry out 1.1 
the following registry functions: on-line registry of new compounds into 
Pha~l~euticals Division for biological testing, registry of all new 
compotmds into the Company compotmd centre, and the inter-relation of 
compotmds indexed in the various Divisions. Initially, a totally on-line 
registry system was envisaged only for Phannaceuticals Division where 
fast response times had to be achieved, other Divisions using batch 
facilities. TIlis had a number of advantages: 
Ca) The data· base was always up-to-date with Divisional 
info~tion and was immediately accessible for registration and search. 
Cb) The manual novelty checking procedures could be replaced 
by automatic methods. .j 
1 (c) Immediate correction of input errors was possible. . I 
(d) Batch registration for the other Divisions prevented 11 tJ;le~r. abuse of the system, all data being first checked by Phannaceutical~l 
Dl. Vl.S l.on • , I 
This latter point was important since for maxi.mLm effectiveness ill 
of a registry system, like cOIlTpotmds nrust always be indexed in the same !r; 
way. The first ~t~g~ in the. develop~ent of the re¥i~t:r system ,,,as the ~: 
batch update facl.Il.tl.es for mfonnatl.on from all Dl.Vl.Sl.ons. The move to k! 
full on-line working was seen in three phases: on-line enquiry followed P 
by batch registration; on-line enquiry, data validation and batch I ~ 
update finally leading to on-line enquiry, data validation and update. 
The an-line operation on the Burroughs 3500/4700 was never reliable I 
because of machine breakdown and software inadequacies. TIle re fore , after I i 
some experience it was decided not to implement the total on-line ! ! 
registry. To maintain file integrity it was felt that on-line enquiry Illi 
and data validation, followed by a nightly batch update was the best I: 
possible solution. On-line facilities were, however, extended to all 1I 
Divisions since adequate control could be maintained by monitoring the 1
1
', 
batch update and restricting the transactions possible on the on-line I 
system. I 
3.3 COmpound Registration - Batch Facilitiesl 
The first batch system was written such that the transition to 
on-line working would be as simple as possible. To fit in with 
Divisional standards two programs were written: the user routines 
interfacing with the tenninals and the file handling routines processing 
the "Chemical Data Base". 
Since the data base had been designed using the roRTE package, 
"'m'roughs file organisation software (77), the file handling routines 
were merely a collection of FORTE statements necessary to carry out the 
various nmctions. The user routines, on the other hand, contained all 
the computer codes necessary to carry out the registry job ftmctions. 
This user program was in five parts: 
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(a) Validation - all input data was on punched cards and 
routines were written to ensure against punching and transcription 
errors and to ensure the data was in the correct fonnat. 
(b) WLN/molecular formula check - errors in the translation 
of the two-dimensional structure diagram into WLN or molecular formula 
can be detected by generating a molecular formula from the WLN and 
comparing the generated value with that input. :Mistakes in either of 
the two data elements can often be found in this way. 
(c) Novelty checking - new compounds being entered must first 
be examined since the data may already be known. The WLN is compared 
with those already in existence, and, if present, rejected. 
(d) Update - all new infonnation has to be added to the files. 
(e) Report production - all validation errors, l~/molecular 
formula check messages and data already present on file must be reported 
in an error listing and all data successfully added to the file reported 
in an update listing. 
The following types of transactions were catered for: 
(a) Addition of new compounds as defined by unique WLNs. 
(b) Addition of further Divisional references for an 
existing WLN. 
(c) Addition of salt or stereochenical descriptors (suffixes) 
to existing WLNs. 
(d) Deletion of total records, suffix only de~criptors or 
reference numbers. 
The type of transaction required ~ specified on the input 
punched card, and the program carried out the necessary ftmctions. 
The batch registration system worked well when first 
introduced, but was often lD'lIlecessarily labm-ious because of the large 
number of checks built in. Two major alterations were made to speed up 
the processes: 
(a) Company Registry Numbers (CR numbers) were automatically 
allocated for unique WLNs. This removed the need for manual records on 
which CR numbers had been allocated or recently deleted. Manual methods 
can become tedious when a number of sources are all allocating CR 
numbers. 
(b) The flow of compounds between the various Divisions was .~ 
steadily increasing and hence the need to add additional Divisional :1; 
numbers to existing \~s was increasing. This facility was improved by :il 
adding a further type of transaction which linked two Divisional nt.Dnbers. T 
Previously, additional reference numbers had to be related back to the il,l 
rn. number. : i 
:1' 
I. In addition to registration prograns, it was also necessary to 
prepare a batch enquiry routine so that selective prints of the "Olemical 
Data Base" could be obtained. The program lI.Titten catered for specific 
compounds or ranges of compounds using reference numbers or WLN as entry 
points. 
The program was used when there was some doubt as to whether a 
record was already on file. It was not entirely ftmctional since turn-
aromd was slow (often overnight or longer). For this reason, the prog-
ram was mainly used to periodically prepare retrospective lists. These 
would then be used by the various infonnation officers to look up 
specific pieces of infonnation. 
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3.4 Compound Registration - On-Line Facilities 
3.4.1 On-line enquiry 
To aid novelty checking and to reduce the amount of clerical 
effort required for the nightly update, an on-line enquiry facility was 
urgently required. Interrogation was to be through a VDU terminal 
I 
I 
with a "teletype" attaclunent for hard copy, and the program was to be 
simple to use and require the minimum of operator intervention. The 
design of the "Olemical Data Base" allowed for on-line access through 
the following keys: molecular formula, Wiswesser Line Notation (WLN) , 
CR munber, M number, se number and R number. One enquiry fonnat was 
thought easiest to use and consisted of: I: 
(a) The routine identifier (%401 for all routines). This 
allows the main on-line system to find the chemical data base routines 
rather than, say, conmercial or biological routines which can be 
accessed by the same system. 
Cb) The enquiry type - MF for molecular formula, WW for WLN, 
CR for CR lltunber and DR for M, R or se mmi>ers. 
Cc) The data to be found, Le. molecular formula, WLN or 
reference numbers. 
There are two basic replies for each type of enquiry. Firstly, 
if the data is not present, the input request is returned with the 
appropriate error message: 
51] 
DR 
NOT ON FILE 
" 
" 
" ; 
i 
i 
I 
If the data is present, corresponding ansNers will be obtained . i 
on the screen. For a molecular formula enquiry, there may be any m.unber !',' 
of answers. The information on each comoound is restricted to its WLN 
and the main references. If further information is required about 
specific compounds in the list, then the CR number or WLN enquiry will r 
supply them. The amount of data possible on a screen is limited and :1 
only the first three potential answers are displayed. The next three 'I: 
notations can be examined by retransmitting the screen, Le. ''pages'' ,'i 
can be turned. This process can be time-consuming if there are a large 
number of entries for a given molecular formula (74). To reduce the 
amount of processing required to deal with 'one enquiry, the molecular " 
fonnula routine was later modified. Only the first twelve compounds I; 
are now accessed and prepared for display aDd the total number of entriesi(1 
indicated. To. do this it has been necessa~ to add a count of the :f'!l 
nunber of entrles on the molecular formula lIldex. :; 
j 
In such cases, a WLN enquiry is nme fruitful since it results 'I: 
in all the infonnation about one compound being displayed. If the WLN n 
is present, the reply is the WLN, MF, main references and the number of 
suffixes on file. The screen is filled with the first three suffixes 
together with the appropriate references. '1>ages" may be turned as in 
the molecular formula enquiry. Again, this my be time-consuming if the 
WLN and suffix is known. A suffix search may then be carried out where 
WLN and suffix are both input. A suffix enquiry produces pertinent 
information on molecular formula, WLN, suffix and suffix reference 
; ). 
numbers. To aid novelty checking, the molecular formula can be input in 
addi tion to the WLN, and this will be checked and verified by the MP /WLt~ 
check routine. The check is carried out befure entering the nonnal I' 
enquiry function of the routine, and the erupiry will not proceed if the ! 
check fails. Appropriate error messages are then displayed. i 
A Company reference number enquiry results in all the 
infonnation about the specific CR No. being li-sted whilst the Di visialal 
reference number enquiry produces infonnat~~l specific to that number. 
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These routines have been extensively used in the day-to-day 
working of the section and have proved very successful, both in novel t,· 
Checking and in specific cOIDpotmd location. . 
3.4.2 On-line data validation 
A simple extension of the on-line enquiry routine was the 
ability to input data after a novelty check, and to store the data 
ready for update at a later date. These modifications were felt 
necessary since: 
(a) Novelty checking and valtdation would be done by the 
Divisions concerned and could therefore be corrected by them. 
(b) The time lag due to post and pmching would be reduced. 
(c) There would be less chance of error by transcription 
or punching. 
li 
" 
I' i One new enquiry type (RG) was developed. This was very similar to the Wiswesser Notation enquiry insonru.ch as a WLN and MF are 
input, but the enquiry is made with registration in mind. The WLI'1/MF 
check is first carried out - if the input fails the appropriate error 
message is produced and no further action is taken. If the check is 
passed, the WLN is then searched for on the data base. If not fotmd, \1 
the user is presented with a new compound registration fonn with the [; 
necessary WLN and MF already filled in (see Figure 24). If the WLN is If!: 
on file, the user is presented with the cross-reference or suffix 
amendment fonn containing all the known information - CR ntnnber, WLN, anc. t 
MF (see Figure 25). Both fonns are easily filled in, the cursor jumping !: 
from place to place where input is required. The screens are then i 
retransmitted and enter the new ''Registration Routines" (%402). These , I: 
routines receive the infonnation, vet the requests and store the data on ,~ 
a temporary file for later processing in hatch mode. The routines are 
similar to those in the batch update routine except the data is not 
updated on the file. 
There are also a ntnnber of housekeeping routines to enable 
users to keep track of progress on a given day (WF routines). For 
example, it is possible to list all the Di~siona1 reference nuniliers 
that have been iilput since the last update. Alternatively, all 
information input on a given reference number on the temporary file may 
be retrieved or deleted. 
1 , 
i 
; ,( 
. Using these routines, information officers at reIOOte r 
locations can enter data for immediate checking and later updating. Tnel~ 
one exception is total record deletion. Since here it is possible for 'Ill 
one Division to delete information from another Division without their '; 
knowledge, it was decided that these transactions should be carefullY!,; 
monitored. They can, therefore, only be carried out in batch mode. A ~l 
program ~as designed to process ~e. registration <;lata accumulated. throug:-~:I 
the on-lme system and re format l.t mto a mnn sUl.tab1e for use Wl.th the ); 
batch update programs. 
3.5 Substructure Search - Outline of Facilities 
3.5.1 Developing a search system 
With the amalgamation of the Compmly Compotmd Centre into 
Data Services Section, there was an urgent need for a substructure 
search system capable of carryiilg out fast and efficient searches both 
on Company and Divisional data. In additicm, extensions and modific-
ations to existing substructure search serrices would be made easier if 
I 
, I 
j 
! 
a system for the manipulation of structures could be obtained which was 
independent of a data bank. This suggests that one CROSSBO'/ search , 
system should be developed, and this should meet as many of the Company' Si i 
structural infonnation needs as possible. ' .. ~ !! St{CffIELD '. 
The Mark I CROSSBCM system (73, 74) was not consi er~!V[RSITY '. 
suitable for future development since: LIBRARY :. ' 
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require extensive translation for use on the Burroughs 3500. ' • 
(b) Housekeeping was expensive. Three files were maintained: j: 
WLN's and reference ntlllbers, connection tables and an inverted file of 
fragments. These files were large and updates costly .. 
(c) 'Ihe fragment code was difficult to use - there were sane 
5,000 separate fragments, over 4,(XX) with a posting of less than 10. 
In contnJ,St, the manual fragment code used by Phannaceuticals Division 
had 312 fragments. 
(d) There was no atom-by-atom search for use on the comection I 
table - all substructures had to be defined using WLN making search 
formulation difficult. This is supported by other groups working with 
WLN as the sole search mechanism (78). 
Ce} Structures were printed on continuous stationery, several 
to a page. This made the editing of false drops cumbersome. 
The Mark 11 programs had been written to overcome some of 
the '?perational problems encountered with the Mark I programs. In 
partl.cu1ar : 
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(a) The programs were written in COBOL and readily convertible 
between computer manufacturers. 
(b) The cormection table was simplified and the WLN to 
comectivity routines ~roved. Generation of cormection tables was 
no longer the costly business it was. 
(c) An atom-by-atom search program had been developed to 
perfom detailed network searches. 
I 
I 
The main problem was J therefore, the fragment code. Manually 
generated fragment codes had played an ~rtant role in the development 
of chemical substructure search systems (24) J the one developed. by lel 
having been used for twenty years. However, fragment codes had . 
traditionally been used as a stand-alone search tool. An evaluation was 
therefore required as to their effectiveness in a substructure search 
system where WLN string search and connectivity table atom-by-atom 
search were also possible. An. exploratory system was set-up on the ICL 
1902A where the Divisional fraguent and WLN files were held. Firstly, 
a number of searches were run against the files both containing 75,000 
cornpomds: ' 
Ca) Fragment file: 312 attributes stored as a bit matrix. 
(b) WLN file: WLN/MF stored as fixed length records. 
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Search times for a batch of five questions varying in complexi ty ~ ... ere: 
fragment file: 25-30 minutes ~ and WLN file: 40-180 minutes. TIle i\l,N 
file did have some advantage in that it could be used by other CROSS"?O~: 
programs to produce the Z~D structure display on the connection table 
for further detailed searching. 
The initial substructure search system set up, therefore, 
i' 
relied on a first initial search on the fragment code, selection of the 
appropriate WLN records for hits from the fragment search, optional 
further WLN searching, connection table generation for \~s selected as i 
hits, optional atom-by-atom searching of the connection table, and I 
finally generation of the two-dimensional structure record. The search r 
logic used at each stage was fairly simple. Normal Boolean logic (Ai'ID, 1 
was used. The standard ICL package, FIND II, was used for the WLN • 
OR, NOT) was used for the bit fragment search and an existing program I 
searching (79). The FIND II package is designed for the string searching j" 
of textual data. It can perfonn AND, OR and M>T logic on single " 
chara(.ters or groups of characters, and will search through a record 
looking at each character one at a time. The atom-by-atom search 
program handled one question at a time and perfomed an iterative search 
on the connection table network. 
Up to 8 nodes could be searched at one time, and there could 
be up to 10 alternative connection table units for each node. The types 
of network possible were: 
Linear 
One-branch 
Two-branch 
• • • • • • 
· · · I · 
· I I · 
where the branch could be only one node in length. When the search 
system was first set up most questions were completely answered at the 
fragment level. Access to the remainder of the system being for 
structure display only. As the infoI1Ilation officers became used to the 
multi-level approach, so the use of WLN string searching and atom-by-
atom searching developed (80). 
Experience showed that by adding a number of additional 
features to the string search program, greater specifici ty of search 
could be obtained and considerable savings in processor time could be 
achieved. A new WLN string search program was designed which took 
advantage of standard WLN features. The following logic was added to 
the standard string search logic found in text searching programs such 
as FIND 11: 
Ca) Followed-by lo~ic - this ensures that one character string 
follows another in 'the notatIon. This is useful where substituent 
patterns on a given ring system are required. For example: 
AND, 'T6NJ' - /VBQ/ , /V~/. END 
where the substituent pattern CQBQ or V~) is attached to the ring 'T6NJ' 
and must therefore follow it in the notation. 
(b) Start of notation only - this ensures that the string of 
characters stated nrust appear at the beginning of the notation. This can 
save processing time since some strings can only start the notation. A 
second string would then be used to locate the grouping in the molecule. 
For example: " 
OR,~'QV8' , '8VQ' • END 
The Q symbol is tenninal, hence the grouping f QV8' can only start the 
notation whilst '8VQ' can appear anywhere in the notation. 
I I 
~ , 
\ 
i 
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Cc) No-space character - the '*' sign does not normally appear 
in the notation and its presence in a question was used to indicate 'aT"'" 
character but not space'. Because of ~le special meaning of a preceding 
space, the character could be used simply to distinguish between locants 
and other characters. For example: . 
AND, ' *B'. END 
The search is for boron compotDlds and therefore needs to exclude the 
occurrence of the locant ' V'B' • 
(d) Notatiortlength - the total notation field length used :,; 
was 144 characters, but the average length of the notation was only 19 "tl!l 
characters. To save time in searching urmecessary characters, the i 
program was made first to scan the notation for the occurrence of two i 
spaces. This marked the end of the notation and only preceding characters II 
were earche .' 
~ . 
The use of a purpose buiY string search program instead of FU\D,·; 
II was very successful. Coding was simpler, more questions could be 
answered more exactly by string search and the search times were 
considerably reduced. 
The substructure search system (Figure 26) seemed to work well. ri 
It was able to efficiently answer 95% of the questions put to it, but 
the multi-level concept took time to develop (80). The efficiency of the 
system depended on the interaction of the three levels. The most 
expensive iterative procedures were only used on small numbers of 
compounds (usually less than 3,(X)()) and only when the problem had not been·, 
solved by cheaper search levels. Conversely, use of one of the simpler 
levels in areas where it was not sui table could lead to long search times 
and the possibility of relevant answers being missed. I 
Figure 26 - Multi~Leve1 Search System 
QUES'l'ION 
Bit Fragment I 
Search 
I-r---.l<.----, 
ANSWER 
I 
I 
I 
1-
Structur.e 
Display 
At om-by-At om 
Search 
Automatic part ot system 
I 
LEVEL 1 
Occurrence 
LEVEL 2 
WLN Connectivity 
LEVEL 3 
Atom Connectivity 
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Following the use of this system on the ICL 1902A, it was 
decided tha~ the larger Co~any substructure search system should be 
based on tIns type of mul tl. -level concept. HO\vever, it was not 
possible to convert the system directly. The fragment coding was only 
available for'compounds in the Pharmaceuticals Division collection - it 
was not feasible to produce the manually assigned fragment code for the 
other Divisions. It was, therefore, necessary to design a suitable 
fragment code which could be generated automatically from the WLN. If 
this was possible, then the multi-level substructure search system could i 
be used with any \r.uN based data base. . , , 
3.6 SubstructureSeatch - Generatin 
From e VLN 
ent Screen Automaticali, 
Experience had shown that the fixed fragment approach (as in 
the 1900 program) was more sui table for substructure search than the 
open-ended approach (as in the original Mark I fragmentation program on 
the IBM computer): ; 
(a) A fixed fragment code was easier to interpret on searching - ~ 
the choice of fragments being from a smaller, better defined set. ! 
(b) Searching was more efficient - a fixed code could be stored III 
in bit fonn and searched by simple Boolean logic. i' 
d 
As the fragment code was being designed to operate efficiently 
within the multi-level search concept, a number of criteria had to be 
satisfied: 
ii 
J! 
\1 
j 
I 
,I 
(a) Searching was to be fast and efficient sL~ce it was to be 
the initial screen and searched for all records on the file. 
(b) Storage should be as small as possible to minimise the 
overheads lvhen searching the chemical data base. 
(c) It should be readily generated from the lr.uN - this would 
give same flexibility if a decision to change some of the fragments 
was made. 
(d) The fragment code should be generateable for at leac;t 99% 
of the file - I % of the file was the rnaxinnD that could be handled 
manually. 
(e) It should complement the searching facilities already 
available in the WLN string search facilities. 
Two points were extensively explored: 
(a) What type of information could be readily obtained by 
processing the WLN? 
I (b) From the manually assigned fragment code, which fragments I 
would complement WLN string search and which overlapped with it? I 
The WLN was first examined and 62 fragments isolated which could i 
be readily obtained from WLN (see Figure 27). After analysing these I 
fragments and the manual fragment code, it became apparent that fragments . 
selected would depend upon four main functions: 
(a) Distribution: The more frequently occurring elements - carbo! 
oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur - were to be represented by a number of . 
fragments whils t the less frequently occurring elements were to be grouped 
together. The distribution of the fragments was to be designed, where 
possible, to give good screenout prior to further levels of substructure 
search (see Appendix 11 - Distribution of Fragments). 
(b) Ease of characterisation: Only fragments well defined by the 
notation were to be isolated. It was necessary to decode the ring 
information within the notation to establish the characteristics of the 
individual rings. Less processing was required for the acyclic parts of 
the molecule - branch groups were to be merely cited as present whilst 
linear groups were to be further characterised by their position as ring 
substituents or not. 
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Figure 27 - Fragments Which Are Easily Cbtained From WLN 
1, Metal atom. 
2. Methyl group. 
3. Alkyl chain with 2-9 carbons. 
4. Alk.)'l chain with 10 or 
more carbons. 
5. Y branching carbon. 
6. X branching carbon. 
7. Generic halogen. 
8. 1 chlorine group. 
9. ~re than 1 chlorine group. 
10. Bromine. 
11. Fluorine. 
12. Iodine. 
13. -N02 group. 
14. N atom bonded to more than 3 
atoms. 
15. Trivalent nitrogen. 
16. 1 -NH- group. 
17. ~re than 1 - NH- group. 
18. 1 -OH group. 
19. M:>re than 1 -OH group. 
20. 1 -S group. 
21. ~re than 1 -S- group. 
22. 1 carbonyl group. 
23. More than 1 carbonyl. 
24. 1 linking -0- atom. 
25. MJre than 1 linking 0 atom. 
26. 1 primary amine. 
27. M:>re than 1 primary amine. 
28. Single benzene ring. 
29. ~re than 1 benzene ring. 
30. Phosphorus. 
31. Terminal dioxo- group 
(not N02). 
32. Double bond. 
33. M:>re than one double bond. 
34 •. Triple bond. 
35. Simple spiro rings. 
36. Single carbo ring system. 
37. Single hetero ring system. 
38. Bicyclic - carbo ring system. 
39. Bicyclic - hetero ring system. 
40. Poly (>2) cyclic - carbo ring 
system. 
41. Poly (>2) cyclic - hetero ring 
system. 
42. Rings other than 5.;...6 membered. 
43-58 Consider presence of certain 
heteroatoms (0, N, S, 
carbonyl) in a ring system and 
their duplication in the same 
ring system or in other ring 
systems: 
Ca) single occurrence in 1 
ring system; 
Gb) duplication in 1 ring 
system: 
Cc) duplicated (a) in more 
tilan 1 ring system; 
Cd) duplicated Gb) in more 
than 1 ring system. 
59. Other hetero atoms in a ring 
system. 
60. Spiro carbon indicator. 
61. True bridge indicator. 
62. t.bre than 1 DUll ticyclic point. 
~ 
1 
t 
(c) "Relationship to other search techniques I, 
The fragments were to be generic, especially for ring systems, ~ 
and designed to be used as s~reens before detailed string or atom-by-~to~ I" 
searches. They were" not des1gned to be used as the sole search teclull.que, 
nor to give a total representation of the molecule. 
(d)" Experience 
One of the requirements of the system was simple questions 
fornrulation. This was established by an analysis of questions asked to 
similar systems over the years. 
Using these criteria, various classes of fragments were 
established as shown in Figure 28. 
_ A Wiswesser ring notation fully describes the whole ring system 
without an explicit definition of each individual ring. However, many of 
the cyclic fragments required for screening relate to individual rings 
rather than the whole system, and so the ring notation must be decoded to 
identify the nature of the component rings. A subroutine has been written 
for the purpose, and successfully decodes the notations for nearly all 
ortho- and peri-fused, bridged, and spiro ring systems. It excludes 
systems with a branched locant path and those coded with the ring-of-rings 
contraction: these and some other rarer unusual conditions are recognised 
and signalled. 
I 
I 
, 
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Figure 28 - Type of Fragment Generated 
TITLE DEFINITION NOTES ; 
All parts of the May be present anywhere Used when it hOulc 
molecule. in the molecule. be difficul t to 
separate the 
classes further, 
or where the 
fragment is very 
rare. 
AnCliC Earts: 
(~ Non-cycl1c parts. Items of low frequency 
• or branch lIDi ts fOlIDd 
anywhere outside ring 
systems. 
(2) Non-substituent Groups with no direct } groups. ring attachment. Essentially the! (3) Substituent Groups directly attached Same groups. i 
groups. to a ring. 
Cyclic parts: 1-
(1) Heteroatom Number of atoms of 
content. speci~ied types within 
individual rings. 
(2) Ring size and Details size and general I 
I type. type, e.g. carbocyclic 6. I (3) No. of hetero- Number of heteroatoms Cannot be 
a toms per ring. of any type in a given obtained I I 
I 
ring. directly from ~ 
') the WLN. Some I (4) Fusion type. Details whether ring I 
fused or not and if so, prior ring ! 
what type of fusion, analysis i 
e.g. carbo/hetero. required. 
/ (5) Ring link types. Simple screens for 
given ring types, e.g. 
bridge, spiro. 
(6) Ring COtDlts. Details total number of 
simple ring conditions. 1-
General molecule types. M:>lecules having no Non-chemical. I 
other char~cterisation 
in the code, e.g. 
polymers. 
Company file types. 
In fact, the subroutine generates a full connection table for the 
ring system and extracts from it the details relating to each component 
ring. The potential applicability of the routine, therefore, extends 
beyond fragment generation to notation checking and connectivity generation 
prior to ato~by-atom search and structure display. 
The first version of the program, incorporating the ring 
an8.1ysis routine, generated the 122 fragments given in Appendix Ill. 
After 18 months experience with these fragments, a number of minor 
extensions were made making a total of 152 fragments (for tile full list 
see Appendix Il). The extensions included: 
(a) Better definition of the sulphur atom. The class -C=5 was 
separated from the remainder of the S groups. This group was the most 
common, widely-used and separate fragments thought beneficial. 
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. (b) The -C-OI-I (acid) and ,-C-O- (ester) groups were removed fro:" , ' 
the general carbonyl class. These again are cOJIDJlOnly occuring, wide1y-
used and their separation thought beneficial. 
Cc) The presence of an exocyclic double bond in a ring was 
detected. This allowed searches for the group: X 
• 
-c-
to be carried out, where X is not necessarily O. 
Cd) A new group was introduced giving the total number of 
heteroatoms in the ring. This group was present in the manual fragment 
code, but had been excluded in the original specification. It had 
proved an ommission, ~d was included at this stage. 
Ce) The bi-linkage fragment was included, i.e. a direct link 
between two ring systems. A number of searches had been processed where 
this was thought useful; hence, it was included at this stage. , 
I Cf) The three-branch carbon atom was broken down into two : 
fragments since the group had a rather large distribution. Two fragments 11 
were therefore assigned: ~': 
Ci) occurrence of one Y branch; 
(ii) occurrence of more than one Y branch. 
The list of fragments together with their occurrence in the 
Company File is given in Appendix I I. 
I! 
It i:,'~ t\ III 
!I 
':'1 
To test the new fragment code, it was decided that an equiva1ent:1l: 
file should be set up and its perfonnance compared with the system li 
already available on the 1900. Since the fragments were to be generated 1 i! 
from the WIN, it was decided to hold both fragments and WLN on the same; \ 
record and search them together. A new program was therefore required to ; I 
perform bit and string search on the same record. The fragment search wa$:J 
performed initially - the logic available being identical to that in the f, 1 
manual fragment search program. Any hits from the fragment search were '11 
then passed through to string search - the logic available being identical), 
to that in existing string search program. The bit and string routines :j 
were therefore written into one program. t«> other progranming changes I:;,: 
were necessary. ~ 
" 
The system was simple and worked veIl in test runs. Transfer tl 
to the Burroughs 3500 was scheduled before any parallel runs could take !i. 
place, hence no direct comparison data is available. II 
3.7 Substructure Search - Batch Systeo for the Company r \: The initial system for Company data on the Burroughs 3500 was 'it 
to be as near as possible to the multi-level system designed for the 
Phannaceuticals Division data on the ICL I902A. Where possible, programs ! 
were directly converted or substitutes found. An outline of the system 
is given in Figure 29. 
The search system worked, but had a ntmlber of disadvantages: 
(a) A fragment-WLN was generated <m magnetic tape for each 
unique WLN on the 'Chemical Data Base' (as depicted by a unique CR number) 
Additional data, such as other reference nunhers, suffix infonnation, 
had to be recovered from the 'Olemical Data Base' prior to printing. This I 
was fairly time-constuning and required that the disc-based 'Olemica1 Data 
Base' be available when searches were carried out. 
(b) The bit and string search routines had been adapted from 
existing B3500 programs for text searching. 111ey were, therefore, not 
ideal, questions often being difficult to phrase. Problems were very 
similar to those found with FIND 11 in the existing system. 
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Figure 29 - Outline of Search System 
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(c) Much editing was often required on output - the atom-by-atoJ:. I 
search was not always explicit enough, and ti1e structure display program 1 
sometimes poor. This was more noticeable on the Company file since:. , 
(i) the file was larger, ') l20,<xx> records (as opposed to 85 ,CCO l~ 
records) ; I~: 
(ii) compounds often had to be hand-drawn, stencils only being 
available for the M collection; 
(iii) 
(iv) 
the number of searches was increasing; 
I" 
t 
i': 
iil h: ~.I 
11 
update was only carried out every 6 weeks - the fragment 
file taking 6 hours to be re-generated. A complete 
update was necessary since there was no way of telling !! 
whether CR numbers were being deleted, amended or I; 
additional information being added. The search file could, 
therefore, be up to 6 weeks behind the on-line chemical !i 
databases; f1 
Cv) only one atom-by-atom search could be carried out at a time I, 
- hence, much data manipulation was required to allow a 
multi-question bit and string search to be processed. 
It was realized that improvements to the system would be 
necessary if we were going to cope with the expected increase in work 
load. The new chemical search system took 18 llDnths to develop - slight 
improvements being introduced whenever possible, and advantage being 
taken of on-line techniques. 
3.8 Substructure Search - Batch/On~Line System For The Company 
The t Olemical Data Base t was available on disc and accessed 
through the on-line system for chemical registration. It was therefore 
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available for on-line substructure searching. The advantages of on-line 
access were examined and thought to be: 
(a) Immediate parameter validation. 
(b) String search formulation - several attempts at search 
coding could be made - the answer set for each cOlmted and the main Tl.m 
performed on the best formulation. This should exclude the over-
specification of searches (and subsequent loss of answers) and the 
general questions leading to very large answer sets. 
(c) Elimination of unnecessary atom-by-atom searches - low 
answer sets would be printed after the string search phase. : i 
(d) Urgent searches could be handled within an hour -. reference ! 
munbers being printed on the terminal. 
, 
To implement on-line substructure searching it was necessary to 
add a disc fragment file to the chemical data base and to design the bit 
and st!'ing search to work both in batch and on-line modes. The system 
was only to be partially on-line and therefore a second requirement of the 1 
system was that it should produce a mininn.nn number of batch rtmS. The ' 
whole system was examined and common file layouts identified. These 
resulted in a common structural card format (see Figure 30). 
Figure 30 - Common Structural Card Output From All Searches 
rnEMICAL S1RUCIURE 
INFORMATION 
e.g. MP, WLN 
HEADINGS 
OTHER INFORMATION 
e. g. TEST RESULTS 
!i 
/1, 
,: 
: I
'~ 
, Any search, batch or on-line nrust therefore produce the ' I 
following standard files: 
(a) "A" file - output from any bit and string search program. 
Details the main reference number, molecular fonmlia, WLN, suffix, 
additional reference and the search tag. This file is input to the ; 
connection table generation program and also used to produce the chemical 1 
information 011 the resulting structure card. !j 
ltl (b) Structure file - output from structure display program. III 
Details reference number, structure and search tag. :1: 
(c) "B" file - may come from a variety of sources, e. g. test 
results from biological search, bibliographic details from ICRS search, 
further chemical information for company searches. Used solely for 
printing on the bottom of the structure cards. 
To minimise batch nms follO\ving on-line search it was also 
required that "A" and "B" files could be merged prior to batch processing ti 
and that a number of atom-by-atom searches could be executed at the same 
time. All these features were considered in the design of the new 
system, but major changes were required in the bit and string search 
program, and in the atom-by-atom search program. 
3.8.1 New bit and string search programs 
There are three programs containing the same basic search 
routines: 
(a) An on-line program, where the parameters are entered on a 
VDU. Bit and string searches are carried out inunediately for the company 
data base. Parameters for other data bases can be validated and written 
to a work file for later execution. 
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Cb) A batch version of the on-line program for use when the 
on-line system is not available or when large run times were anticipatec. 
(c) Batch program for searching data bases maintained on tape 
or disc pack. 
The purpose of th~ programs is to search the various chemical 
data bases for compounds as defined by fragment code, WLN, molecular 
formula and/or reference number parameter and to produce the necessary 
"A" file. A "B" file is also produced when a search has been carried 
out on the total "Olemical Data Base". Here, the CR number is the main 
key and there may be a variable number of suffixes and related reference . i 
ntDIlbers - these are written to the "B" fil .! 
The variety and type of parameters will vary with each request, . 
but any combination o£ Boo1ean logic is allowed in a single enquiry. The ! 
WLN string search facilities have again been extended over and above what 
could be expected in a text searching package. Addi tiona1 facilities 
inc1u~e followed by logic, ignore logic, the specification of various 
characters in one position ina string, the "any character but not space" i 
feature and the ability to limit a string to the start of the search area. I 
The only facility not available in the 1900 system is ignore logic, I 
e.g. the ability to find "AB" but not when it fonns part of "ABe". This it 
has been added because of the particular problems with Nor logic. In a ; 
chemical molecule it is difficult to imagine what could be present other I, 
than the substtuctures requested - Nor logic should be used only in very '!'I'i,'I. 
specific circumstances. Ignore logic overcomes many of these problems I~ 
since only the immediate environment of the substructure is being I! 
considered. The molecular formula logic has been inserted and it is ; ii~ 
merely necessary to specify the atom required and the mininrum and : i' 
maxinn..un number of times it should occur if they are known. , i: 
There are seven operation types in the on-line program: 
(a) tbnlla1 run - Searches will be carried out on the input and. 
output files specified. If there is no output files specified, the 
searches will be merely counted. 
Cb) FOllOW-i! WL~ search - A furthc;r WLN or MP search can be 
on the existing "A" f1 e. TIiis allows for further re-definition of a 
question or for more than one search to be carried out on one initial 
broad search. 
d: 
i 
I 
Cc) Parameter validation - Parameters are validated and written 
to a work file for later processing. ;,[:,'1' 
Cd) Parameters input - Searches the chemical data base using ~ 
parameters already input to a work file. [I 
(e) Error report - If an error on the data base is detected 
during searching, it is written to the "B" file using a given flag. 
This message can then be re-called from the "B" file using this routine. 
(f) Print routine - Accesses the "A" file and displays 80 
references on the screen. Either the first 80 may be selected or a given 
nunber may be skipped. In this way, results in reference number fonn ~ 
can quickly be obtained from a previous search. il 
II 
(g) Merge routine - Up to five "A" files and five ''B'' files may ,I 
be merged to give two master files for later processing. Either the 
Whole five may be merged or individual searches may be selected from each 
input file. 
The output, therefore, from a session on the search system 
should be two files - one containing "A" data and one containing "B" 
data for the searches carried out on the Colll>any Data Base. In addition, 
a number of work files containing search parameters may be set up for 
later batch processing on other data bases. 
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3.8.2 New atom-by-atom search facilities 
A new atom-by-atom search.program was designed which would: 
(a) Cater for more than one atom-by-atom search per run. 
(b) Allow better specification of atoms in a network using 
ring or tenninal infonnation. 
(c) Make better use of screening facilities available in the 
connection table. 
(d) Cover a larger range of networks. 
:jj' 
I' I 
" ." ; I ~ (b) Position in a ring - nodes may be classified as cyclic, iI 
acyclic, either cyclic or acyclic but not in the ring type specified, or 'I: 
cyclic but not in the ring type specified. The ring atoms may be further 'li 
specified by ring size, ring type, e.g. carbocyclic with one fusion or i'I'i 
may be related to a specific ring content. In addition, they may be . 
classed as fusion, non-fusion, spiro or bridge atoms. 
(c) Whether tenninal or linking. The allocation of unit symbols 
in the connection table was based on the premise that a symbol should 
cover as many atom/bond configurations as were Wlambiguous. Thus, -0-
and -OH are represented by Q. Hence, -OH groups only, may be fOWld in an 
atom-by-atom search by specifying the Q node as tenninal. 
,. 
All these facilities improve the specificity of an atom-by-atom :~ 
search question, and hence reduce the nunt>er of false drops, i.e. improve '" 
precision. The network descriptorlinks the node atoms together and the 
following types may be searched for: 
i 
:r 
(a) Linear 
e.g. • • • • • • • • 
(b) One-branch 
e.g. • I • • • • • 
(c) 'IWo";'branches 
I e.g. • I I • • • or • • • • I.... 
In addition, the program has been made more efficient by 
improving the facilities for "pre;-screening". The program, prior to 
carrying out the detailed atom match, can carry out various screening 
processes on the connection table. These Eke use of two features: 
(a) Detailing of ring infonnaticn. 
(b) Precise classification of chemical units. 
Only possible hits enter the detailed at~by-atam matching processes. 
.; 
., 
• 
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3.8.3 Structure display 
. Again, many improvements were made to the coverage of compOlmCs 
correctly displayed. This was largely done by monitoring the pcrfornunce 
of existing programs and suggesting modifications, in the light of 
occurrence, etc. TIle structure display function was split into u~o parts: 
(a) Structure generation from the connection table. 
(b) Printing together with associated data. The program sorts 
each of the three files ("A", "B" and structure) into enquiry number 
within tag, and prints the cards together with any headings specified 
on cards. 
This separation gave a flexible system, enabling structures 
from various sources to be printed at the same time. A detailed systems 
flowchart is given in Figure 31. 
The system depends on the maintenance of few programs, js very 
flexible and fast to run. It is, in fact, a finn building block ior the 
development of future search services around chemical infonnation. 
Figure 31 - Overall Company Search System 
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Chapter 4 - Systems Design and the Response of Information Scientists 
4.1 Introduction 
Data Services Section operates an information service to 
members of Research Department. The service is based largely on data 
generated from within Pharmaceuticals Division. Members of the Chenust~· 
Department are offered tilree main facilities centring around: 
(a) The maintenance of a Company chemical data bank and the 
registration of new compounds into the collection. The registration 
service is run by infonnation scientists, although the chemists are 
expected to have carried out a novelty check prior to registration. 
(b) Location of classes of compmmd by substructure search. 
These may be carried ~ut on the Company compound files or on files 
detailing commercially available compounds, and is always performed by 
information scientists. 
(c) Location of samples for specific compounds - either from 
within the Company or the availability from conunercial suppliers. When 
a chemist cannot locate the compound himself, he will approach the 
information scientist offering the service. 
Each of these services has been influenced to some extent by 
the advent of computer systems - whether batdl or on-line. The computer 
system has been aimed at helping the services run more efficiently and 
effectively. This part of th~ study looks at the response of the 
information personnel to the computer system, and the ways in which the 
computer system has been modified to meet their needs. 
4.2 Registration Systems 
4.2.1 COmpany registration 
Since Pharmaceuticals Division was producing more than 60% of 
the work of the Company Compound Centre, it was decided to amalgamate 
the two functions to save duplication of effort. Pharmaceuticals 
Division took over responsibility for Company-wide compound registration 
in September 1972. This more or less coincided with the loss of both 
information scientists from the registration service. Since neither of 
the available registration systems were suitable to meet the two 
differing needs, a new system was designed to: 
(a) Reduce the amount of work involved in the registration of 
one compound. 
Cb) Reduce the chance of duplication. 
(c) Cover the registration and search needs of the three main 
chemical-producing Divisions. 
A new "Chemical Data Base" was designed, based on the Wis"h'esser 
Line Notation, to allow the three Divisions tQ register compounds simply 
and to provide a data base for single compound and substructure search-
ing. (For full details of the design of the chemical data base, see 
Chapter 2, and for details of the facilities developed around the data 
base, see Chapter 3.) 
4.2.2 Batch registration 
For the first twelve months of use, access to the chemical 
<lata base was in batch mode only. Nelv compounds were updated each night 
and specific compound enquiries could be carried out by a batch program 
on demand. The update routines checked that the WLN/MF record was 
correct, that the WIN was novel for a new entry, or that a reference 
from the same Division was not already assigned to a given WLN. All the 
appropriate flags and pointers were set up such that enquiries can be 
made through WLN or reference number. Initially there was little con-
fidence in the computer data base. The registration routines were 
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carried on as before. The nightly update run was used as a final dleck 
:t:ather than as part of the registration process. The batch enquiry 
program was little used. Operationally, it was not possible to 
guarantee its execution within a given period of time, hence, it was 
difficult to fit it in with work schedules. To help with this problem, 
printed indexes of the data base were produced in lVLN order and in 
reference mnnber order for each of the Divisions. These were widely used" 
instead of the batch enquiry run, but they were quickly out of date and ' 
did not give a fully comprehensive answer to many questions. 
At Pharmaceuticals Division trust still remained in the Inanual 
molecular fOrIllula indexes. Novelty needed to be established as soon as 
possible, and this seemed to be the biggest setback against a computer-
based system. On-line enquiry was a nrust. This was not so at 3ealott's 
Hill, where a two-week cycle was used. Novelty checking had to be 
complete before the fortnightly compounds list was produced. A system 
was set up arotmd the production of this compotmds list •. This proved 
successful and 3ealott's Hill relied heavily on the computer enquiry and ! 
update procedures. However, it involved our registration unit in a great I 
deal of clerical effort, and from OJ.lr point of view was wasteful in i 
resources. ' 
4.2.3 On.;.line enquiry 
The ability to enquire on the status of the chemical data base 
through a VDU tenninal became available in September, 1973. Interrogat-
ion could take place through molecular fonnula, WLN, CR mnnber or any of 
the Divisional reference numbers (for full details, see Chapter 3). i; 
1I 
Training sessions were held in August, information scientists r 
being trained separately from inforIllation assistants. The innnecliate li 
response of the information scientist was to treat it as a challenge, ruld
j
'! 
find ways in which it could produce the wrong answer. The train.ing 
sessions developed into games; this, however, ensured the programs ,~ere 
fully tested. It seemed important that the system was complete and error ~ 
free before the information scientist \vas willing to use it. On train- ~ 
ing, the information assistants were more concerned with the VDU itself 
and the physical handling of it. They appeared little interested in the 
processes being carried out and required on-the-job training in the 
applications. 
When the system went live a slight fault was fotmd. On a 
molecular fonnula enquiry it \vas only possible to examine three (one 
screen) of the structures in the class. Although a slight fault in a 
now little-used routine, this limited the systems acceptability and 
usefulness. Novelty checking took place through the on-line system v.-hen 
convenient. However, there seemed to be no desire to use the facility 
and the molecular fOnnula index was still often used. Input was examined;, 
in batches of 12 enquiries uSing the molecular fonnula enquiry routines, ;'J 
i.e. staff were duplicating how they would use the manual index. . 
Usually, arolUld five compolUlds required coding and use of the \1L.~ enquiry: 
i.e. having greater than three compolUlds per molecular fonnula. The :1 
information scientist considered the ter.minal novelty check dangerous -
the possibility of mistyping could produce the message "MF NOT ON FILE", ! 
there was no check on the WLN code, etc. The nightly update was still 
considered the final validation for novelty. 
For jobs other than registration, the use of the tenninal by 
an information scientist became a prestige job, and all possible accesses 
to the chemical data base were carried out through the tenninal. Often 
these jobs were more suitable for a batch program having large numbers of' 
accesses and not requiring a fast turnaround. To prevent tmnecessary 1 
time-wasting and to monitor the use of the tenninal, users were aske~ to i 
log in and out. After about six weeks, usage became normal. Applicat-
ions using the terminal are given in Figure 32. 
Figure 32 - Usage of Terminal For On-Line Olenrical Enquiries 
~DNIlI USAGE NOTES 
September Not monitored . 
. 
October Registration - 3 Each session lasted 
sessions per day. about 20 mins. 
Other registration or Usually about 30 mins. 
corrections to file - in length. 
1 session per day. 
General enquiries by Usually done one enquiry 
Registration Unit - 3 at a time. 
enquiries per day. 
Now-ember Registration - 2 Each session lasting 
sessions per day. about 15 mins. 
Other registration or 
corrections - 1 
session per week. 
General enquiries - 4 By people in Registration 
per day. Unit. 
Other enquiries - By information assistant 
about 3 a week. in charge of sample 
location. 
December Registration - 2 
sessions per day. 
Other registration or 
corrections - 1 session 
per week. 
General enquiries -
2 per day. 
Other enquiries - Sample location done by 
6 per day. technical officer. 
Information assistants were very slow to begin using the 
tenninal. Much advice and training was necessary, even though the 
applications were simpler, usually reference munber enquiries. 
4.2.4 Design amendments 
A number of design amendments were made after the first month's 
operations. Response was not instant - it was fotmd desirable to input 
the next enquiry whilst awaiting a reply. To do this, two changes were 
made to the VDU itself: 
Ca) After a message was received, the VDU normally set itself 
ready to receive another. To allow time for the user to examine the 
screen, the VDU was altered so that the user could have the option of 
either inputting a second enquiry or to receive any further answers. 
.. 1 
, I 
: I 
I 
f 
I1 
r (b) The VDU normally ''buzzed'' when the computer wished to send: 
a message or a response. This was silenced allowing the user to call 
messages when required. 
A systems change was also made at this point. Messages "MF Nor 
ON FILE" or ''WLN NOT ON. FILE" were not accanpanied by which MF or which j 
WIN was input. Hence, lUlcertainty could arise as to whether the MF or 
WIN was input correctly, or in fact, which enquiries the message applied 
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to. This was altered to show the input question as well as the output 
message. At the same time, the system was corrected so that any number 
of WLN' s could be examined us ing a molecular fonnula enquiry. Use was 
again monitored. TIlere was a great deal of reluctance to use the ii'LN 
enquiry facilities. Information scientists seemed prepared to examine 
large numbers of alternative WLN's in a molecular formula enquiry 
rather than use the WLN facility. They seemed concerned over the 
possibility of error. 
After the second month of operation, two more systems changes 
were considered. If there are more than twelve alternative WIN aIlSl\l"ers 
on a molecular formula enquiry, the computer should stop following the . 
chains at the thirteenth entry, displaying a message " > 12 MFS ON FILE", 
and processing the first twelve answers for display. Normally it would 
find all the al ternati ve answers to an MP enquiry before displaying the 
first tilree answers. Hence, the system does the most work for the 
answer of smallest value. A limit of twelve reduces this overhea~ and 
twelve appeared to be the outside limit for scanning. The second change 
was to include the WLN/MF check facility in the enquiry routine. Here, 
the infornatibn scientist enters both the WLN and the molecular formula. 
The system first checks the two input notations, and rej ects the query if 
there is any discrepancy. If they agree and are Valid, the program 
perfonns the WLN enquiry. I i i, 
These facilities became operational at the beginning of \: i 
January 1974. The response time was slow since the WLNjMF routines had ii 
to be heavily overlaid to become part of the on-line system. Nevertheless! 
.the system became widely acceptable to the infonnation scientists. They !: 
now had sufficient confidence in the system. to pass compounds through for l' 
biological testing before the overnight update took place. ( 
4.2.5. On-line registration 
Although the Company registration system had been originally 
designed for the on-line registration of compounds, experience had 
indicated that it would not be wise to allow each Division to update the 
files on-line. The WLN/MF check program was not comprehensive enough to 
check many common fault types and the disc had not been very reliable. 
The compromise solution was to allow the on-line enquiry program to 
transfer the WLN/MF/reference munber to a work file. This work file 
would be accessed by the on-line program during the day, and would be 
used to update the file each evening. At the end of the update, a hard 
copy printout would be available, and the on-line input could be checked. 
Only in this way could the necessary checks on accuracy be made. 
On-line registration (with batch update) appeared satisfactory 
to the infonnation scientists. It saved them effort as they have only 
one input - the WLN/MF/reference number through the VDU. The on-line 
enquiry facility answers that data they are inputting is novel, and the 
input each day is sufficiently small to ensure that the same compoWld is 
not input twice. TIle on-line registration program does, in fact, check 
that anyone set of information on· anyone reference number is input in 
one day. (Full details of the on-line registration program is' given in 
Chapter 3.) 
The system became operational in Pharmaceuticals Division in 
March, 1974, at Jealott's Hill in April, 1974, and at Organics Division 
in August, 1974. Pharmaceuticals Division is now only directly respons-
ible for the nightly update and subsequent checks on the accuracy of the 
data. The resPQnse from the various Divisional infonnation officers has 
been very encouraging. They feel they are getting equal access to the 
data base without problems of update, maintenance, etc. Very little use 
of the manual molecular formula indexes is being made by infonnation 
officers. However, they are still being maintained for use by the 
chemists. Until the on-line system can be directly accessed by chemists, 
full value of computer teclmology will not be obtained. 
t 
1 
• 
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At Pharmaceuticals Division, we have been able to cope with 
large increases in work load 'vith an effective loss of two information 
scientists. Hence the policy to amalgamate Phannaceuticals Division 
registration and the Company Compound Centre into one unit with more 
sophisticated computer facilities seems justified. 
4.3 COmpound Search Services 
Prior to the introduction of the three-level substructure 
search facilities, there were two main search techniques in use in the 
Company: 
I 
(a) Fragment codes - the manually assigned fragment code could' !. 
either be searched by computer or using a punch card sorting machine. 
(b) Wiswesser line notation - the WLN could be searched by 
computer, but was mainly searched manually using KWIC indexes. 
Information scientists wh~ were to use the new system had 
experience using either the fragment code or the KWIC index. An analysis . 
was made to see how the infonnation scientists adapted to using more I .~ 
: ' than one teclmique and how the difference in backgrounds affected the use I 
of the various levels. The analysis was carried out over the first 18 i • 
months the nrulti-1evel search system was in operation. (The multi-level ! 
search system is described in Chapter 3.) During 1973, various experi- :1; 
mental on-line search facilities were introduced. The response of the Ifl 
information scientist was monitored. !i! t. 
4.3.1 A batch search system 
Users questions were divided into three batches, each holding 
100 questions. For a detailed breakdown of the batches, see Figure 33. 
Figure 33 - A Breakdown of Substructure Search Questions Into Batches 
BATQI 1 Two to six months after the start of the 
nrulti-leve1 substructure search service. Only 
two computer techniques were available: 
(a) fragmentation using the manually-generated 
fragment code, and {b) WIN string search. 
KWIC indexes were available for manual 
interpretation. 
BATOI 2 Eight to twelve months after the start. The 
two computer techniques, fragmentation and WLN 
string search, were finnly established, and 
the third, atom-by-atom search, was just 
introduced. 
HArm 3 Fourteen to eighteen months after the start. 
All three techniques, fragmentation, WIN/MF 
string search and atom-by-atom search, were 
available with enhanced facilities. 
I;, 
" li: 
. , 
t'l I. f; i 
r ti, 
I· 
The usage of each tec1mique within each batch was first 
established independently of information scientists. The results are 
given in Figure 34. I! 
. '" In 1965 all the substructure search questions in Pharmaceuticals i 
Division were answered using a fragment code and a 335 statistical sorter. 
Today, computerised techniques based on notations and connection tables 
are available, what effect has this had on the use of the established 
methods? The total usage of each technique over the three batches is 
given in Figure 35. 
=:::I!~===.;;;:;-.======"'-=~~~-~---- -------
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Figure 34 - Usage of Eac}l Search Technique - Details For Each Batch . ~ l' 1 
, I 
, ' 
BATGI 1 
Total no. of questions = 100 
No. of times each technique used: 
Fragmentation - 72 } C t th ds S': 
One technique only 
Fragmentation 46 
String 14 
roTAL 60 
BATCH 2 
String - 40 ompu er me 0 
KWIC - 14 
Two tecJmiques 
Fragment/String 26 
Total no. of questions = 100 
No. of times each tecJmique used: i, 
Fragmentation - 75} ! 
One teclmique 
Fragment 
String 
Atom-by-atom 
25 
15 
o 
String - 52 Computer methods 9~1"'" 
Atom-by-atom - 17 , 11 
KWIC - 7 !,j 
Two techniques Three techniques !: :; 
Frag/String 34 Frag/String/ A-by-A 0 ii:: 
;' . Frag/A-by-A 16 
String/A-by-A 3 i: i 
"Ii 
" ~BI\-TCH--3 ror __ :AL __ ~_40 ____ 'IUf_M. ___ -_5_3 __________ 1 i 
Total no. of questions = 100 
Total no. of times each technique used: . ' 
Fragmentation - 92} 
One technig,ue Two technig,ues 
Fragment 9 Frag/String 
String 4 Frag/A-by~A 
Atom-by-atom 0 String/A-by-A 
-
'IDTAL 13 IDrAL 
-
String - 58 96 by compute~ 
Atom-by-atom - 42 . 
KWIC - 4 
41 
39 
0 
-
70 
-
Three techniques 
Frag/String/A-by-A 13 t, l: 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------li 
Figure 35 - Usage of Search Technig,ue - Summarised Over All Batc1les 
TErnNlQUE BATm 1 BATOl 2 BATm 3 
Fragment 72 75 93 
String 40 52 58 
Atom-by-Atom * 17 42 
KWIC 14 7 4 
* Not available. 
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The usage of the manual method has gone down, but the total 
usage of each of the computer techniques has increased. The introduction 
of sophisticated techniques makes the questions easier to ans\\er but old 
f 
established techniques play their part either as screens or to ans\\'er i 
those questions within their power. It is also interesting to note ~lat i. 
the introduction of a second connectivity technique, atom-by-atom search 
does not inhibit the usage of string search. 
In 1965, all questions were answered by one technique - a 
fragment code. The amount of editing required before the chemist 
received the output varied from question to question. Today, tJlree 
levels are available, but to what extent are the questions being answered 
by a combination of the levels? The use of multiple techniques is given 
in Figure 36. 
Figure 36 - Use of Multi-Level Techniques 
-
NO. OF TErnNIQUES BATrn 1 BATrn 2 BATrn 3 
(he tedmique 60 40 13 
Two techniques 26 53 70 
Three techniques * 0 13 
I I 
I 
(~ ; 
* No result possible. n 
\1' 
Use of the single level approach fell with time and the use of i ; 
two or even three levels became established. Analysing searches carried \\ \ 
out by individual infonnation scientists led to one important conclusion. i: 
Individuals tended to continue using the technique best known wherever [;! 
possible. Use of other techniques began for searches which were not" 
easily undertaken by the technique best known to them. Experience 1~.li, ..
showed, however, that the multi-level technique was easier to handle for 
a larger mnnber of searches, and so the usage increased. 
Perhaps the most important result from this part of the study !! 
was the fact that experienced WIN coders did not make the best users of 
the system. They tended to be strongly attracted to WLN string searw~ 
and use it frequently to the exclusion of atom-by-atom search. They 
often made cumbersome string searches at the expense of efficiency in 
computer time and sometimes left out possible strings leading to less 
than 100% rec~ll. 
4.3.2 Effect of on-line systems on search methods 
During 1973, various experimental on-line facilities 'were 
introduced for bit and string search. The use of the various techniques 
was monitored, particular attention being paid to the use/non-use of 
atom-by-atom search. In July the fragment search was available on-line 
and in August the on-line string search was introduced. At that stage, 11 
it was not envisaged that atom-by-atom search would be put on-line because I: 
of the large programs involved. Figure 37 shows the use made of the Il 
batch atom-by-atom search program whilst on-line and string searches . , 
were introduced. " 
The introduction of on-line fragtOOnt search had little effect ; \ 
on the search method, but the use of atom-by-atom search dropped markedly :l! 
when on-line string search was introduced. Analysis of the questions i I 
themselves showed that the string searches were becoming more complex. tll! 
'!Wo factors could be influencing the low use of atom-by-atom search: r 
Ca) Knowing the number of answers after string search and .! 
discounting the use of atom-by-atom because of the small numbers ill 
involved. 
(b) The desire to complete the job through an on-line system f 
rather than waiting overnight not knowing whether a mistake had been made. t 
. I 
t 
.1 
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Figure 37 - Results For Use of Atom-by-Atom Search in Partially 
On-Line Sys terns 
M)N1H NO. QUESTIONS % OF TOTAL QUESTIOXS 
ANSWERED BY A-BY-A 
_. 
April 6 Atom-by-atom 50% 
6 Non atom-by-atom 
May 8 Atom-by-atom 30% 
19 Non atom-by-atom 
Jtme 13 Atom-by-atom 40% 
18 Non atom-by-atom 
ON-LINE FRACMENT SEARCH INIRODUCED 
July 15 Atom-by-atom 45% 
20 Non atom-by-atom 
. 
ON-LINE STRING SEARCH INI'RODUCED 
August 4 Atom-by-atom 20% 
16 Non atom-by-atom 
September 8 Atom-by-atom 18% 
36 Non atom-by-atom 
October 9 Atom-by-atom 22% 
(Ist half) 29 Non atom-by-atom 
ON-LINE PROCEDURES ABANOONED ON 18 OCTOBER 
October 7 Atom-by-atom 18% 
(2nd half) 30 Non atom-by-atom 
November 32 Atom-by-atom 35% 
62 Non atom-by-atom 
December 18 Atom-by-atom 35% 
36 Non atam-by-ataR 
To test these two points, the on-line procedures were abandoned 
in mid-October, and the batch system was modified to enable the 
information scientists to know the number of hits after string search. 
I 
I 
J 
I 
r; 
The use of atom-by-atom rose slowly and finally settled just below the 
figures for the start of the year. From this it was concluded that about 
35 % of all questions should be carried out by atom-by-atom search in an 
on-line environment. To prevent recurrence of the previous use of string I 
search, it was decided to include atom-by-atom search in the on-line 
system. The search would then in effect be completed by the infonnation 
scientist and accepted by the computer system before the information 
scientist left the terminal. This is a longer-term development since the 
connection table generation program and the atom-by-atom search program 
have to be re-written. 
4.4 Location of Samples 
The sample request service was nu by an information assistant 
used to manual systems. The on-line chemical enquiry system should have 
provided her with a fast method for finding out whether a compOtmd with a 
given reference nllllher had a reference nunber in another Division. This 
is an important part of her job, although the information was already 
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recorded in the manual indexes. The information assistant was very 
sceptical about using the tenninal although she was located in the S[lmc 
office. It was rarely used (12 enquiries per month) and only when thc 
information could not be fmmd elsewhere. Because it was always used as 
a last resort, it gave little positive feedback to its usefulness. 
Owing to holidays, the information assistant· was replaced by an infODll-
ation scientist for one month. The use of the tenninal was fotmd to 
increase to 120 enquiries per month, even though the work load should 
have been lessened because of the holiday period. About 50% of these 
enquiries were based on WLN and outside the scope of the information 
assistant, but the information scientist tended to make better use of 
the tenninal in all applications. 
4.5 Conclusions 
Both the specific cornpotmd enquiry procedures and the sub ... 
structure search procedures have been substantially modified in response 
to thc: use by information scientists. Factors of importance were: 
Ca) People would only accept a new system if it offered 
considerable advantages over current practices. It was not possible 
merely to introduce facilities ,vhich were better from the systems 
considerations if they did not bring some advantages to the information 
I," 
, I 
'\ 
, 
.1 
11 
li 
I! 
scientists at the same time. In some ways it is easier to introduce a : II 
computerised system when the alternative methods of working no longer ': III 
exist. Constant training was necessary to show people the advantages of ,,; 
,[ I ~ 
the system in day-to-day working. 1,:1 
t I~ Cb) It is easy to misuse on-line systems. The introduction of ':: 
on-line facilities needs careful monitoring, particularly if users have 
no knowledge of the consequence of their actions inside the computer. 
The need to introduce some systems security to prevent people using 
unnecessary computer time was soon realised. 
Cc) Information scientists tended to use the tenninal more 
readily than information assistants, regarding it as a prestige piece of 
equipment. Once established, however, an information assistant used 
the terminal effectively. 
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Chapter 5 - Use of the Search Facilities by Chemists 
5.1 Introduction 
Data Services Section had for some years been offering 
chemical search services to Research Department, and hence, at the 
beginning of this study had built up a pattern of interaction with 
individuals. This part of the study monitored the use of the various 
services over the two-year period when new computer facilities were 
being developed and changes in methodology were taking place. 
There were three main categories of services monitored: I 
(a) Location of samples for specific compounds - either from within .\ 
the Company or from cODlllercial suppliers. Chemists may request 
infonnation on the availability of samples after reading the I 
literature, by planning possible synthetic routes, after analysing 
the results of a substructure search, etc. 
(b) The maintenance of the Company chemical data bank and the 
registration of new compounds into this collection. 
(c) The execution of substructure searches for classes of crnw~ounds, 
either in the Company files or from commercially available 
sources. 
In the first two services - sample location and compotmd 
registration - one might not expect any dramatic change in use since 
the computer systems only affected the way in which the job was 
carried out not the end product. Studies like those of Rosenberg (15) 
and AlIen (16) pointed to the fact that within their user population, 
the quality of the service had no bearing on the usage, the over-
riding factors were accessibility and ease of use. 
" However, the way in which the substructure search service had ;! 
developed had changed the whole concept of the service and hopefully \ . 
this would be reflected in the growth in use. Another factor being : : 
considered here was the overlap between the various services. Tradi tion- ' . 
ally they had been managed as separate entities with little infonnat.ion 
flo.v between the various infonnation scientists. The relationship 
between the various services needed to be established if chemists were 
to get the best possible service with the limited labour resources. 
5.2 Sample Infonnation 
5.2.1 Introduction 
Requests for samples were handled by an information 
assistant who received requests by personal contact, telephone or by 
post. She handled about 7,000 samples each year, locating actual 
samples of compmmds available within the Company or finding the best 
supplier, price, etc. of compounds available from commercial suppliers. 
The latter infonnation enabled chemists to order the necessary chemicals 
through the Research Stores. 
The information assistant recorded all requests in a log book. 
This detailed the user (the chemist himself or one of his assistants) 
the type and amount of sample requested, and the information supplied, 
i.e. actual sample or supplier infonnation. About 20 requests \'lere 
logged on one page, and the date was stamped at the top of each page. 
, 
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11 5.2.2 Methodology 1 
Infomation was abstracted for the years 1972 and 1973. As all I 
information on other services was recorded against chemists, "staff lists" 
were used to relate experimental officers to the appropriate chemists. 
The infomation recorded was: date (approximate), chemist, 
section, number of compounds on which information was requested/visit, 
and the number of samples obtained/visit. 
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The data was transferred to ptmch cards, one visit per card. 
The cards were then sorted and printed on the B4700 using a standard 
reporting package. Two lists were obtained for each year: 
Ca) Section order - further subdivided by chemist and then 
by date. 
Cb) ~nth order - further subdivided by section and then 
by chemist. 
This raw data was examined and a secondary record set up 
showing: year, chemist number, section, total number of visits, total 
number of compotmds requested and the total ntnnber of samples obtained. 
Prints were prepared: in chemist order, in descending order of 
number of requests, in descending order of number of compounds requested 
and in descending order of number of results obtained. 
From the primary data prints, it was possible to establish 
the total usage by section and the usage by month. The results are 
shown in Figure 38 and Figure' 39 • 
Figure 38 - Use of Sample Location Service by Section 
SECTION 1972 1973 
1
'1 
',,!\ " 
: i 
, I 
~ 1 
I 
, , 
. ' 
I 
I 
I 
J 
I 
NO. VISITS REQUESTS SAMPLES NO. VISITS REQUESTS S~lPLES! :1 
1 6 112 375 133 7 
2 7 190 454 189 8 
3 7 208 812 393 11 
4 9 111 265 159 10 
5 8 231 813 447 10 
6 4 42 97 36 6 
7 6 74 279 101 7 
8 8 104 190 90 12 
10 10 166 383 198 10 
Figure 39 - Use of Sample Service by ~nth 
mN'IH 1972 
VISITS REQUESTS SAMPLES VISITS 
Jan. 102 294 120 142 
Feb. 123 353 151 121 
Mar. 144 424 207 116 
Apr. 120 292 187 110 
May 109 260 111 111 
Jwe 111 242 120 124 
July 88 225 93 87 
Aug. 108 298 150 131 
Sep. 102 382 166 80 
Oct. 106 222 160 136 ( 
Nov. 78 211 91 150 
Dec. 96 288 97 77 
104 
163 
262 
142 
210 
46 
59 
237 
102 
1973 
REQUESTS 
346 
363 
361 
218 
277 
443 
323 
298 
162 
524 
477 
310 
411 
400 
943 
304 
645 
104 
185 
860 
226 
SAMPLES 
128 
152 
138 
92 
135 
210 
200 
158 
113 
197 
227 
183 
216 
225 
490 
131 
322 
46 
57 
378 
87 
i 
I 
I 
I 
., 
': 
i' 
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From the print of requests by chemists, it was possible to 
d~duce the fo11rn.;ing facts: 
Ca) Sixty-three chemists used the service in 1972 and 61 
chemists in 1973. The results divided by section are given in 
Figure 40. 
Cb) Of the ten chemists using the service in 1972 and not 
in 1973, five had moved to other departments. Of the eight chemists 
using the system in 1973 and not in 1972, six were either newly 
promoted or new entrie~. 
Cc) Of the chemists using the system in 1972 and 1973: 
15 increased their number of requests 
21 decreased their number of requests 
17 made about the same nurnber of reques ts 
21 increased the mnnber of compounds reques ted 
21 decreased the number of compounds requeste6 
11 requested about the same number of compounds 
18 chemists had more compounds located 
20 chemists had less compounds located 
15 chemis ts had about the same mnnber of compounds 
located 
Figure 40 - Use of Sample Location Service by Section (Summary) 
SECfION 1972 1973 
1 6 7 
2 7 8 
3 7 11 
4 9 10 
5 8 10 
6 4 6 
7 6 7 
8 8 12 
10 10 10 
5.2.3 Discussion 
Sample requests seemed to come in steadily. The usage of the 
service by month seemed very stable - about 100 requests each month. 
The number of transactions carried out in 1972 and 1973 were about the 
same. However, the number of compO'lmds requested increased by 16% and 
I.i !: 
'I 
i 
I 
, 
1 .: , 
t: ~ ~ 
the number of compotmds fotmd increased by 20%. Usage in most sections H~ , 
fairly stable. It did, hCMever, drop considerably in four sections 
(2, 5, 7 and 10). There was one large increase in visits by section 8 
and this was accompanied by a very' large increase in the number of 
compounds obtained. 
The mnnber of individual chemists using the service remained 
fairly constant. About 30% increased their usage of the service, 30% 
decreased their use and the remaining 30% asking about the same mnnber 
of questions. 45% of the chemists used the service rarely and only 
15 % of the chemis ts were very high users. Of the high users , five 
were from Section 3 and three were from Section 4. At least one 
chemist in each section was a poor user. 
5.2.4 Conclusions 
The use of the sample location service seemed very stable 
over the two years. I t was a manual sys tem and had been nm by the 
same infonnation assistant for about ten years. There have been few 
changes in the way the service was nm, and hence any changes in usage 
must be caused by external factors. 
The sample location service could be considered a control and 
could be used to measure other fluctuations in the system or user 
population. 
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5.3 Sample Location and Substructure Search 
I (: 
There was no way of analysing from the logbook records of If I 
5.3.1 Introduction 
) ~ j 
sample requests which compOlmds were being requested as a result of a i" 
substructure search being previously carried out. To do this, the !! ' 
information assistant was asked to keep a special record of those ~11~ 
requests knmm to have come from a substructure search - usually the ~ 
chemist would present her with the structure cards. This data was being l~ 
recorded during the period December 1973 and January 1974. 
5.3.2 Methodology 
The information assistant recorded the chemist, the search 
identifier allocated when the substructure search was carried out Cif 
known), the date, the mlllber of comp01.mds for which information was 
requested. There were thirty-two Such requests in the two-month period. 
These do not necessarily represent all the sample requests following up 
from substructure searches, only those directly related. 
'I 
The sample location record was supplemented by data from the 
substructure search log - showing the date the search was carried out and;' 
I 
I: 
li 
,I 
(, 
the number of compounds originally obtained. The type of information '! 
requested has been stmlIIlarised to show: . i 
(a) Samples from Company collections required for chemistry .:;1 
. !> 
testing. 
(b) Samples from Company collections required for biological . :i 
Cc) Availability of compounds. 
The results are given in Figure 41. 
5.3.3 Discussion 
At least 20% of all sample requests appear to be generated 
from substructure searches, the majority of these being searches on the 
Company files. About 30% of the requests .-ere to enter compounds for 
biological testing. This indicates the use of the substructure search 
services to find compotmds required for test. A further 50% were 
requests for samples for use in chemical reactions, and the remaining 
20% were for sources of the compound for fUture reference, e.g. avail-
ability, price. 
If a chemist required compoWlds for testing, on average he 
requested the samples two to four days after the substructure search 
had been carried out. The decision to test the compound involves L~e 
chemist in little work; he therefore responded quickly with large 
numbers of compounds. 
If a chemist required compmmds for synthesis, the samples 
were often requested months after the search had been carried out. They 
seem to be requested as and when the preparative effort was available. 
5.3.4 Conclusions 
Sample requests as a result of a substructure search on the 
Company files accounted for at least 20% of the service. CompoWlds for 
test were usually requested soon after a sean:h had been carried out, 
whilst requests for compOlmds for chemistry 'Ire re usually processed in 
.' i. 
" 
l. 
small numbers. They couldbe requested months after the original search 
was carried out. This last point reinforced the systems decision to date 
the structure cards at the time of the substructure searching. This '~as , 
particularly important when biological and sample information was printed 
on the cards. A second feature was noted. If chemists were still '\\'Orking 
with information from searches carried out Dmlths ago, a system of sub-
structure search update on a profile run on the Company files was 
necessary, Le. chemists could be kept infomed of all compotmds ne\", to 
the collection in their field of interest. 
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Figure 41 - Sample Requests After Substructure Searches 
DATE OF DATE OF NUMBER NUMBER TIPE OF SAl"IPLE G-IEMIST SECfION 
REQUEST SEARQ-I RETRIEVED REQUESTS INFOR\iATION 
04.12.73 83 8 26.10.73 251 30 AlB 
05.12.73 85 8 13.11. 73 21 3 B 
05.12.73 34 3 29.11. 73 58 6 A 
06.12.73 11 1 04.12.73 2 2 B 
06.12.73 34 3 29.11. 73 124 4 A 
06.12.73 34 3 26.11. 73 168 2 B 
07.12.73 85 8 05.12.73 32 14 B/C 
10.12.73 84 8 17.08.73 35 11 B/C 
10.12.73 85 8 05.12.73 73 15 B/C 
. 
10.12.73 85 8 06.12.73 12 12 B/C 
10.12.73 84 8 04.12.73 68 23 B/C 
12.12.73 38 3 30.11. 73 18 4 B/C 
14.12.73 30 3 04.12.73 9 9 A 
17.12.73 85 8 06.12.73 12 4 B 
21.12.73 43 4 26.06.73 22 1 C 
08.01. 74 34 3 24.07.73 61 1 B 
10.01. 74 26 2 08.01. 74 18 2 A 
10.01. 74 26 2 08.01. 74 20 14 A 
11.01. 74 30 3 02.01. 74 1m 10 B 
17.01. 74 69 6 05.01. 74 28 5 A 
22.01.74 22 2 16.10.73 n 15 B 
23.01. 74 54 5 17.10.73 15 15 C 
24.01. 74 85 8 05.12.73 32 4 B 
25.01. 74 85 8 16.01. 74 18 2 B 
26.01. 74 44 4 03.05.73 558 6 B 
28.01.74 54 5 21.01. 74 32 33 C 
29.01. 74 22 2 23.01. 74 27 3 A 
05.02.74 85 8 01.02.74 18 10 A 
06.02.74 71 7 19.11. 73 33 12 B 
Nbtes on type of information: 
A = Sample required for test. 
B = Sample required for chemistry. 
C = Information on availability required. 
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5.4 Compound Preparation 
5.4.1 Introduction • ~ 
Compounds prepared by chemists nrust all be registered and 't 
allocated an M number before they can be submitted for biological tes t . .~ 
The M munber was allocated when the compomd was r~gistered onto the,'· 
chemical data base, but the chemical data base dId not record infonnation~ 
on the chemist who prepared the compound. This infonnation was only ; 
. recorded in two manual indexes: ~ 
1'1 
(a) The card index maintained in M m.unber order. \:1 
(b) The manually produced compomds list. This was produced 
fortnightly by Data Services Section. It recorded the structure of each 
new compound made, along with the initials of the chemist and any biolog-
ical tests for which the compounds had been submitted. 
5.4. 2 Methodology 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
The compomds lists were scanned for 1972 and 1973, and the 
following information was recorded: -date, chemists initials, section, ~I 
reference munber and main biological tests. This data was then transfer-
red to punch cards and sorted and printed on the B4700 using the standard If 
reporting package. l~'! 
f 
by date). 
chemist) • 
The raw material was first sorted and printed by year into: 
(a) Section order (further sub-divided by chemist and then 
(b) Date order (further sub-divided by section and then by 
'I 
i 
From these initial lists a second set of data was prepared 
detailing: year, date, chemist, total munber of compotUlds prepared, sect- ,~ 
ion and main biological test areas. ' 
From the data prints, it was possible to establish the total 
usage by section and by month. The results are shown in Figure 42 and 
Figure 43. 
Figure 42 - Breakdown 'of Compounds Prepared By Section 
1972 1973 
SECI'ION NO. IN CD1POUNDS NO. IN CCMPOUNDS 
SECTION MADE SECfICJi MADE 
1 8 263 8 397 
2 8 540 8 582 
3 8 640 10 1118 
4 8 358 8 666 
5 8 605 10 627 
6 10 110 10 191 
7 8 175 7 370 
8 10 536 11 696 
10 8 390 8 429 
rofALS 72 3617 80 5076 
Average/chemist 50 cpds/yr. 63 cpds/yr. 
" , 
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Figure 43 - Breakdown of Compomds Prepared by MJnth 
K>N1H 1972 1973 
January 298 367 
February 310 434 
March 355 458 
April 314 366 
May 348 457 
Jme 274 365 
July 312 458 
August 322 409 
September 359 355 
October 382 461 
November 406 467 
December 330 461 
TOTALS 3628 5058 
Average/month 302 . 421 
Note: the low value for September 1973 was caused by a major laboratory 
removal. 
From the results it was possible to deduce the following 
facts: 
Ca) There was a 39% increase in the munber of compomds prep-
ared in 1973, with only a 5% increase in staff. 
Cb) On average, a chemist's output rose from fifty compomds a 
year in 1972 to sixty-three compomds a year in 1973. This is not a 
good estimate since: three section leaders prepared no compounds; seven 
members of section six have a very low output since they work in the 
polypeptide area. 
Allowing for these facts by making the polypeptide team 
equivalent to one synthetic chemist, and hence subtracting nine from the 
total in each year, the chemist's output rose from fifty-seven compounds 
to seventy-one compomds, i.e. a 25% increase in output. 
(c) The output of compotmds/month rose slowly from the beginning 
of 1972 to the end of 1973, allowing for fluctuations due to holidays. 
The average output for the first quarter in 1972 was 321 and the average 
output for the last quarter in 1973 was 463 - an increase of 44%. 
5.4.3 Discussion 
The preparation of compotmds increased steadily from the 
begirming of 1972 until the end of 1973. The average productivity per 
chemist increasing from fifty-seven compotmds in 1972 to seventy-one 
compotmds in 1973. The largest increases were in Sections 7, 4, 3 and 6. 
Productivity in Sections 2, 5 and 10 showed only a slight increase. 
5.4.4 Conclusions 
A chemist's ability to prepare novel compounds appeared to have 
increased gradually over the two-year period - some areas being more 
affected than others. 
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5.5 Substructure Searching 
5.5.1 Introduction 
The infonnation scientist maintained a logbook of all sub-
structure searches carried out indicating the user, the search request 
and the type and size of output he received. This logbook was analysed 
to find the voltmle and type of use of the service. 
On 1 October, 1972 saw the amalgamation of the Company 
CompoWld Centre with Data Services Section.' From that date onwards, the 
Section was responsible for searches on Company data for all Company 
uses. ! 
.1 
5.5.2 Methodology I 
The "Search Book" was scanned for 1972 and 1973 and the fol10w- I 
I 
ing infonnation was recorded: date, chemist, section, search tag (to, 
identify the search type), number oi compounds. output. This data w'!-5 then 'I 
transferred to pWlch cards, then sorted and prmted on :the B4700 usmg 
the standard report package.' 
The raw material was first sorted and printed by year into: 
(a) Section order (further subdivided by chemist and then by date). 
(b) Month order (further subdivided by section and then by chemist). 
From these initial lists a second set of data was prepared 
detailing: year, chemist, section, total number of searches requested J 
I', 
and date. From these prints it was possible to establish the total usage i" 
by Section and by month. The results are shown in Figure 44 and Figure 
45. 
Figure 44 Breakdown of Substructure Search Use by Section 
1972 1973 
SECTION NO. OF NO. OF NO. OF ID. OF 
USERS SEARCHES USERS SEARCHES 
1 
"-
5 41 5 16 
2 6 16 6* 24 
3 6* 74 10* 138 
4 7* 27 7* 20 
5 8* 79 6 44 
6 2 10 4* 14 
7 4 9 6 18 
8 7* 17 9 101 
10 7* 33 4* 10 
TOTALS 52 306 57 385 
Average use 5.88 6.75 
*inc1uding Section Leader 
1 
. I ~ 
i : 
Table 45 - Breakdown of Substructure Search Use by Month 
1972 1973 
rvON1H TOTAL PI-IARl\1S • mEM. TOTAL PHARMS. OffiM. 
DIV. DEPT. DIV. DEPT. 
January 36 36 30 44 31 30 
February 28 28 27 55 37 35 
March 55 55 46 66 32 29 
April 19 19 18 39 12 11 
May 38 38 36 56 35 30 
JlDle 32 32 29 74 31 31 
July 42 42 38 51 35 29 
August 34 34 28 57 20 19 
September 26 26 25 64 44 28 
October 49 27 23 103 76 60 
November 66 28 25 96 70 58 
December 43 25 24 58 44 29 
1UI'ALS 470 344 304 763 467 389 
Average/ 39 29 25 64 39 32 month 
The usage by Departments other than Chemistry Department is 
given in Figure 46. 
Figure 46 - Use of Substructure Search Service by Departments Other 
Than Chemistry Department 
Other Internal Departments: 
1972 1973 
DEPARTMENT NO. OF NO. OF NO. OF NO. OF 
SEARCHES USERS SEARa-IES USERS 
Biology 8 3 1 1 
Biochemistry 8 5 
Data Services 19 5 19 5 
Phys ica1 Methods 54 1 
Process Dev. 2 2 
Medical Services 1 1 
Safety of Meds. 1 1 
External Users: 
1972 1973 
ORGANISATION NO. OF SEARCllES NO. OF SEARUIES 
Plant Protection 12 220 
Organics Division 16 60 
le! United States 6 18 
Corporate Labs. 5 4 
Plastics Division 1 
IeI Brixham 1 
Bexford Ltd. 1 
i 
;\ 
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From these results it was possible to deduce the following facts: 
(a) Although chemical project teams ,v-ere reorg31liscd at the 
start of each year, this seemed to have little effect on the nwnber 0 [ 
searches requested. 
Cb) Use by Section Leader did not affect use by other members 
of the Section. Five Section Leaders used the service each year. 
(c) In sections with the highest usage each year (Section 5 in 
1972 and Section 3 in 1973), all members used the service. Both areas 
of research had produced a large number of Company drugs, and much of 
the research was centred around the improvement of available drugs. 
(d) Both Section 7 and Section 6 had a low usage and lv-ere 
used by few members of the Sections. Both areas involved work on 
compounds not adequately covered in the system. 
(e) The number of searches carried out by the speculative 
chemistry project (Section 4) was lower than expected. This could have 
been a reflection of their interest in synthesis rather than sample 
availability. 
(f) The large usage by chemists at Plant Protection Division 
could be a.reflection of the type of work carried out - mainly general 
chemistry • 
(g) TIlere were significant additions to Research Department 
and Chemistry Department on 1 October, 19b'3. Six chemists were either 
recruited or transferred. Of the sixty smrches in that month, twenty-
seven were from the new chemists. However~ of the fifty-eight searches 
in November, only nine were from the new demists. 
(h) Of all the chemists who joimd Chemistry Department in 
1973, eight were using the system and six were not. 
5.5.3 Comparisons of usage in ~2 and 1973 
I 
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Of the chemists not using the syRem in 1972, seven were using 
the system in 1973 and twelve were not. OI the chemists using the syste:-:. ;i 
in 1972, eight were not using the system i1ll973. Of the chemists ;i! 
joining Research Department in 1973, eight were using the system and six :! 
were not. Of the chemists changing section,. five were making some use of 
the system, seven were making more use of:tfie system, and four were 
making less use. Of all chemists in Reseamth Department, twenty-u\-o \;ere 11 
making the same use, nineteen were making nmre use and fifteen were making 
less use. ,I 
The total searches for Chemistry !Department increased from 
304 in 1972 to 385 in 1973. Three sections requested less searches, 
three requested about the same, and three mctions requested more. An 
analysis of all sections is given in Figure 47. 
5.5.4 Discussion 
The use of the substructure seardll service by members of 
Chemistry Department increased by 28% in 1sw.3 with three sections having 
large increases. More chemists used the seu.vice (71% of the total 
population in 1973, as against 68% in 1972)" each chemist asking more 
ques tions . The increase was gradual througiout the two years - the 
average usage for the first quarter of 1972 was thirty-four, and for the 
last quarter of 1972 was forty-nine, Le. 8L increase of 44%. 
There was a marked alteration in 1!he service around the 
chemists laboratory move in September. The figures for August and 
September are low, and those for October ani November very high. 
5.5.5 ConclUSions 
The use of the substructure searcft service was increasing, IOOTe 
questions being asked by more chemists. 
:1 
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Figure 47 - Analysis of Substructure Searches by Section (SlUllI11ary) 
~. !l:", ,. 
I , 
, I 
. SECTION YFAR NO. OF SEARQ-IES NOTES 
1 72 41 Large decrease. 
73 16 
2 72 17 Slight increase. 
73 24 
3 72 74 Large increase. 
73 138 
4 72 27 Slight decrease. 
73 20 
5 72 80 Large decrease. 
73 44 
6 72 15 
73 14 
7 72 9 Large increase. 
73 18 
8 72 17 Very large increase. 
73 101 
10 72 32 Section leader changed. 
73 10 Large decrease. 
5.6 Analysis of All Services For 1972 and 1973 
5.6.1 Use of services 
There had been a significant increase in demand for all three 
services perfor.med by Data Services Section: 
(a) ~le Ret5est Services - The number of visits made by chemists remaineaboute same although the number of samples requested 
increased by 16% and the number of samples obtained increased by 20~. 
:j (b) Co~tmd Registry Services - A 25% increase in compound, 
preparation was aieved witlla 5i increase in the staff within Olemistry 1j 
Department. Hence, there was a 34% increase in the compotmds registered \:,1 
into the collection, the remaining increase being compotmds requested 
from the outside sources, mainly Jealott's Hill and Organics Division. 1 
(c) Substructure Search Services - The increase in use of the ,11 
substructure searCh service was 28%. I 
5.6.2 Maintaining the services 
There has been only a small increase in staff to deal with 
these large increases in use. The problem has largely been solved by 
the provision of sophisticated computer systems. These are used by the 
Department, and although members of Olernistry Department have been 
encouraged to use them, there has been little response. 
The on-line facilities enable fast responses to be made on up-
to-date data. In addition, the structure cards from the substructure 
search service enable more efficient follow-up requests, e.g. structure 
and all reference numbers are available for sample location, biological 
results available for test submission, etc. 
5.6.3 Overall conclusions 
There have been large increases in the demands made to Data 
Services Section over the two-year period 1972-1973. These had 
effectively been met by the introduction of both on-line and batch comput-
er systems used by the information scientists within the Section. 
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Chapter 6 - Analysis of User Study 
6.1 Introduction 
Part of the purpose of the study was to look at the 
relationships, if any, between usage of the various infonnation 
services provided by Data Services Section, and the performance and 
background of each chemist. It was therefore necessary to define 
distinguishing features in the performance of a chemist. A chemist's 
role in Research Department was to design and synthesise potential 
drugs. Performance could therefore be crudely measured in terms of 
the numbers of active compotmds produced. This, however, was too 
difficul t to measure so that comparisons could be made between the 
individual chemists. Activity in a test could vary from 0% to 90%, 
depending on the type of test and the ratio selected by the biologist. 
A better measure might therefore have been the difference in the success 
of a chemist in finding activity in a particular test for which he 11 
was designing drugs against the average activity fotmd in all compotmds IJ 
submi tted to that test. However, this measure would only be appropriate " 
in those tests which obtained compotmds from a wide variety of sources. 
Since there was no well-defined way to characterise chemists' 
performance, it was decided to record a large number of contributing 
variables which together might give some measurement of performance and 
which could be meaningfully compared between chemists. 
The sample populatiQIl was eighty, an\1 a total of thirty 
variables were measured for each chemist. The main pan: of the survey 
was carried out on data collected for the year 1973. A number of 
measures were also recorded for 1972, and the difference in values 1'; ~:~~:an~: :~f~~:~~e~a~~~l~~:dtwo ~!!r~~ve a munber of use and ~:; ( 
Some of the variables used have amnnon sub-variables. Fori ".. : ,',': .. ".  
example, the success rate in sample location is the ratio of the number 
of compotmds requested to the number of cOJ1'!POtmds obtained. The variab- : 
1es therefore contain both relative and absclute measures. The j; 
correlations observed bet\.,reen relative factors have an obvious source. h F The survey was in three parts: ,:i 
Ca) Performance appraisal - examination of the various parameters r, .. ·.i
l
, 
measured and the relationships between them. ~ 
Cb) Relationships between the use made of the services and chemists' ,:i 
performance.' ~! 
;:1 (c) Relationships between use made of the service and chemists' 
backgrotmd. 
6. 2 Use, Performance and Backgrotmd Measures 
The following variables were measured for each chemist for the 
year 1973: 
(a) Use of the substructure search system: JJeasured in terms of the 
number of substructure searches requested. 
(b) Use of the sample location service: subdivided into five measures: 
1. Number of visits made to the sample location service. 
2. Number of samples requested. 
3. Number of samples obtained. 
4. Success rate in sample location, i.e. no. samples obtained 
no. samples requested 
5. Number of cOD1potmds requested per visit, 
i.e. no. samples requested 
no. of visits made 
' .. !. 
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(c) Productivity: subdivided into eight measures: 
1. Number of compounds prepared. 
2. Proportion of compolIDds made by novel reactions, 
i. e. no. of canpounds made by novel reactions x 100% 
total no. of compounds made 
3. The proportion of comp01.mds tested but not made, 
i.e. total no. compounds tested - no. compounds made 
total no. of compounds tested 
4. The number of biological tests requested, on average for 
each compound, 
i.e. total no. of results 
total no. compounds tested 
5. The success in obtaining biological activity in compounds 
made by him, 
i • e. no. of active compounds made x 100% 
total no. of compounds made 
6. The success in finding biological activity in compounds 
obtained for test, 
i.e. no. of active compounds acquired x 100% 
total no. of compounds acquired 
7. Success in finding biological activity in any compounds, 
i.e. number of active compounds x 100% 
number of tes ted compounds 
8. The proportion of compounds tested am1y in the chemists 
specialised area, 
i. e. no. of compounds tes ted in given tes t x 100% 
total compounds made 
In addition, the following variables were measured for 1972 
and compared with those obtained for 1973 to give a relative increase 
or decrease: 
(a) Difference in use of substructure search. service. 
(b) Difference in numbers of visits to the sample location service. 
(c) Difference in numbers of compounds requested fram sample location 
service. 
(d) Difference in numbers of samples obtained fram sample location 
service. 
(e) Difference in numbers of compounds made. 
In addition, the normal biological activity ratios were 
es tablished for each tes t during 1973. These nomal values were then 
compared with the chemistS individual perfonnance in each test, to 
give differences from the average rate of sllICcess in obtaining 
biological activity. These measurements wen taken for the compounds 
made by him, the compounds acquired by him, and lastly for all the 
compounds tested by him. 
The chemists administrative unit - the section - was taken 
" 
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as a guide to his therapeutic area. Each section contained one or 
two main biological areas and these were usually related in some way. 
Four indications of background were recorded: 
Ca) Status - section leader, senior scientist, Ph.D. chemist or 
promoted chemist. 
(b) Length of time on present project - measured by length of time 
in same section. 
Cc) 
Cd) 
Length of time in Research Department indicating the age and 
experience of the chemis t. 
Role of chemist in biological testing. A lead chemist was 
responsible for ensuring compolDlds of the right type were tested 
in a given testing programme. 
. il i 
i'l ili 
In addition, a number of other variables were measured as 
were thought possible influencing pointers: 
III la they 1, II'~ PI Ca) The mnnber of publications in external journals - a measure of 
novel work areas, mainly in chemical synthesis, and his outside 
esteem. 
(b) Assistance in experimental work - the rwmber of experimental 
officers and laboratory assistants allocated. 
Cc) Use of comp'..lterised literature service for chemical information. 
Access was only available on the ICRS system, and use of this 
service was recorded. 
6.3 Methodology 
6.3.1 Data collection 
The information on each chemist ~ gathered from various 
sources and recorded against the chemist's name and number on index 
cards. This information was collected from four main sources. 
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." I,:: Firstly background information - section, status, time in d: 
section and time in company - was collected from staff lists. Lead r,,' 
chemists were identified from testing prograone sheets maintained by ~f 
Data Services Section. f' 
The 1973 figures for use of the infonnation facilities were ~1' 
transferred to the index cards from the records generated in Chapter S. ~I 
These figures included the number of substructure searches requested, ['\\ 
the m.unber of visits made to the sample location service, the number li 
of compotmds requested by the visit, and the number of compounds obtained 11 
from these requests. From these results it was possible to calculate " 
the remaining use factors - the success rate in sample location and I 
the number of compolDlds requested per visit. Similarly, the 1972 ' 
figures were taken from the results collected in Chapter S. These were 
then compared with the 1973 figures and the relative use measures 
calculated as percentage increases or decreases. 
The m.unber of compounds made by each chemist in 1972 and 1973 
were also taken from the data recorded in Chapter S. The 1973 figure 
was used as fotmd, and the 1972 figure was used to estimate the 
percentage difference in productivity in 1913 over 1972. 
The use of novel chemistry was estimated from the chemists' 
entries on the compound registration fonns. Part of the infonnation 
given was whether the compound had been made by a standard method or 
by a novel reaction. All novel reactions were noted and a count made 
for each chemist. 
The activity pattern for each chenist and each test had next 
to be established. This was done by analysmg data contained in existing 
canputer files. Using a standard software package, all the data 
pertinent to chemists' testing patterns in 1973 was abstracted and 
wri tten to a magnetic tape file. Printouts of all data relating to 
==;-:---~--- - __ 0_.-
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each chemist were obtained. The data wac; first searched to find all 
references to individual chemist initials, and then a utility program 
1 
./.. 
i· 
, 1. 
! \, 
was used to print all tests with their results against each compound 
submitted. Each list was manually examined to find the following data " 
for each chemist: tests to which the chemist was most conunonly submitting : 
compounds, i.e. his testing programme, the average number of tests per : 
compound, compounds ""hich were made by him and which compounds had i ' 
been acquired from other sources. From these results it was possible ! : 
to establish the percentage of compounds tested by him that were made \ t 
by him, the activity patterns for the various types of compmmd and i! 
the percentage of compounds made and tested in his main testing programmet'!i,i 
The next stage was to establish the normal activity patterns for each h: 
test. Counts of the compounds active in each test and of the compounds ,ill 
tested in each test were made and the ratio active/tested calculated I',i,f, ',i, 
for each test. Each chemist's activitypatt:etrr, was then compared with !~ 
average values and the percentage variations recorded. ,i~ 
The retrospective ICRS file was searched for joumal articles II~ 
submitted by ICI Pharmaceuticals Division in 1973. The results were j'lj 
analysed into the number of publications per chemist. The m.unber of il1 
assistants for each chemist were estimated from staff lists. Finally, ill 
the number of ICRS searches for each chemist was obtained from i,jJ 
information scientist's logbooks. :lj 
6.3.2 Input to the computer 
The data was abstracted from the index cards and transferred 
onto punched cards. The format chosen was that sui table for input to 
the ICL Statistical Analysis Package (81). The data input is shown 
in Appendix V, with each chemist identified by a two-digit number. 
6.4 Statistical Analysis 
6.4.1 Introduction 
The user survey had collected together data relating to 
thirty variables on a user population ofeigJlty. The first stage of the 
analysis was to measure the extent of the relationship between one 
variable and anyone other, i.e. the correlation between two factors. 
This \vas done by the generation of correlation coefficients between 
each pair of variables. The second stage of the analysis was an 
attempt to group the variables measured into more significant larger 
groupings. To do this, factor analysis techniques were applied. 
6.4.2 Statistical analysis parameters 
The parameters used are given in Appendix VI and the results of 
the computer run are given in Appendix VII. 
6.4.3 Interpreting the results from the statistical analysis 
The correlation matrix is used to measure direct relationships 
between any two factors amongst a larger set of possibly inter-related 
factors. To do this, the ICL Statistical Analysis Package uses the 
Students T function (81). The mathematically derived formula is: 
(n-2)R2 
(1-R2) 
where t c Students t function 
R = correlation coefficient 
and n = number of degrees of freedom, i.e. the number of-
observations made. 
Looking up Students t tables for the thirty observations 
used and to achieve a significance of greater than 99\, R, the 
correlation coefficient must be greater them 0.29. Hence, from the 
correlation matrix generated by the computer run, a value of greater 
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than ±O.29 indicated that the two factors involved were related 
directly with a confidence of at least 99t. Scanning the matrix 
allayed direct relationships between pairs of measurements to be found. 
Each parameter is reported with the significant related factors in 
Figure 48. 
Figure 48 - Related Factors in the Correlation Matrix 
FACTOR 
Section. 
Position. 
Time in section. 
Time in 
departmen t. 
Position in 
testing programme 
- lead chemist. 
Nuni:>er of searches. 
Number of visits. 
RELATED FACTORS 
None. 
None. 
Time in department. 
Activity of 
acquired compounds. 
Time in section. 
Inversely number 
of compOlmds 
acquired. 
Number of searches. 
Number of visits. 
Number of compOlmds 
made. 
Lead chemis t. 
Number of compounds 
requested. 
Number of visits. 
Number of samples 
obtained. 
Number of compotmds 
per visit. .. 
Cornpotmds made by 
the chemis t. 
Increase in searches 
Increase in visits. 
Increase in comp-
ounds requested. 
Lead chemis t. 
Number of searches. 
Number of compotmds 
requested. 
Number of comp01mds 
located. 
Sample success. 
Compounds made by 
the chemis t. 
Increase in visits 7 
sample requested 
and in compounds 
obtained. 
DISCUSSION 
The longer a chemis t is 
in a section the better 
he is at selecting 
compounds not made by 
him which may be active. 
He tends to concentrate 
on knavn contacts work-
ing in his research 
area. 
Older chemists tend not 
to randomly acquire 
large nUF.0erS of comp-
ounds for testing. 
Responsibility for a 
testing programme 
appears to increase the 
chemists use of the 
facilities. 
r 
\.) 
Much of the us e of 
the sample location 
)0 service is a direct 
consequence of a 
substructure search 
request. 
Perhaps intermediates 
found by a substructure 
search reduce the 
synthetic effort required 
to prepare a compound. 
} 
Even high users of 
the service were 
increasing their use 
of the services. 
r , 
}- Use of other services. 
Iv 
More use for the service 
if more compotmds made. 
Satisfied customers 
were perhaps 
realising potentials 
of services. 
- L.': I 11'-
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FACTOR RElATED FACTORS DISaJSSION 
Requests for Lead chemist. ,.. 
compounds. Number of searches. 
NUmber of compounds 
obtained. Other services. NUmber of visits. 
NUmber of compounds , 
per visit. , i 
Compounds made by More use for the I 
" 
chemist. service if more comp- I 
ounds are made. ~ , 
Increase in number 
{ See above. 
!! 
li of requests. 
Increase in samples 11 
obtained. 11 !\ 
Samples obtained. r- j Number of searches. 
NUmber of visits. ! 
NUmber of requests. 
• Other services • Sample success. 
NUmber of compounds 
per visit. .... 
Compounds made by Samples obtained for 
chemist. intermediates reduce 1 
preparative effort. 
Increase in number 
{ See above. 
'i 
of requests. ,! 
Increase in samples :' 
obtained. 
Sample success. NUmber of visits {USed to calculate 
made. sample success. 
Sample obtained. 
Inversely novel Non-availability of 
Chemistry .• intermediate leads to 
novel method of 
preparation. 
Compounds/visit. Samples requested. Used in calculation. 
Samples obtained. 
Relative increase in 
requests/sample. 
Ntnnber of searches. Chemist using sub-
structure search service 
requests more compOlmds 
per visit. 
Comp01.mds made. Various factors 
indicating use of 
the services. 
Inversely to novel More time to prepare 
chemistry • compound - less output. 
Novel chernis try • Inversely to Chemists working in 
compounds made. novel areas of 
Sample success. • chemistry are less 
Compounds for test. productive in drug 
'" 
design areas. 
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FACTOR REIATED FACTORS 
Compotmds Inversely to time 
acquired. in department: 
Tests per compotmd. 
Total activity. 
Compounds per test. 
Tests per compound. Compounds acquired~ 
Compounds per test. 
Acti vi ty, own Other activity 
compounds. measures and relative 
acti vi ties. ' 
Activity, acquired Other activity 
compotmds • measures. 
Length of service 
in section. 
Activity, all Other activity 
cornpotmds • measures. 
Number of compounds 
acquired. 
Compounds per test. Inversely to novel 
Chemistry. 
Compounds acquired. 
Tests per compound. 
Increase in searches. Number of searches. 
High increase in 
compound location 
services. 
Increase in visits. Other relative 
measures. 
Number of searches. 
Number of visits. 
Inversel:l to increase 
in activl.ty. 
Increase in samples Other relative 
requested. measures. 
, 'Inversel:l to increase 
in activl.ty. 
Increase in cOlDpOmds As increase in 
obtained. samples requested. 
DISQJSSION 
See above. 
Compounds acquired are 
sent for a larger 
range of tests. 
Possibly a consequence 
of a number of tests 
for which submitted. 
Used in calculation. 
No relationships to 
other factors. 
After some time on a 
project, chemists tend 
to acquire from 
productive sources. 
Acquired cornpotmds 
providing the disting-
uishing factor in 
activity determination. 
{ See above. 
More compotmds being 
made led to a decrease 
in overall activity. 
'. 'I I 
i 
, 
\ 
i 
';: l fl : 
t, 
'I' ~ ; 
FACfOR 
Increase in 
compounds made. 
Increase in 
activity, ~ 
compounds. 
Increase in 
activity, 
acquired 
compounds. 
Increase in 
activity, all 
compounds. 
Publications • 
Assistance. 
Literature 
searching. 
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RELATED FACTORS 
Increase in number 
of searches. 
Other activities. 
Other increases in 
activities. 
Inversely to 
increase in sample 
location services. 
Other activities. 
Other increases in 
activities. 
As for increase in 
activity, his 
compounds. 
None. 
Lead chemis ts. 
None. 
DISCUSSION 
Substructure search 
could be having direct 
effect on compounds made. 
Could sample location 
services be most useful 
when looking for new leads? 
More assistance given 
to lead chemists. 
Use of the services appeared to be well correlated with 
productivity in terms of compounds made, but there seemed to be little 
or no relationships with the biological activity parameters. This may 
have been due to the problems involved in w~uring biological activity 
parameters across the 170 biological tests. Good users of one service 
appeared to be good users of other services whether computerised or 
manual. The methodology was therefore immaterial to the user. 
Chemis ts background seemed not to relate to use of the services. 
This supports previous studies such as those of Back (17) and others (18) • 
The role of a lead chemist seems the one prominent environmental tactor. 
Responsibility for a test appears to encourage a chemist to make use of 
the service. A measure of the acceptability of the computerised services 
may be taken by the way in which good users of the system in 1972 were 
still good users of the system in 1973. . 
. ,'~; 
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In general terms, the use of the various services seemed ;11 
to be closely related to each other, pointing to the possible integration II~ 
of the various services. Use of the services appeared to be independent 11: 
of background, making the way fonvard to 100% usage more difficult. III 
The problems of each non-user would have to be considered separately. I!. 
There was a very close correlation between the use of the services and i" 
a chemists productivity in terms of compounds made, perhaps justifying :. 
the existence of the services. No relationships between use of the 
services and biological activities could be found - this was not 
unexpected because of the prob lems of generaliSing drug activity. 
6.4.4 Interpreting the factor analysis 
The aim of the factor analysis was to reduce the 
dimensionali ty of the variables measured by taking advantage of their 
inter-relations. Some of these relationships existed because of the 
dependence of one variable on another. For example, there will be some 
dependence between the total compound activity and the activity of 
the compounds made by him since the second is a subset of the first. 
The factor analysis used the symmetrical correlation matrices, R, 
produced above. The statistical package used (81) resolves these R 
matrices into pxk factor matrices where the number of factors k is 
__ --------~----~~~--- _~----- _0-
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very nruch smaller than the munber of variables, p. 
The relationship of the correlation matrix to the factor 
matrix can be expressed as: 
R = VoVol where Vo is the matrix of orthogonal factors. 
The computations carried out involve analysing the matrix R for its 
latent roots and vectors. For any set of variables, only the off-
diagonal correlations in R are obtained (see Appendix VII, Tables 5-10). 
The final stage in the factor analysis was that of factor 
rotation and interpretation. Once the set of factor loadings, 
corresponding to a set of hypothetical variates, had been obtained the 
final step was to try to interpret them in a way which gave a meaningful 
summary of the original data. 
A factor loading of 0.4 was considered to be significant, 
and three factors emerged. These are given in Figure 49. 
Figure 49 - Significant Results from the Factor Analysis 
FACTOR CONfENTS POSSIBLE GROUP NAME 
1 Activity - his, acquired I£1'IVI1Y 
and total. Relative 
activity - his, acquired, 
total. . 
2 Searches, visits, requests, USAGE/CONP<lJNI) PRODUCTIVI1Y 
samples, sample success, 
compounds per visit, 
compounds made, relative 
requests, relative samples. 
3 Increase in use of RaATIVE USAGE 
services - searches, visits, 
requests, samples. 
, 
:. 
" 
!"l All the remaining factors had ooly two or three significant :1 I 
loadings and no reliable interpretation could be placed on the possible il:j 
groupings. Hence, the factor analysis had produced three independent !j, 
factors - activity, usage/compound productivity and relative usage. ill' 
The relationship "activity" can be seen as being a function of the : : 
relationships beuveen the variables used, but the other results ' 
supported the conclusions reached from the correlation matrix: i,\;,. 
Ca) There appeared to be no correlation between activity and 
information usage or the number of compa.mds made. III 
Cb) Usage of information services was closely related to the number I i! 
of compotmds made. 'I 
!, :1 
;: ;1 C c) Chemist's background appeared to have no significant effect on 
their use of information services or on the number of compolU1ds 
made. 
The IOOSt in!X>rtant result of the facto:?:' analysis is the 
grouping together of the nUTber of culp:>mlds made with the use neasures 
for the services provided. This supports the relaticnshi.ps found in 
the oorrelation matrices. 
.' j 
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01aptcr 7 - Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Developments 
7.1 Objcctive of the Study 
The study set out to examine in depth the development of a 
spccialised information service within an industrial company, combining 
computer technology with an undcrstanding of the human needs of the 
immediate users, the information staff, and the final customers, the 
chemists. The study was essentially in th~ee parts: 
(a) The design of an information system for the storage and retrieval 
of cllcmica1 structure information generated witllin the company. 
, 
, 
;,1 
(b) The study of tlle effects of the application of increasing levels 
of computer technology on the use made of the service. 
(c) TIle search for relationships between the use made of the service 
and the customer's own backgro~d and his success in drug design. 
The work was carried out within the Research Department at 
lCI Pharmaceuticals Division, and hence the study examines a real-life 
situation. It was felt that the best results would be obtained if the 
users were unaware that they were being studied. This together with 
the need to maintain established communication patterns and working 
relationships put a number of constraints on the conduct of the study. 
The author worked within the Data Services Section which was 
responsible for the collection, storage and exploitation of research 
data generated during chemical, biological, toxicological and clinical 
research. She worked as a mewber of the group providing chenll.cal 
structure retrieval services and was responsible for the systems 
development. She worked alongside the information staff and was 
therefore able to study their behaviour without their knowledge. 
'; L 
" 
Such a close working relationship was not possible with the 
customers of the service - meJT1bers of the Chemistry Department. This; 
user group consisted of some 80 research dlemists, each having an :i 
average of two graduate assistants. Thealemi.sts were working in ;,: 
DDJlti-disciplinary project teams and were designing drugs for sp<-"cialise:':[ 
h ,~ researc t rg ts'll! 
One could expect the study. to me:a:sure the variations in use j I 
of the information service by chemists wonting in the various therapeuti.: i 
areas. However, other evaluations of reseitrch behaviour had concluded 'I' 
that there were very significant differences in research behaviour . 
beo'leen individual scientists, even those ¥Orking in the same subject 1":,,1 
area (8-10). . 
Garvey (66-72) also showed that !fuese variations in behavioUl' 
also led to differences in information use. This study therefore 
sought to identify some associations betwee!l the individual behaviour 
of its user chemists and examined whether differences in use could be 
associated with social conditions, e.g. baCtground, status, age, or 
with the individual research area. Garvey (66-72) had found some 
relationship ben'leen information use and the various stages in a 
research project. 
The study of human variables and the development of the 
computer system had to be carried out in par.allel. A company-wide 
chemical retrieval system was urgently required to reduce obvious 
duplication of effort and consequently to lG'ler manpower levels. The 
systems design work was given priority and ~esources were allocated 
to the development of the chemical structure handling system. There 
were constraints placed on this stage of the study. Any system 
developed had to take into accotmt the available data bases and the 
facilities already functioning from these sources, the structure 
handling facilities already developed by lCl, and the divisional 
computer facilities with their particular OlI'ientation towards on-line 
working. 
ii 
\ 
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At the same time as the system was being developed, the author 
was studying the user characteristics. Reactions of tl1e infoTIl3tion 
staff were directly observed as the system became operational and when-, 
ever practical the system was manipulated to aid their job satisfaction. 
Modifications to the system to meet the human requirements of 
the chemist were much less direct. Firstly it was necessary to collect 
information relating to their information use and to their behaviour. 
Once again, the environment imposed constraints. It was felt that any 
method of collecting this information which involved user participation 
was undesirable. This excluded the most corranonly used forms of user 
study - questionnaires, interviews and diary methods. The decision 
was made to measure and analyse the user characteristics covering the 
three areas of concern - the use of the service, the human variables of 
the user and finally the user's success in drug design. Measurements 
on the use of the service were easily obtained by asking the information 
staff to maintain appropriate log books. Human variable data was more 
difficult since it had to be collected without the users participation. 
However, by consulting staff lists, etc. it was possible to build up 
a background for each user based on length of service, length of time on 
a project, status, administrative responsibilities, etc. ~~asurement 
I:, 
l: It 
'I 
of success in drug design was most difficult since a common measure 
was required across all therapeutic areas. The criteria chosen was the F 
chenu
h
: st' s suthccess in. finding bThiological act1
f
"vi
h
ty , both generally hand 11~"., 
in 1S own erapeut1c area. e success 0 t ese measurements, owever, 
depended on the biologist's assessment of activity and whether the ,I 
biologists concerned had corranon standards. 'j 
It was not possible within the constraints of the study to 
examine the chemis t' s use of other information facilities such as the 
library, technical literature searCh services and patent search systems. 
Data collected from such areas might have given added insight into hav 
a chemist conducts drug research. 
The study examined a working industrial information service in 
which users could be individually monitored. Operational measures 
were sought to characterise user behaviour and these measures were 
compared with data on information use. The users were unalvare the study 
was being carried out and could not, therefore, influence the outcome. 11 
7.2 Design of the Information System 
- Before beginning systems design, it was necessary to exa~e 
the relevant information requirements of the chemical users. Garvey 
(66-72) had established the existence of patterns in scientific research 
and an tmderstanding of the basic information needs in drug research 
in IeI had to be established. This was done by informal conversations 
with chemists and gradually a model was developed. 
Chemists' needs for company-generated structural information 
varied with the stage of their research project. For example, when a 
chemist considered a new approach, he had to first check whether the 
compotmds involved were already known to the company and whether they 
I I, 
I 
I 
I! I, 
i I: )1 
11 
J 
had already been subj ected to biological evaluation. The chemist would 
usually ask for information on a class of canpounds since there l'lere' H 
many structural variations which would give similar biological effects. 'I,"!I' 
Having ascertained the novelty of his approach and examined any existing 
relevant data, he would then select one or more possible drug candidates. 
In making his choice, he would take a ntlIlDer of variables into consider- 11 ba~iOln." Thlese may havthe been bhiochebmicalphand" basched on a knOWledgde ofdthe ':1 10 oglca process, ey may ave een YSICo- emical, e.g. epen ent 
on solubility or polarity or they may have been based on organic chemical 
constraints, e.g. difficulty of preparation. His next need for 
structural information would probably be in his search for suitable 
intermediates and he would now be looking for specific molecules from 
which to p~epare his target molecule. Where possible, he would also be r 
I 
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interested in the availability of the samples and often in the method 
of preparation. Finally, having rnade and purified his compound, the 
chemist needed to register it so that the sample could be appropriately 
weighed, labelled and sent for biological testing. These points 
illustrated some of the basic needs for structural infonnation in the 
drug design process. There were many other individual variations. For 
example, if a compound was shown to be. active by random screening in a 
biological test, the chemist may have scanned the existing compounds 
for samples of the same type that could also be submitted for test. 
This enabled a class of compounds to be evaluated without any need for 
preparative effort. 
From this understanding of the research process, it was poss-
ible to define a basic system which catered for the following functions: 
(a) Stored information on all compounds known to the company in such 
a way that structural infonnation could be obtained at the specific 
or at the class level. . 
I, 
\: 
I 
(b) Allowed compounds to be registered into the collection so that 
information available was alway~ up-to-date and correct. , , 
(c) AllO\ved individual compounds to be looked up in response to 
chemists' requests. 
(d) Allowed classes of compounds to be isolated from the total data 
base. 
The next stage was to design the ccmputer system so that these i, 
requirements could be achieved. Both on-line and batch facilities were !. 
made available by the computer department. 
There were considerable advantages in making use of the on-line l 
facilities. The data base would always be up-to-date, using VDU 
terminals immediate answers could be obtained for urgent requests, and 
any input errors could be corrected effectively. However, there were 
economic constraints preventing the development of a fully on-line 
system. For an on-line system, the data base had to be readily available n 
to the computer system whether users were interacting with it or not. " 
To fit in with other computer usen and to achieve a '1!ifj 
reasonable level of cost-effectiveness, the on-line system was designed ,11 
to ensure that the data took up as little disc space as possible, the : I 
files were frequently used by a munber of pecple to perfonn a number of j. 
tasks and that each task was carried out as efficiently as possible. I 
The chemical structure handling sys tern was des igned within 
these constraints. On-line techniques \vere developed ,.,rhere appropriate 
and additional facilities were designed to run in batch mode. '~ithin 
the on-line system, the information on each compound was structured to 
accommodate existing data with minimum storage requirements and to give 
fast responses to any part of the data base. Costs were spread by 
operating the system on a company-wide basis and making the system 
available on three different sites, each site working on a different 
research problem. The data base allowed on-line access to the struct-
ural infonnation by a variety of keys. These included four types of 
reference number, molecular fonnula for use by chemists and WLN for use 
by trained information staff. 
Initially all ~e on-line routines were designed for use by 
information staff with or without the user demist being present. This 
enabled the input structural infonnation and its display as WLN and 
permitted the information staff to translate to and from the structural 
diagram manually. 
When the system became operational, it was fotmd that the , 
response times for the interactive routines «specific compound location 
and compOlmd registration) were slower than had been anticipated. 
This was not satisfactory since users had to wait several seconds from 
11 
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asking the questions to obtaining an answer and they fotmd the system 
time-consuming and frustrating. Some system modification was cJrri~d 
out so that questions could be batched and users could be typing in 
the next question whilst awaiting a previous reply. Hrnvever, this did 
not solve the basic problem - a faster response was required for each 
query. This could possibly have been achieved by more sophisticated 
manipulation of the random access keys. Further work would be needed 
to examine both molecular formula and \~~ keys to identify selective 
characteristics which would enable shorter and more precise indexes 
to be set up. This type of investigation could also lead to a 
reduction in the total file size and hence lmver the data storage costs. 
The substructure search system developed used both batch and 
on-line facilities. The user's request was first translated into a 
complex association of molecular parts using one or more levels of the 
multi-level search system. 
The first level, the fragment search, required that the systen 
analysed each compound in the files for each question. /my compOlmds 
containing the required fragment associations were then subjected to 
the next search level, the WLN/molecular fonnula string search. Both 
fragment and string search parameters were complex and on-line validation 
allowed the infonnation staff to correct errors quickly. The 
execution of the searches themselves could be carried out in on-line 
mode for company-generated compotmds, but the process took minutes 
rather than seconds and could not be said to be interactive. The more 
detailed search technique - atom-by-atom search was carried out in batch 
mode and although the search was time-consuming, the parameters were 
simple and on-line validation was not vital. 
The system would work effectively providing it was used by 
information staff with a good knowledge of the system, and the 
combination of on-line and batch facilities ensured the searches were 
carried out as quickly and efficiently as possible. 
The chemical infonnation system developed is still in day-to-
day operational use, both for cornpotmd registration, specific compound 
location and for substructure search. However, the manual molecular 
formula indexes are still being maintained for the chemists mvn use. 
This use is small and many chemists have been persuaded to use the 
services provided. Ini tial discussions with chemis ts to remove the 
manual indexes have shown one major deficiency in the computer system -
the lack of brO\vsabili ty. Al though some chemists are only too willing 
to pass a request on to infonnation staff, others have a need to carry 
out the search themselves. If the system was to be used by the chemists 
themselves, a number of developments would be necessary. The first 
stumbling block is the system's reliance on M.N - a language chemists 
i 
~. 
, .. 
i 
j. 
generally do not know and have shoWn little enthusiasm to learn. The \ 
first stage in the development nrust be therefore to make the WLN :l 
transparent to the user. Questions could be asked using molecular :1 
fonnula and answers could be in the fonn of the two-dimensional structure·! 
diagram. Thus the chemist could simulate his use of the manual indexes. 
Some incentive would be necessary for him to change to the new' facility -
a terminal in his own work area perhaps? 
Although on-line facilities have enabled the development of 
systems to meet some of the chemists' needs, batch processing has not 
been completely superceded. One of the selling points of the lel system 
was the chemist's ability to search a variety of data bases at the 
structure and substructure level. In his research, the chemist commonly 
needed access to a compound or a class of cClllpounds. His requirement 
was often the quickest way of obtaining a s8lliple of that compotmd. He 
first had to determine whetller the compound was available within the 
company, next whether he could buy it from a sui table starting material 
from conmercial suppliers, or finally whether its use or preparation 
had been reported in the literature. The chemical search system 
, ' 
. , 
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developed at ICI allowed the chemist to satisfy these needs. 
In stmnnary, the chemical infonnation system developed :md IlQ1:; 
in operational use combined on-line and batch techniques. On-line 
routines were used where a fast response was required, e.g. location of 
specific compounds or where data required immediate validation, e.g. 
compound registration or search parameter formulationo Batch routines 
were used where large amounts of computer processing were required, 
e.g. structure generation from 'VLN or to extend the services provided, 
e.g. to less commonly-used data bases. 
Existing information staff were to operate the new facilities 
and so it was important that they felt involved in the project. The 
specific compound enquiry procedures, the registration procedures and 
all the substructure search procedures have all been substantially 
modified in response to the use by infonnation staff. It was not poss-
ible to merely introduce facilities which were better from the systems 
econoIILics point of view, they had to bring substantial work advantages! 
to the information staff. Reactions of the individuals were very 
different, most responses reflecting previous experience. Constant and 
individual training was necessary to show each person the advantages of 
the system in day-to-day use. 
One major problem was the ease with which the on-line system 
could be abused. The introduction of on-line facilities needed careful 
rnoni toring, particularly if users had no knowledge of the consequences 
of their actions inside the G:omputer. Certain measures had to be taken 
to reduce the freedom available through the system, since excessive 
computer time was being wasted on the least important questions. In 
addition, the information scientists tended to regard the terminal as 
a prestige piece of equipment and often tried to find ways to "beat" 
the system. 
Working with the user information staff, it was possible to 
develop a system which allowed the information staff to participate 
at the design stages and to specify their own individual requirements. 
This need for systems design to cover both technical and h~~ aspects 
has been a concern in the computer world for the last few years. 
MUmford (84) working at the National Computing Centre tried to develop 
a model to enable computer systems to be designed in both html3Il and 
i' 
I 
!: 
technical tenns. The main problem in its implementation was that fC\~ i 
canputer technologists had received any training in the behavioural i 
sciences and this made it difficult for them to identify social needs I 
and incorporate mechanisms to cater for these in their design procedures. :, 
This might also be true of many information scientists, particularly in ii 
industry. Here much emphasis is placed on understanding the technology II'! 
of the subject, e.g. chemistry, biology rather than understanding the II 
scientists and the way in which they \vork. Garvey (66-72) has pioneered 
some of the work in this area, but it may be a long time before most , 
industrial information units move from their present technical standpoint. : 
7.3 Study of the Use Made of the Facilities I: 
Olernists' use of the various services was fOlmd by analysing 
the logbooks maintained by information staff over the period January 
1972 to December 1973. A number of measurements were made for each of 
the three main categories of service provided - substructure searching 
for classes of compound, registration of new compounds and location of 
samples for specific compounds - and the results are summarised in 
Figure 50. 
These figures show the overall increases in the use made of 
the services. However, more infol1llation on the trends can be seen by 
comparing the data obtained for the first three months of 1972 with the 
last three months of 1973. These figures are given in Figure 51. 
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Figure 50 - Summary of Chemist's Use of the Information Facilities 
in 1972 and 1973 
SERVICE 1972 1973 
A. Substructure Search 
1. Number of users 52 58 
2. Number of questions asked 306 385 
3. Average number of questions per user 5.9 6.8 
B. Compound Registration 
1. Number of users 72 80 
2. Number of compounds registered . 3617 5076 
3. Average ntmber of compounds registered SO 63 
per user 
C. Sample Location I 
1. Number of visits to the service 1238 1325 
2. Number of samples requested 3658 4078 
3. Number of s~)les requested per visit 2.9 3.1 
4. Number of samples obtained from reques ts 1746 1952 
5. Average number of samples obtained 1.4 1.5 
per visit 
Figure 51 - Comparison of Chemist's Use of the Information Facilities 
Early in 1972 and Late in 1973 I, 
: 
, 
SRRVICE JAN-MAR 72 OCT-DEC 73 DIFFERE:\-= __ ; 
A. Substructure Search 
Number of questions 103 147 +43% 
B. Compound Registration 
Number of compounds 963 1389 +44% 
C. Sample Location 
Number of visits 369 363 -2% 
Number of compounds requested 1071 1311 +22% 
Nurnber of samples obtained 478 607 +27% 
There was therefore an increase of over 40% in the use made 
of the substructure search service at the end of the two-year period 
over the use made at the beginning. More chemists ,.,ere using the service 
and each chemist was asking more questions. In addition, each question 
was usually asked against two or more data bases. For example, if a 
chemist was interested in synthetic intennediates, he would ask for 
information on both the company data and the commercially available 
compound data. 
This increased use of the substructure search service seemed 
to indicate users were accepting and making use of the service. This 
was gratifying since attention had been given both to the technical 
suitability of the facilities and to the human preferences of the 
scientists. For example, output from a substructure search was in the 
fonn of index cards, showing all the available structural and non-
structural data. This was important since it allowed the chemist to sort 
and select the data into associations meaningful to him in his current 
research problem. 
j 
I 
! 
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Much attention was also given to creating the right environment 
for chemists to discuss their substructure search problems. This inter-
face area had been stressed by Lancaster (49) in his appraisal of the 
Medlars system. In the ICI environment, chemists were encouraged to brinQ 
~ ~ 
• 
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their questions to the information staff, to discuss the information 
required and to formulate a realistic question. Lancaster (49) h3d 
found users asked ques tions which were often too narrO\<[ and gDve them 
insufficient answers, or alternatively asked questions which were too 
broad. This was also the author's e)..-perience, and chemists were fotmd 
to have definite anticipations of the information requested. This \vas 
often influenced by previous answers and by manual search teclmiques. 
Individual chemists reacted differently to the approaches made and 
gradually the information staff built up patterns of working with the 
individuals. 
The increase in use of the substructure search service was a 
gradual one and hence supported the results of Rubinstein and Schultz 
(50) that researchers gradually accepted a service once its usefulness 
had been proved to them. 
The increases in the numbers of compotmds being. registered 
. 
i , 
. 
shaved similar trends to those for use of the substructure search! 
service, i.e. each chemist produced an average of 25% more compounds in i'l 
1973 over 1972 and there was a gradual grovth from early 1972 tmtil late " 
1973. It was probable that there \vas SCllle relationship between these i,; 
two activities and that the increase in compotmd registration could be !\! 
attributed to the move to\vards subs tructure searching rather than the \: 
availability of more sophisticated registration facilities.' 
,I' Similar assumptions can be made about the association of the 
increase in sample location service usage and the increase in munbers of i 
substructure searches. Here the increases were fotmd not in the number '1 
of times a chemist visited the service, but in the number of compotmds 
requested. Instead of asking for a specific compotmd, chemists were 
requesting examples from a broader class. Attempts to directly relate 
the two services were limited by the infomation available. However, 
it was fotmd that at least 20% of the saq>le requests came directly 
from subs tructure searches. 
Inspi te of the overall increase in use of the subs tructure 
services, some 30% of chemists never used the service. Some of these 
chemists were not involved in preparative effort, but there was still 
a large munber who might benefit from some lliSe of the substructure 
facilities 0 It was hoped that some guic1ancr could be obtained from the 
resul ts of the use vs chemis t backgrotmd survey. 
7.4 Relationships Beuveen Use Made of the Service and 
Characteristics of Individual Scientists 
Studies of tile chemist population had to be carried out 
indirectly since it was felt that direct interaction, e.g. by question-
naire would endanger the delicate communication channels being set up 
between information scientists and chemists. Interrogation of chemists 
to find out 'vhy they used the service and what value they gained from 
the facilities would perhaps turn them away from using the service. 
It was necessary therefore to define a number of performance 
ratings so that these could be directly related to usage of the services. 
This was difficult because of the variations in compotmd preparation 
and in biological activity measurements. Since there was no well-defined 
way to assess each chemist's performance, several factors were recorded 
which, together, might give some indication()f perfonnance. These 
eight measures included the novel reactions, the numbers of compotmds 
acquired from other sources, the extent of biological testing carried 
out and the activity of the compounds submitted for test. 
The use made of the infonnation services was also studied in 
relation to the chemist's background. Four indications of background, 
were measured - status, length of company service, length of time in 
project and the role against biological test. To supplement these, 
several other factors were also measured. 'These included the number of 
publications, the munber of graduate assisants and the use of other 
computerised structure services. 
,i 
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In total there were 80 chemis ts and there were a total of 30 
m~asuremcnts for each chemist. The data on use, perfonnance and 
background \vas collected from manual records, transferred to the computer 
and subjected to an automatic statistical rulalysis (81). Firstly, 
correlations were sought between the individual measurements. Secondly, 
factor analysis techniques were used to try to relate these measurements 
to more meaningful grouping, e.g. those relating to perfonnance. 
Correlation matrices were used to measure the relationship 
of one factor with another and a significance of greater than 99% was 
used to find relevent direct relationships between pairs of measurements. 
The results for the use vs perfonnance part of the survey are surrunarised' 
in Figure S2. 
Figure S2 - summa~ of Relationships Between Factors Showing Chemists 
Use an Performance 
FAC'TOR REIATED FACTOR INTERPRETATION 
1. No. of substructure A~ Use of cOOlpotmd A. Much of the llse of 
searches. location the sample location 
services. service is a direct 
consequence of a 
substructure search 
request. 
B. Compounds made B. Availability of 
t 
by the chemis ts • intermediates reduce i ; 
the synthetic effort I 
required to prepare I 
a compound. 
2. Use of sample A. No. of sub- See 1.A. 
location services. structure 
searches. 
B. Compounds made See LB. 
by the chemis t. 
3. Success in sample A. Inversely to A. Non-availability of I 
location, i. e. novel chemistry. intermediates leads i , 
compounds obtained/ to novel methods of 
compoun9s requested. preparation. 
4. No. compotmds A. No. of sub- A. Use of subs tructure I I 
requested per visit structure searches leads to : 
to sample location searches. broader questions i I 
service. and more compounds I being requested. 
t 
s. No. of compounds A. Various factors A. Chernis ts us ing the 
made. indicating use services \videly are 
of services. making more comp-
ounds. 
B. Inversely to B. Mbre time to prepare 
novel chemistry. compounds - less 
output. 
6. Involvement in A. Inversely to A. (hernis ts working in 
novel chemistry. compotmds made. novel areas of chem-
istry appear to be 
-./ 
less productive in 
some aspects of 
drug design. 
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FACTOR RELATED FACTm INrERPRETATION I 
-B. Inversely to B. See 3.A. I 
success in I 
sample location. ! 
7. CompolDlds acquired. A. No. of tests on A. CornpolDlds acquired I 
each cOrnpom1d. are sent for a I I 
larger range of 
tests. 
B. Total nos. of B. The larger the range 
COmpOlDlOs given of tests the greater 
as biologically ~e chm:c~ of find- I 
. active. Ing actlvIty • 
8. Biological act iv- A. Other activity A. Internally co~~ist-
ity on own, acquired measures. ent, but not related 
and all. compolDlds. to any use measure-
ments. 
Firstly, the use factors relating to the substructure search 
service, the compolDld location service and the compound registration 
service were consistent amongst themselves. This supports the earlier 
observation that the rise in use of all the services stennned from the 
. increases in use of the substructure search services. 
These use factors were also related to the synthetic 
productivity of the user as shown by the very significant relationship 
between the numbers of compotmds made and the mnnber of substructure 
searches requested, and the ensuing requests for chemical s3lTIples. It 
seems reasonable to assume that the availability of intermediates 
helps chemists by reducing the effort reqaired to prepare a compound. 
In addition, the ntmlber of compolDlds prepaR!d by a chemist was inversely 
related to his use of novel chemistry. Ole.niSts appeared to use novel 
methods of preparation only when intermediates were not available, their 
prime objective being to obtain a given molecule for biological 
evaluation. Use of the information facilities to obtain intermediates 
for synthetic work seemed to be desirable. 
Another suggested use of the info1'!l1ation facilities was to 
obtain compotmds for test which were already available within the 
company. This would enable ideas to be evaJWated without expensive 
preparative effort being spent. However, there was no significant 
correlation between the number of substructlllre searches requested and 
the numbers of compotmds acquired for test. 
Attempts to relate the use of the various services with a 
chemist's success in obtaining biologically active compotmds were not 
conclusive, although the activity measures chosen appeared to be 
internally consistent. In addition, these measures did not relate to 
the factors chosen to characterise chemis t' s behaviour, e. g. age, status. i! 
The lack of correlations would appear to be associated with the choice ii 
of parameters. A broad classification of activity was used across a I' 
wide variety of biological tests. Some tests denoted activity \vhenever \i; 
a biological response was fotmd, however sliVIt the response. At the I,ll 
other extreme, no compotmds had ever been faund active in some tests. I 
Hence, the dlance of a chemist finding activity varied with the tests Iq 
being carried out in addition to his ability to prepare active compotmds. 'i 
An attempt was made to overcome this by comparing a chemisis perfonnance I:: 
against the overall performance for that test.. The success of this, I 
however, depended on the variety of cornpotmds being submi tted and the 
availability of that test to all chemists. This was not always the case: i 
often a biological tes t was Hmi ted to comp<llllIlds from one or 0010 chemists. i! 
For the use vs acti vi ty study to have been more fruitful, a detailed I~ 
analysis would first be required to quantify the various activity li 
i 
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coefficients used in all the biological tests. This was not possible 
wi thin the cons train ts of this study. 
The value of the information services appears to be evident 
only in the increase in the numbers of compounds prepared by chemists 
I. 
using the services. The need to prepare and test more and more compounds li 
is becoming one of the prime targets of a drug research group. 
Techniques in biology have developed making the screening of large 
numbers of compounds efficient and relatively cheap. It therefore makes 
economic sense to test as many compounds as'widely as possible. 
Around 30% of chemists, however, never used the substructure 
search services and hopes were that infonnation gleaned in the use vs 
background study would help find any reasons why. The results of this 
part of the study are summarised in Figure 53. ! 
I: 
Figure 53 - Sunnnary of Correlations Between Use of Infor,rnation Services .1 
and Background Factors 
FACTOR RELATED FACTOR 
L No. of substructure A. Responsibility for 
searches. biological test. 
2. Use of sample A. Responsibility for 
location service. biological test. 
3. No. of compotmds A. None. 
made. 
4. Therapeutic area A. None. 
(section). 
5. Time spent on A. Time spent iD. 
project. company. 
6. Time spent in A. Time spent OID 
company. project. 
B. Inversely to moo 
of compotmds 
acquired. 
7. Responsibility for A. Use made of tlhJe 
biological test. services. 
B. No. of compot.m.ds 
made. 
INTERPRETATION 
A. Chemists in charge 
of the provision 
of compm.mds for 
test were tmder 
pressure to prov-
ide more compounds. ' 
A. See LA. 
i, 
I 
; 
A. Background factors 
did not influence 
nos. of compounds 
made. 
A. Use of services 
did not relate to I 
the type of 
biology being 
evaluated. 
A. People who had 
been in company fori 
some time, often 
stayed on same 
project. 
A. See S.A. 
B. Older chemists 
tended not to 
acquire compounds 
for test, but 
concentrated on 
preparation. 
A. See I.A. 
B. Responsibility for 
finding compounds 
for test appeared 
" 
I 
, 
! 
I 
i 
I 
:f 
:1 If 
'I 
! 
I 
:1 
:1 
11 
I ;, 
" 
'I ii 
"i 
to affect positive,! 
ly the no. of 
compotmds made. 
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FACI'OR RELATED FACTOR 
8. Status. A. None. 
nrrERPRETATION 
A. Olemists status 
did not affect his I' 
use of the senrj ;:":'<: n 
1---------------+----------------+----------. -! 
9. Assistance. A. Respons i b ili ty for 
biological test. 
~ A. More assistance .; 
given to chemis t L~. ': 
charge of biolog:- . i 
ical targets. 
~--------------------+-----------------------+-------------------__- I 
10. Computerised 
structure services 
on literature 
services. 
A. None. A. Good users of 
compotmd services 
were not necessar- j, 
ily good users of t' 
lit~rature-based ~ 
~ __________ ~ ___________ ~ __________________ ~~ __ s_e_rv __ i_c_es __ • _________ '!i 
There seemed to be little correlation between the chemist's ': 
use of the information services and 'the measures chosen to depict the , : 
chemist's background. The only positive correlation was between the 
chemist's use of the service and his responsibility for a biological 
testing progrannne. A chemist in this position had to ensure the biologist .' 
was supplied with the right compounds at the right time. 
Use of the information services appears to be independent of 
age, status and background, and the wide range of use pointed to the 
individual way chemists perform their research function. This result 
supports the conclusions of other studies, such as that of Crane (8). 
He also found that scientists identify individually with a research 
problem and react each in their own way. 
The last part of the analysis \vas an attempt to relate the 
individual measurements into larger, more meaningful groups. This \~as 
done by applying factor analysis, a multivariate analysis which attempts 
to explain the common variance of observations on a set of variables as 
the sum of variances of a smaller ordered set of tmcorrelated factors. 
The sIgnificant factors ,mlch emerged by considering a factor loadmg of 
0.4 are given in Figure 54. 
Figure 54 - Stunmary of Significant Groupings from the Factor Analysis 
FACI'OR CONTENrS POSSIBLE GROUP NAHE 
1 Activity - his compounds, 
acquired compounds and total 
Activity. 
compounds • 
2 Substructure searches, sample Usage/Compound Product-
location service parameters, 
no. of compounds made, increase 
ivity. 
in use of sample location 
service. 
3 Increase in use of information Relative use. 
services. 
All the remaining factors had only two or three significant 
loadings and no reliable interpretation could be placed on the possible 
groupings. Hence the factor analysis produced only three significant 
groupings - one centred around the measures used to define biological 
acti vi ty, one centred around use of the infonnation services and the 
number of compounds prepared, and the third centred around the increase in . 
use of the infonnation services. 
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The interpretation of these results supports the observations 
m'lde in other parts of the study: 
Ca) Activity measures, although consistent amongst themselves, did not 
relate to measures indicating use, the mnnber of compounds made or 
the chemists background. 
.' 
" ,. 
" , 
t Cb) A chemist's use of one of the services was closely related to his 
use of the other services. Increases in use of the substructure 
search service was thought to have caused corresponding increases 
, ~ 
in use of the other services. 
Cc) Use of the information services was closely related to the number 
of compounds made by any chemist. 
Cd) Background factors such as age, status, research area, appeared to 
have no relationship to the use made of the infonnation services or 
to a chemist's success in drug design. 
7.5 Overall Considerations 
This sociotechnical study of information systems design was 
carried out in an industrial environment where users could be readily 
identified. The closed conmuni ty enabled users to be closely studied 
over a two-year period, and the effects of increasing degrees of 
computer technology quantified. 
The system ''1as designed to improve facilities offered to 
chemists for specific compound location, compound registration and for 
substructure search. The study showed the changes in the substlucture 
search area to be most significant and chemists ma1cing more use of the 
substructure search facilities also made more use of the other services. , .~ 
The impact of the introduction of the substructure search service and i!s 
continuing development and enhancement can be seen by studying Figure 5=>. 
This shows the total use of the substructure search service over a five-
year period. 
Figure SS - Number of Substructure Searches Carried Out in the Period 
1971-1975 
YEAR . NO. OF QUESTIONS 
1971 400 
1972 480 
1973 979 
1974 1563 
1975 2789 
i 
The period studied, 1972 and 1973, was the beginning of a gro..;th i 
period which has led to increases of nearly 700% in the total numbers 
of searches being carried out. Pharmaceuticals Division chemists asked 
over 680 questions in 1975 as compared with 300 in 1972 and 385 in 1973, 
wi th a very small rise in the m.unber of chemists. This means that each 
chemist is nCM asking at least tliice as many questions as he was in 1972. 
However, use of the chemical search facilities still varies widely, some 
chemists making little or no use and others making extensive use. 
The irnpact of the information services can only be measured in 
tenns of the increase in the ntnnbers of compO\.mds prepared by chemists 
who made extensive use of the services. No significant relationships 
could be found bebieen the information facilities and a chemisis success 
in preparing biologically-active compounds. In addition, age, status 
or background of chemists did not influence their acceptance of 
computerised infonnation faCilities, or affect the numbers of compounds 
prepared by him. 
It is possible that better correlations bebieen information 
use and chemist' 5 backgrmmd could have been obtained by using different 
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methods of data collection. For example, more detailed information 
may have been obtained by asking chemists to fill in questionnaires. 
However, there are disadvantages to such an approach including 
interference with the operational information scientist/chemist 
interface and a false picture being obtained by the chemists kn~ving 
they ,,,ere being studied. The use of operational measures enabled the 
chemists and information scientists to be studied without their 
knowledge and a realistic study to be made of an established information 
service. The value of the service mus t be seen in the chemis ts ' 
willingness to make more and more use of the facilities offered. 
_ i 
" 1 
! : 
" 1 
The findings of this study confirmed the great variations in 
chemists' information seeking bellaviour found in other studies (66-72). 
Each chemist had unique information needs and used available information jl 
sources to different degrees. This presents challenges to the designer I' 
of on-line information systems for use directly by chemists themselves. 
In batch systems or in on-line systems using intermediaries, the I 
information scientist interface can manipulate the system to meet 
individual user needs. This is not possible in on-line systems used 
directly by the chemist. However, before such a system could be 
designed for use by IeI chemists, more research is required to understand 
tlleir scientific methods and their information needs. ; 
, , 
i 1 
,-
i 
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Appendix I - Distribution of Molecular Formulae in lCI Compound File 
POPULATION NUMBER OF CUMULATIVE NO. PERCENTAGE OF CUMULATIVE % 
FORMULAE OF FORMULAE FORi\1ULAE OF FORrvillAE 
1 26827 26827 60.82 60.82 
2 6676 33503 15.14 75.96 
3 3104 36607 7.C» 83.00 
4 1813 38420 4.11 87.11 
5 1232 . 39652 2.79 89.90 
6 765 40417 1. 73 91.63 
7 589 41006 1.34 92.97 
8 439 41445 0.99 93.96 
9 405 41850 0.92 94.88 
10 313 42163 0.71 95.59 
11 258 42421 0.58 96.17 
12 202 42623 0.46 96.63 
13 186 42800 0.42 97.05 
14 '125 42934 0.28 97.33 
15 121 43055 0.27 97.60 
16 105 43160 0.24 97.84 
17 106 43266 0.24 98.08 
18 79 43345 0.18 98.26 
19 78 43423 0.18 98.44 
20 66 43489 0.15 98.59 
21 62 43551 0.14 98.73 
22 56 43607 0.13 98.86 
23 58 43665 0.13 98.99 
24 36 43701 0.08 99.07 
25 39 43740 0.09 99.16 
26 26 43766 0.06 99.22 
27 27 43793 0.06 99.28 
28 29 43822 0.07 99.35 
29 25 43847 0.06 99.41 
30 24 43871 0.05 99.46 
31 25 43896 } } 32 18 43914 33 14 43928 0.18 99.64 34 14, 43942 
35 7 43949 
36 11 43960 } } 37 11 43971 38 8 43979 0.11 99.75 39 8 43987 
40 10 43997 
41 10 44007 } } 42 9 44016 43 9 44025 0.10 99.85 44 8 44033 
45 7 44040 
46 6 44046 } } 47 0 44046 48 5 44051 0.03 99.88 49 3 44054 
50 0 44054 
51 6 44060 ,. ,. 
52 4 44064 
53 4 44068 
54 5 44073 
55 1 44074 0.07 99.95 
56 3 44077 
57 4 44081 
58 2 44083 
59 2 44085 
60 1 44086 , ~ 
), i 
1, i 
, 
L 
i ~ 
., 
," 
: ~ 
., 
i,1 
If 
'I 
I1 
1 
J 
'; 
'\ 
, 
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POPULATION NUMBER OF CUMULATIVE NO. PERCENTAGE OF CUMULATIVE % 
FORMULAE OF FORMULAE FORMULAE OF FORMULAE 
61 2 44088 
-
, 
62 0 44088 
63 0 44088 
64 2 44090 
65 1 44091 0.03 99.98 
66 3 44094 
67 1 44095 
68 2 44097 
69 1 44098 
70 2 44100 
-
.. 
71 0 44100 ,. ,. 
72 1 44101 
73 0 44101 
74 0 44101 
i 
J 
, .. 
t· 
~ i 
75 0 44101 0.01 ~ 99.99 
76 1 44102 
77 0 44102 
78 0 44102 
79 1 44103 
80 0 44103 .. ... 
81 0 44103 .. , 
82 1 44104 
83 0 44104 
84 0 44104 
85 0 44104 
86 1 44105 
87 0 44105 
88 0 44105 0.01 100.00 
89 0 44105 
90 0 44105 
91 0 44105 
92 0 44105 
93 1 44106 .. , 
Appendix I (Cont.) 
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Appendix 11 - Statistics of Occurrence for Automatically Generated 
Fra~ent Code - lCI Company File 
OESCRIPTION 
U i~ U SUA L HET £ R 0 
PUSITIVE CHARGE 
rH TRO ... tW2 
OIOXO - NOT N02 
TERM.O(NOT C=O) 
1 Y BRANCH 
4 BRANCH CARB 
H-fREE N 
>3 BRANCH N 
1 S (NOT C=S) 
>1 S (NOT C=S> 
1 ·C=S 
> 1 -C =S 
1 0 BOND NUT i~U 
>1 0 BONO NT NU 
TRIPLE BOND 
1 CH METHYL 
>1 CH t~ETHYL 
CH ETHYL 
ALKYL CH 3-9 C 
ALKYL CH > 9 C 
CH HALOGEN 
1 CH CHLORINE 
>1 CH CHLORINE 
CH BROt~INE 
CH fLUORINE 
C~I IODINE 
1 CH -NH-
>1 CH -NH-
1 CH "NH2 
>1 CH -NH2 
1 CH -N= 
>1 CH -N= 
CH UNUSUAL CAHB 
1 CH 0 CEX VD) 
>1 CH OCEX VD) 
1 C H OIIC E X V Q ) 
>1CH OH(EX VQ) 
1 CH VCEX VOVQ) 
>lCH VC[X VOVQ) 
1 CH -C=O.OH 
>1 CH -C=O.OH 
1 CH -C=O.O-
>1 CH -C=O.O-
t SUBST METHYL 
>1 SlI~ST METHYL 
SU8ST ETHYL 
SUBST ALK 3-9C 
SU8ST ALK >9C 
SU8ST HALOGEN 
1 SUAST CliLOR 
>1 SUfjST CHLOi{ 
SU8ST BROMINE 
SUBST fLUORIN£ 
SU8ST IODINE 
1 SUBST -NH-
>1 SUbST -NH" 
1 SUdST -NH2 
>1 SUBST -NH2 
1 SUBS T -~J= 
> 1 SUBST -N= 
COUNT 
7221 
6646 
14663 
13601 
5615 
27686 
12419 
25322 
1313 
19429 
5569 
6283 
879 
11967 
2563 
868 
28696 
39216 
33184 
12181 
2205 
10568 
3051 
3055 
1513 
3511 
140 
15645 
6061 
8753 
1210 
6284 
2432 
5206 
4664 
3484 
13454 
3759 
17011 
3716 
6248 
709 
10027 
2969 
38795 
23298 
9464 
5345 
719 
36920 
17842 
11800 
5289 
3300 
1115 
28521 
7541 
10381 
2546 
5217 
3588 
% 
4:60 
4. 2/~ 
9.35 
8.67 
3.58 
17.65 
7.92 
16.15 
0.84 
12.39 
3.55 
4.01 
0.56 
7.63 
1.63 
0.55 
18.30 
25.01 
21.16 
7.77 
1.41 
6.74 
·1.95 
1.95 
0.96 
2.24 
0.09 
9.98 
3.86 
5.58 
0.77 
5.28 
1.55 
3.32 
2.97 
24122 
8.58 
2.40 
10.85 
2.37 
3.96 
0.45 
6.39 
1.89 
24.74 
14.86 
6.03 
3.41 
0.46 
23.54 
11.36 
7.52 
3.37 
2.10 
0.71 
la.19 
4.81 
6.62 
1.62 
3.33 
2.29 
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Appendix 11 (Cont.) 
D[!)CRIPTli.HI 
$tjST UNUSUAL C 
1 Sa 0 (EX VO) 
>1 SB 0 (EX VU) 
1 58 OH (EX VQ) 
>1 5B OHCEX VQ) 
1 SB VCEX VQVJ) 
>15S VCEX VQVu) 
1 5B -C=O.OH 
>1 SB -C=O.OH 
1 Sa -c=o.o-
>1 58 -c=u.o-
1 U IN 1 RING 
>1 0 IN 1 RING 
lOIN >1 RING 
>10 IN >1 RING 
1 N IN 1 RING 
>1 N IN 1 RING 
1 N IN >1 RING 
>1 N IN >1 RING 
1 S IN 1 RING 
>1 S IN 1 RING 
1 5 IN >1 RING 
>1 S li'J >1 RING 
1 =0 IN 1 RING 
>1 =0 IN 1 RING 
1 =0 IN >1 RING 
> 1 = 0 IN> 1 R i'4 G 
1 Y IN 1 RING 
>1 Y .IN 1 RING 
1 Y IN >1 RING 
>1 Y IN >1 RING 
1 x IN 1 RING 
>1 X IN 1 RING 
1 X IN >1 RING 
>1 X IN >1 RING 
AROMATIC 6 
CARBOCYCLIC 5 
CARBOCYCLIC 6 
CARB NOT 5 OR 6 
HETEROCYCLIC 5 
HETEROCYCLIC 6 
H£T NOT 5 OR 6 
1 HETERO 1 RNli 
2 HETERO 1 ~NG 
>2 HETERO 1 RNG 
1 HETRO >1 RNG 
2 HETRO >1 RNG 
>2 HET >1 RNG 
1 SNGLE HET RNG 
> 1 SNGL HET RI'IlG 
1 SNGLE eRB RNG 
>1 SNGL eRB RNG 
1 C/C 1 RG S~ 
> 1 C IC 1 RG SM 
1 C/C >1 RG SM 
>1 C/C >1 RG SM 
1 C/H 1 RC SM 
>1 C/H 1 RG SH 
1 C/H >1 RG SM 
>1 C/H >1 RC SM 
1 H/H 1 RC SM 
COUNT 
2d05 
19383 
7347 
15984 
5143 
15554 
2052 
5410 
944 
6414 
1944 
13018 
2089 
1782 
225 
32812 
29152 
8876 
4998 
10936 
546 
1216 
32 
17d42 
8366 
1613 
580 
6725 
1044 
651 
32 
657 
125 
126 
6 
113163 
4768 
11347 
1553 
38430 
49105 
3511 
31475 
34376 
9177 
9063 
5665 
793 
42065 
8097 
6855 
7ed 
8442 
4570 
706 
188 
21486 
5141 
1600 
1.50 
7776 
1-
1779 
12.36 
4.68 
10.19 
3.28 
9.92 
1.31 
3.45 
0.60 
5.37. 
1.24 
8.30 
1.33 
1.1 4 
0.14 
20.92 
18.59 
5.66 
3.19 
6.97 
0.35 
0.78 
0.02 
11.38 
5.33 
1.03 
0.37 
4.29 
0.67 
0.42 
0.02 
0.42 
0.08 
0.08 
0.00 
72.16 
3.04 
7.24 
0.99 
24.51 
31.31 
2.24 
20.07 
21.92 
5.85 
5.78 
3.61 
0.51 
26.82 
5.16 
4.37 
0.50 
5.38 
2.91 
0.45 
0.12 
13.70 
3.28 
1.02 
0.10 
4.96 
Appendix 11 (Cont.) 
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DESCRIPTION 
"IT H/H 1 RG sr.! 
1 HI H > 1 R G S t~ 
>1 H/H >1 RG SM 
SPIRO 
TRUE BRIDGE 
1 MULTICYCLIC 
>1 tvlULTICYCLJC 
BI-LINKAGE 
CHELATE 
METALLOCENE 
INORGANIC 
1 RG SYSTD1 
2 RG SYSTEMS 
>2 RG SYSTEMS 
1 BENZENE RING 
2 BENZENE RGS 
>2 BENZENE RGS 
1 CARBOCYCLIC 
2 CARBOCYCLICS 
>2 CAfWOCYCL Ies 
1 HETEROCYCLIC 
2 HETEROCYCLIC 
>2 HETEROCYCLIC 
POLYPEPTIDE 
POLYMER 
> 1 Y BRANCH 
M REf[RENCES 
se REfERENCES 
R REfERENCES 
LIVE RECORDS 
COUNT 
472 
274 
6 
1887 
1611 
1493 
885 
25361 
514 
199 
387 
75313 
17717 
2087 
57027 
25889 
5727 
26117 
13279 
7058 
57936 
19409 
3293 
780 
499 
10609 
110050 
52187 
90890 
156824 
% 
0-;30 
Od7 
0.00 
1.20 
1.03 
0.95 
0.56 
16.17 
0.33 
0.13 
0.25 
48.02 
11.30 
1.33 
36.36 
16.51 
3.65 
16.65 
8.47 
4.50 
36.94 
12.38 
2.10 
0.50 
0.32 
6.76 
70.17 
33.28 
57.96 
57.96 
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Appendix III - Fra~ent Code Automatically Generated From the Notation 
- 12 Fragment Version 
A. Miscellaneous 
(1) Atoms other than C, H, 0, N, S or halogens. 
(2) Positive charge (indicates quarternary salt present). 
(3) Branching terminal nitro-group. 
(4) Dioxogroup (not N02). 
(5) Terminal oxygen (not carbonyl). 
B. For All Non-Cyclic Parts' of the Molecule 
(6) Trisubstituted carbon. 
(7) Nitrogen bonded to more than three atoms. 
(8) Trisubstituted nitrogen. 
(9) Tetrasubstituted carbon. 
(10) One sulphur atom. 
(11) More than one sulphur atom. 
(12) One double bond. 
(13) More than one double bond. 
(14) Triple bond. 
C. Chain Fragments 
(15) One methyl/methylene group. 
(16) ~bre than one methyl/methylene group. 
(17) Ethyl/ethylene group. 
(18) Alkyl chain with 3-9 carbons. 
(19) Alkyl chain with ten or more carbons. 
(20) Generic halogen. 
(21) One chlorine. 
(22) More than one chlorine. 
(23) Bromine. 
(24) Fluorine. 
(25) Iodine. 
(26) One -NH- group. 
(27) More than one -NH- group. 
(28) One primary amine. 
(29) More than one primary amine. 
(30) One linking N (no hydrogens) i.e. -N=. 
(31) More than one linking N, i.e. -N=. 
(32) Cyanide group. 
(33) One linking -0- atom. 
(34) More than one linking -0- atom. 
(35) One -OH group. 
(36) More than one -OH group. 
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(37) One carbonyl group. 
(38) MOre than one carbonyl group. 
D. Ring Substituents 
(39) One methyl/methylene group. 
Appendix III (Cont.) 
(40) More than one methyl/methylene group. 
(41) Ethyl/ethylene group. 
(42) Alkyl chain with 3-9 carbons. 
(43) Alkyl chain with ten or IJX)re carbons. 
(44) Generic halogen. 
(45) One chlorine. 
(46) More than one chlorine. 
(47) Bromine. 
(48) Fluorine. 
(49) Iodine. 
(50) One -NH-: group. 
(51) Ivbre than one -NH-: group. 
(52) One primary amine. 
(53) More than one primary amine. 
(54) One linking N (no hydrogens) i.e. -N=. 
(55) More than one linking N, i.e. -N=. 
(56) Cyanide group. 
(57) One linking -0- atom. 
(58) Ivbre than one linking -0- atom. 
(59) One -OH group. 
(60) More than one -OH group. 
(61) One carbonyl group. 
(62) More than one carbonyl group. 
E. Ring Heteroatoms 
(63) Single occurrence of oxygen. 
(64) MUltiple occurrence of oxygen. 
(65) Single occurrence of oxygen in more than one ring. 
(66) Multiple occurrence of oxygen in more than one ring. 
(67) Single occurrence of nitrogen. 
(68) MUltiple occurrence of nitrogen. 
(69) Single occurrence of nitrogen in more than one ring. 
(70) Multiple occurrence of nitrogen in more than one ring. 
(71) Single occurrence of sulphur. 
(72) ~ultiple occurrence of sulphur. 
(73) Single occurrence of sulphur in more than one r:ing. 
(74) Multiple occurrence of sulphur :in more than one ring. 
(75) Single occurrence of carbonyl. 
(76) Multiple occurrence of carbonyl. 
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(77) Single occurrence of carbonyl in more than one ring. 
(78) MUltiple occurrence of carbonyl in more than one ring. 
(79) Single occurrence of any other heteroatom. 
(80) Multiple occurrence of any other heteroatom. 
(81) Single occurrence of any other heteroatom in more than 
one ring. 
(82) ~fultiple occurrence of any other het era atom in more "than 
one ring. 
F. Ring Types 
(83) Aromatic 6-membered ring. 
(84) Carbocyclic 5-membered ring. 
(85) Carbocyclic 6-membered ring. 
(86) Heterocyclic 5-membered ring. 
(87) Heterocyc1ic 6-membered ring. 
(88) Carbocyclic rings other than 5- and 6-membered. 
(89) Heterocyc1ic rings other than 5- and 6-membered. 
G. Ring Fusions 
(90) One carbo/carbo fusion. 
(91) More than one carbo/carbo fusion. 
(92) One carbo/carbo fusion in more than one ring system. 
(93) More than one carbo/carbo fusion in more than one ring 
system. 
(94) One carbo/hetero fusion. 
(95) More than one carbo/hetero fusion. 
(96) One carbo/hetero fusion in more than one ring system. 
(97) More than one carbo/hetero fusion :in more than one ring 
system. 
(98) One hetero/hetero fusion. 
(99) More than one hetero/hetero fusion. 
(100) One hetero/hetero fusion in more than one ring system. 
(101) More than one hetero/hetero fusion in more than one ring 
system. " 
H. Ring Linkages 
(102) Spiro ring indicator. 
(103) True bridge indicator. 
(104) One multi-cyclic point. 
(105) More than one multi-cyclic point. 
(106) Ring of rings. 
I. Total Ring Features 
(107) One ring system. 
(108) Two ring systems. 
(109) M:lre than two ring systems. 
(110) One benzene ring. 
TP77rC7F·W 
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(111) Two benzene rings. 
(112) More than two benzene rings. 
(113) One carbocyclic ring. 
(114) Two carbocyclic rings. 
(115) More than two carbocyclic rings. 
(116) One heterocyclic ring. 
(117) Two heterocyclic rings. 
(118) More than two heterocyclics. 
J. Non -Chemical Fragments 
(119) A collection. 
(120) M collection. 
(121) SC collection. 
(122) R collection. 
Appendix III (Cont.) 
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Appendix IV - entation Code Automaticall 
Fragments· and ·Their Meaning 
The fragments are divided into groups and the method of 
identification from the WLN is discuSsed. 
A. All Parts of the MOlecule 
(1) Atoms otherthanC,H,O, N, S or halogens. 
Character sequence -aa- or the Character B (not V B) or the 
character P (not ~P) f01m.d anywhere in the molecule. 
(2) Positive charge. 
Oiaracter sequence V&Q'\7 indicating quarternary salt present. 
Only pertains to lCl generated files. 
B. All Non-Cyclic Parts of the MoleCtile 
Character sequences must be ,outside the ring signs (i.e. T ••• J 
and L .•• J). 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Branching tennirtcil nitro"';group -N02. . 
The Character sequence NW (or WN at . the start of the 
notation). 
DiO~engroup(excludingN02). 
TIle aracter sequence W but not NW or WN. Any substi tuent 
W found within ring signs is also included here. 
Terminal oxygen (not carbonyl). 
The Character sequence 0& or QV, or the letter 0 starting 
the notation, e.g. N-oxide, sulphoxide. 
One 3-branch carbon atom. 
The Character Y (but not VY) occurring once- only. 
(Note: MOre than one 3-branch carbon is fragment 148.) 
(7) 4-branch carbon atom. 
TIle Character X (but not VX). 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
3-branch nitrogen atom. 
TIle Character N, but not VN or NW or WN or NU or UN. This 
definition also includes 1m.usual conditions of nitrogen, 
e.g. in cyanide, isocyanide, etc. . 
Nitr~en atom with four or more co-ordinates. 
The aracter K but not VK. 
One sUlphur· atom. 
TIle single occurrence of S, but not VS or US or SUo 
(11) More than one sulphur· atom. 
The multiple occurrence of S, but not VS or US or SUo 
(12) One ~C=S group. 
:the single occurrence of the groups USVor US& (or SU at the 
start of the notation only). 
(13) MOre than one ~C=S group. . 
TIle mUltiple occurrence of the groups US'Vor US& (or SU at 
the start of the notation only). 
(14) One double bond, eXCludinfn-C=S, ~N= or~C=O •. 
The smgle occurrence of e letter U, but not in any of the 
folloWing groups: VU, UU, US, SU, NU, UN, MU, IN. 
(15) More than one double bond . excluding -C=S,"';N=or-C=O. 
The mUltiple occurrence ot the letter U, but not in any of 
the following groups: VU, W, US, SU, UN, NU, MU or UM. 
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(16) Triple bond. . 
The occurrence of the symbol combination aUUa. 
C. ClainartdSubstituent ·Fragrnents 
1he type of fragment in this class is subdivided into two sub-
sets: 
(a) Clain fragments (17-44). Here the character sequences must 
not be immediately attached to a ring system (i.e. preceded by a locant 
or prior to entry into a ring system). 
(b) Substituent fragments (45-72). Here the fragments must be 
directly attached to a ring of some kind, and may be fOlmd after a 
locant in the notation or attached to a trailing ring system. 
mAIN SUBSTITIJENT 
(17) (45) 
(18) (46) 
(19) (47) 
(20) (48) 
(21) (49) 
(22) (50) 
(23) (51) 
(24) (52) 
(25) (53) 
(26) (54) 
(27) (SS) 
(28) (56) 
(29) (57) 
(30) (58) 
(31) (59) 
(32) (60) 
One methyl/methylene ~oup. 
Single occurrence of e number 1 not followed or 
preceded by a numeral. 
Morethartonemethyl/methylene group. 
MUltiple occurrence of the number 1 not followed or 
preceded by a numeral. 
EthY1/ethYlene~roup. 
Occurrence of e nUinber 2 not followed by or 
preceded by a numeral. 
Alkyl chain . (CH2)n or CH3(OO)n";'lwheren = 3-9. 
Occurrence of a m.nnber in the range 3-:-9, but not 
followed by or preceded by a numeral. 
Alkyl chain . (QI2)n or CH3(aI2)n";'lwhere n= 10 or mor~ 
OCCUrrence of the sequence nn or mm. 
Generichalo~en. 
Occurrence 0 any of the characters E, F, G, H, I. 
One Chlorine. 
Single occurrence of the character G. 
More than· one chlorine. 
MUltiple occurrence of the character G. 
Bromine. 
Occurrence of one· or more E symbols. 
Fluorine. 
Occurrence of one or more Fsymbols. 
Iodine. 
OCcurrence of one or more I symbols. 
One-NH";' group. 
Single occurrence of the symbol M, but not UM or MU 
at the start of the notation. 
More than· one· ..;. NH';' . group. 
MUltiple occurrence of~e symbol M, but not UM (or 
MU) at the start of the notation. 
One -NH2 ·group. 
Single occurrence of the symbol Z. 
More than one·.;.NH2 group. 
MUltiple occurrence of the symbol Z. 
One -N= orN= group. 
Single occurrence of the symbol. sequence UN or NU or 
UM (or MU at the start of the notation). 
~== .. ;-=--=---.-~-... 
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iliA-IN SUBSTITUENT 
(33) (61) More than one -N= or N= ~roup. 
MUltiple occurrence ofe symbol sequence UN or NU 
or UM (or MU at the start of the notation). 
(34) (62) 
(35) (63) 
(36) (64) 
(37) (65) 
(38) (66) 
(39) (67) 
(40) (68) 
(41) (69) 
(42) (70) 
(43) (71) 
(44) (72) 
Unusual ·ccitbon . atom. 
One or more occurrences of the symbol C. Usually . 
fOlmd in triple bonds, such as cyanides, isocyanides, 
etc. 
. One ..;0..; group. 
Single occurrence of the symbol 0, but not in the 
sequence OV or VO, e.g. ethers. 
More· than . one·,,;o- . group. 
More than one occurrence of the symbol 0, but not in 
the sequence VO or DV. 
. One . ";OH . group. 
Smgle occurrence of the symbol Q, but not :in the 
sequence VQ (or QV at the start of the notation). 
More than one -OH· gror. 
MUltiple occurrence 0 the symbol Q, but not in the 
sequence VQ (or QV at the start of the notation). 
·One·-:C=O·group. 
Single occurrence of the symbol V, but not in the 
sequence VQ or VO or QV (or QV at the start of the 
. notation) • 
More than one -C=O group. 
Mllltl.ple occurrence of the· symbol V, but not in the 
sequence VQ or VO or QV (or QV at the start of the 
notation). 
o 
" One -C-OH (acid) group. 
Single occurrence orthe symbol combination VQ (or 
QV at the start of the notation). 
o 
11 
More than one -C-CH· acid 
Multl.p1e occurrence 0 e s 01 combination VQ 
(or QV at the start of the notation). 
o 
11 
One -C-O (ester) ~up. 
Single occurrence~ the symbol combination VO or ~V. 
o 
11 
More than one -C-O ester u • 
t1P e occurrence 0 01 combination VO or QV. 
D. Ring Heteroatoms 
Each ring system :in the molecule is analysed; each ring is 
isolated and assigned a heteroatomic description. This description lists 
the heteroatoms present :in the ring. The following fragments are set 
according to the analysis of that ring description. 
(73)Sins1e occurrence of 0xysen. 
A rLng description contalllS only one oxygen (0). 
(74) MUltiple occutrenceofo~en. 
A ring description contaJ.nS more than one oxygen. 
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(75) Sin le occurrence of 0 en in more than one rin • 
~bre t an one ring escr1pt1on ea conta1n1ng only one 
oxygen. . 
(76) Mlilti le 'occurrence of 0 en iIi more than one rin • 
(77) 
(78) 
More an one rIng escr1pt1on conta1nLng more 
oxygen. 
Sin~leoccurrenceof nitrOgen. 
A rIng description contains one nitrogen (N, M, K). 
~rultip1eoccUrtenceof·nitrogen. 
A ring descr1ption contains more than one nitrogen. 
(79) Single occurrence of nitrogen in more than one ring. 
More than one ring a:escription containing one nitrogen. 
(80) MUltitke occurrence of nitrogeninrnorethan one ring. 
More an one ring description containing more than one 
nitrogen. 
(81) Sinsle occurrence of sul2hur. 
A rLng description conta1nS only one sulphur atom (S). 
(82) MUltiple occurrence of sulphur. 
A ring description contains more than one sulphur. 
(83) Single occurrence ofsu12hur in more than one ring. 
MOre than one ring descr1pt10n contains one sUlphur. 
(84) Mlil ti~e occurrence' of 'sulphur in more' than one ring. 
MOre an one ring description containing more than one 
sulphur. 
(85) Single occurrence of carbonyl. 
A ring description contains one carbonyl (V). 
(86) MUltiple occurrence of carbonyl. 
A ring description contains more than one carbonyl. 
(87) Single occurrenceofcarbon¥l in more than one ring. 
MOre than one ring descript10n contains one carbonyl. 
(88) MUlti@e occurrence of carbonyl in more than one ring. 
More an one ring description containing more than 
one carbonyl. ' ' 
(89) Sin~leoccurrence of eX0sYc1ic double bond. 
A rIng description conta1DS one exOdollble bond (Y). 
(90) MUltiple occurrence of exocyclic double bond. 
A ring description contains more than one exodoUble bond 
(Y). 
(91) Single occurrence of exocyclic double bond in more than 
one ring. 
More than one ring description contains one exodoUble bond. 
(92) Multi~le occurrence of exocyclic double bond in more than 
one rIng. 
Mire t1'lan one ring description contains more than one 
exodouble bond. ' 
(93) Single occurrence of any other heteroatom. 
Occurrence of any letter other than H, K, M, N, 0, S, T, V, 
U, X or Y. 
(94) Multiple occurrence of any other heteroatom. 
Occurrence of any letter other than above more than once 
in the same ring description. 
(95) Single occurrence of any other heteroatamin more than 
one 'ring. 
I 
'I 
'I 
MJre than one ring description contains a letter other than 
... 'hnc:~ o;vpn ~hnvp_ 
~-------.-.------
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(96) MUltiple occurrence of any other heteroatom in more 
than one ring. . i. 
MOre than one ring description contains more than one 
letter other than those given abOve. 
E. Ring Types I 
On analysis of the WLN ring record, a ring type description is l, 
set up lvhich gives infonnation on the size of each ring and the U i
saturation/tmSaturation value of that ring. The ring descriptor gives l~! 
the atom types in each ring and this is used to detennine whether hetero/ ;'1 
carbo. 111 
(97) Aromatic Carbo~clic 6-membered ring. ~ ~ 
The presence orat least one 6-meIribered ring, fully Ilff 
aromatic and no heteroatorns present in the ring descriPtionl:l; 
(98) Carbocyclic 5-membered ring. ! t 
The presence of at least one 5-membered ring saturated or ! 
partially saturated (specifically excluding aromatic case) ] 1 
and no heteroatoms present in the ring description. ~ j 
, t 
(99) Carbocyclic 6-membered ring. : : 
The presence of at least one 6-membered ring, saturated or 'i 
partially saturated, and no heteroatoms present in the : I 
, I 
ring description. ; I 
(100) Carbocyclic rings other than 5- and 6~membered. 
The presence of at least one ring (not 5- or 6-membered), 
saturated or partially saturated and no heteroatoms in. 
the ring description. 
(101) Heterocyclic5-membered ring. 
The presence of at least one 5-membered ring, saturated 
or tmsaturated, and at least one heteroatom in the ring 
description. 
(102) 
(103) 
Heterocyclic 6-membered ring. 
The presence of at least one 6-membered ring, saturated 
or tmsaturated, and at least one heteroatom in the ring 
description. 
Hetero clic tin s 'other than S-'and 6-membered. 
e presence 0 at least one r1ng not 5- or -rnembered), 
saturated or unsaturated, and at least one heteroatom in 
the ring description. 
I 
, 
I 
'\ I 
F. Heteroatom COtmt 
Cotmt of total number of heteroatoms of any type occurring in 
one ring. 
(104) One heteroatom in one ring. 
Total of one heteroatom in one ring. 
(105) Two heteroatomsinonering. 
Total of two heteroatoms in one ring. 
(106) llire than· two heteroatoms in one ring. 
Total of three or more heteroatoms in one ring. 
(107) One heteroatom in more than one 'ring. 
Total of one heteroatom in more than one ring. 
(108) TWo heteroatoms in more than oneting. 
Total of two. heteroatoms in rore than one ring. 
(109) llirethantwoheteroatoms in mote than ortering. 
Total of three or more heteroatoms in more than one ring. 
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G. Ring Fus ions 
A set of ring descriptions is set up for each ring system in 
the order in which they occur. These are compared to find the fusion 
types .. 
(110) One sing1ehetetocyclic ting. 
A heterocyc1ic ring UrifUSed to any other ring. 
(111) ~bre thanonesingleheteroC¥c1ic·ring. i 
More than one heterocyclic rmg unfused to any other ring. ~ 
(112) One sing1ecatbocyc1icring. 
A carbocyclic ring unfUSed to any other ring. 
(113) 
(114) 
More thanoneSin~le carb6c¥clic ·ring. i,l 
MOre than one car ocyclic rmg tmfUSed to any other ring. 
Onecarbo/catbo fUSion. 
A carbo ring (saturated or unsaturated) fused to a 
second carbo ring (saturated or unsaturated). 
(115) MOre than one catbo/carbo·fusion. 
More than one carbo ring attaChed to another carbo ring 
within the same ring system. 
(116) 
(117) 
(118) 
One carbo/carbo fusion in more than one rin& system. 
one carbo ring attaChed to a second carbo r1ng occurring 
in more than one ring system. 
MOre than one carbo/carbo fusion in more than one ring 
system. 
More than one carbo/carbo fusion occurring in more than 
one ring system. 
One carbo/hetero fUSion. 
A carbo ring (saturated or unsaturated) fused to a hetero 
ring. . 
(119) More than one carbo/hetero fusion. 
MOre than one carbo/hetero fuSion occurring in the same 
ring system. 
10n m more 
(121) More than one carbo/heterofusionin more than one ring 
system. 
More than one carbo/hetero fusion occurring in more than 
one ring system. 
(122) One hetero/hetero fusion. 
Two hetero rings fUSed to each other. 
(123) Mbre·thanortehetero/hetero fusion. 
More than one hetero/hetero fuSion occurr:ing in the same 
ring system. . 
(124) One hetero/hetero fusion in mote than onerin s stem. 
One etero etero 10n m more an one rmg system. 
(125) More than one heteto/heteto fusion in more than one ring 
~stem. 
re than one hetero/hetero fusion occurring in more than I 
one ring system. 
H. Ring Linkages 
(126) Spiro r:in~indicator. 
Sequence'ba-&b" or ''b&-&b''. 
(127) 
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True bridge indicator. 
\Vi thin ring signs any of the character sequence bab, 
ba&&&, ba&&T, ba&T, ba&b, ba-b, baT, baJ, ba&-T, Ba&-&x 
but not preceded by bn within the ring. ' 
(128)One·mUlti~cyclic£oint. 
Within any ring SlgnS sequence bna where n=l. 
(129) More than one multi~cyc1ic point. 
Within any ring signs sequence bn where n > 1, or 
sequence bnn. 
(130) Bilinkage. 
Two ring systems (including benzene) are linked together. 
I. Unusual Conditions 
(131) Chelate. 
Ring beginning with character D. 
(132) Meta11ocene. 
Ring containing character 0, not within hyphens. 
(133) Inorganics. 
Notation begins with a space. 
J. Total Ring Features 
Used to indicate the presence of ring features in the molecule. 
(134) One ring system. 
Occurrence of one ring system (not benzene). 
(135) Two ring systems. 
Occurrence of two ring systems (not benzene). 
(136) More than two ring aistems. 
Occurrence of more an two ring systems (not benzene). 
(137) One benzene ring. 
Occurrence of one phenyl group. 
(138) Two benzene rings. 
OCcurrence of two phenyl groups. 
(139) More than two benzene rings. 
OCcurrence of more than two phenyl groups .. 
(140) One carbocyClic ring. 
Occurrence of one individual, fused or aromatic ring 
(excluding non-fused benzenes) in total molecule. 
(141) Two carbocyc1ic·rings. 
Occurrence of two carbocyclic or aromatic rings 
(excluding non-fused benzenes) in total molecule. 
(142) MOre than twocarboc*c1ic rings. 
Occurrence of more t an two carbocyclic or aromatic rings 
(excluding non-fused benzenes) in total molecule. 
(143) One heterocyc1ic rin~ 
OCcurrence of one in ·vidua1 heterocyc1ic ring in total 
molecule. 
(144) Two heterocyc1icrings. 
Occurrence of two heterocyc1ic rings in total molecule. 
(145) MOre than two hetero~c1ics. 
OCcurrence of more an two heterocyc1ic rings in total 
molecule. 
I 
I 
I 
, , 
i 
i i 
H . ; 
,. 
I·, 
, ~
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K. Special Compound TYPes 
(146) Polypeptide. 
Notation begins with #F. 
(147) Polymer. 
Notation begins with I . 
. L. Extensions 
(148) More than·one3-brandhcarbon atom. 
The Character yCbut not 'V Y) occurring more than once. 
Note: See fragment 6. 
M. Fragments Relevant toCornpanyDataBase 
(149) M reference. 
Set if the CR m.nnber has a M reference on the main record 
or any suffix record. 
(150) ·SC reference. 
Set if OR number has a SC reference on the main record 
or any suffix record. 
(151) R reference. 
Set if the CR number has an R reference on the main 
record or on any suffix record. 
(152) Live records. 
Set for all CR numbers which are present on the file. 
Fragments 149-152 may be used for different purposes depending on the 
data bases. 
Note: In the text the following abbreviations are used: 
a = alphabetic 
b = space 
n = mnneric 
Appendix V 
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Go~uter Output From Statistical Analysis 
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GLOSSARY 
This glossary covers computer, chemical and information terms 
used in this thesis. In some cases, the term is not explained anywhere 
in the text. In others, there are many references to a term detailed 
only on its first mention in the thesis. 
A file: 
Antin1ber: 
AC mnnber: 
The chemical search system developed using a number of 
standard files. The A file contains WLN, suffix and 
molecular formula information, and is used to produce 
the structural diagram and to print the chemical 
details on final presentation. 
The ICI reference ntunber is used for compotUlds included 
in the A collection. The latter contains structures for 
compounds mentioned in commercial catalogues, Organics 
Division works processes and Organics Division technical 
reports. 
The ICI reference number used for compom.ds included in 
their files of commercially available organic compounds. 
Acceptability: The measure of a users willingness to make use of an 
information facility. . 
Actual key: 
Atoril-by-
atom search: 
B3500: 
B file: 
Batch 
processing: 
Bit: 
Bit screen 
teChiiique: 
The means by which an individual piece of data can be 
found on a computer file. The address of that data is 
stored against a search term on a separate computer file. 
Atoms of a molecule are examined in turn to test whether 
a particular combination of atoms is present in the total 
molecule. The procedure is repeated until a match is 
found or until all possible paths in the molecule have 
been tested. 
Burroughs medium-sized corrqmter mainly used in banking 
and accounting. 
The chemical search system developed uses a number of 
standard files. The B file contains any supplementary 
data such as biological results which may require to be 
presented with the chemical and structural information. 
A . technique by which data is coded and collected into 
groups for processing during a single computer nm. This 
is the usual method of computer operation. 
Information is stored in computers in binary code using 
devices which can exist in two states, usually represented 
as ~ or 1. The most commonly used device is a spot on a 
magnetic surface, which can be magnetised or non-magnetised. 
A bit (binary digit) is one such unit of information, and 
is the smallest unlt that can be processed by the computer. 
A bit screen is a certain number of bits set aside to 
record information about a particular item. In its 
simplest implementation, each bit relates specifically to 
one characteristic, being set to 1 if the item possesses 
the attribute, and left at ~ if it does not. The computer 
can search bit screens very quickly and this technique is 
often used as a preliminary 'screen' to a more detailed 
search. 
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Bit and string The system combines together the bit screen technique and 
search:" the text· string search into one program. . 
Boolean 
logic: 
~: 
Canonical: 
Olained file: 
Olemical 
data base: 
Coarse table: 
COBOL: 
Commercial 
availability: 
Company 
compmmd 
centre: 
Computer 
program: 
Connection 
table: 
Correlation 
coefficient: 
Correlation 
matr1.X: 
A logic (named after George Boole) based on the 
operators AND, OR and l\T()T. 
A sequence of adjacent binary digits operated on as a 
unit. On the B3500 computer it is eight bits and 
contains one character of information. 
Conforming to a previously defined order. For any 
particular representation (e.g. the notation for a 
chemical compound) only one alternative will normally 
conform and a canonical notation is therefore normally 
the unique form of that notation. 
A file of records in which, irrespective of the physical 
position of the records, each record is linked by a 
pointer to the next in the series. A record can fonn 
part of more than one series, in which case it would 
have an appropriate number of pointers. 
The ICI computer files set-up for compound data generated 
by Pharmaceuticals Division, Organics Division and Plant 
Protection Division. The system allows on-line access 
to the data by compound type or by reference number. 
The first index table used when accessing an index 
sequential file. Each record in this index table contains 
the value of the first record in the next index table 
(the fine table). 
Corrnnon Business Oriented Language. It is a programming 
language in whim the source program is written using 
statements in English of a standard but readable form. 
Chemical compounds purchased from companies whose main 
purpose is to sell compounds are tenned "connnercially 
available" • These companies usually provide catalogues 
in which individual compounds may be fomd. 
ICI has attempted to collect together in one place all 
compound infonnation, irrespective of which Division was 
the originator or producer of the compomd. 
A set of instructions composed to solve a given problem 
by computer. 
A method of representing a chemical structure. Each atom 
in the structure is listed together with all its attached 
atoms and bonds. 
A number between -1 and +1 which indicates the degree of 
relationship between two sets of variables. A common 
technique used in the statistical analysis of data. 
An n-dimensional display of correlation coefficients 
between a number of variables. 
Cost- The cost necessary to achieve a required performance 
effectiveness: level. 
CR number: The ICI company registry number allocated by the Company 
Compound Centre. 
.,I 
) 
" 
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CROSSBOW: Computerised Retrieval of Structures Based on Wiswesser. 
A set'of software which-allows computer manipulation of 
structures; developed by lCI. . 
Current A current awareness service is one which provides the 
awareness: user with information about the latest developments in 
his field of interest as soon as possible after 
publication. 
Data base: A computer-based collection of data. In computer 
terminology it differs from a conventional file in that 
it is not designed to satisfy one specific limited 
application •. 
Direct The process of obtaining data from or placing data into 
access: storage where the time required for such access is 
nearly independent of the location of the data in the 
store. Usually refers to access to a disc, drum or 
magnetic card store. Direct access is synonymous with 
random access. 
Disc: Type of direct access store, a continuously rotating 
circular plate, magnetically coated on both sides and 
motmted with other discs. Data is stored as magnetically 
polarised spots representing bits in concentric tracks. 
There are two basic types. Head-per-track disc is fixed 
to a disc drive and has one read/write head per track 
per surface. Disk packs are inter-changeable (i.e. 
different packs can be mounted on different drive units 
at different times), and contain only one read/write head 
per surface. 
Disc access: The reading or writing of a piece of data on a direct 
access disc store. For head-per-track disc, the read/ 
write heads must revolve to the correct location so that 
the action can be carried out. In addition, disk packs 
also require that the read/write heads move across the 
disc to the correct track. 
Factor 
analysis: 
False drop: 
A statistical technique aimed at finding the relation-
ships between other factors measured. For example, can 
height and weight be correlated as sex. 
An irrelevant answer retrieved as a response to an 
enquiry. 
., 
I 
Field: A specified area of a computer record used for a particular i 
type of data, e.g. the reference m..unber. 
File: 
File access: 
File 
naruIling: 
File 
organisation: 
File 
structure: 
A collection of records. 
The reading or writing of a piece of data on a file. 
Computer instructions covering the reading/writing of 
data to files. . 
Records are grouped together in a particular way so that 
certain types of file access can be achieved. File 
organisation methods include serial, sequential, random 
or inverted. 
See file organisation. 
FIND II: 
Fine·table: 
Flowchart: 
Followed-by 
logic: 
Fonnat: 
FORTE: 
Fragment 
code: 
Generic 
searching: 
Graphics 
tenninal: 
Hardware: 
Hit: 
ICI number: 
ICL 1902A: 
ICRS data 
base: 
Index file: 
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A text searching and general file manipulation facilivj 
provided as part of ·the ICL software. 
SecOnd stage of access in an index sequential access. 
There are a number of fine tables, each giving entries 
on the file and the addresses where the data can be 
fOl.md. 
An indicator used to signal some condition, such as a 
deleted record. 
This shows diagramnatically the logical relationship 
between successive steps in a program or system. 
A search technique where it is possible to find records 
which have one item of data following another piece of 
data. For example, a search for A followed by B will 
produce hits for records containing AB or ACB, but not 
BA or BCA. 
The arrangement or layout of data. 
A Burroughs software package designed to set up complex 
file structures. . . 
A method of describing a chemical structure whereby the 
structure is broken down into groups of atoms and bonds. 
Each group of atoms is assigned a code mmtber. There 
are two basic types of fragmentation. Fixed fragmentation ! 
relies on the analysis of a molecule to determine the i 
presence or absence of any of a given set of pre-defined 
fragments. Open-ended fragmentation allows the exact 
fragments specified to be determined at the analysis 
stage. Fragment codes of both types are widely used in 
chemical information systems. 
Searching for a general class of compounds, such as 
alcohols or salicylamides, by name or by their common 
partial structure. 
A device linked to a computer which can represent two or 
three-dimensional concepts. Lines can be drawn at 
varying angles, for varying lengths and at varying 
densities, hence, all types of images can be produced. 
Physical equipment, such as processors and line printers, 
which make up a computer, contrast with software. 
An item which is retrieved by a current awareness or 
retrospective search. 
See eR number. 
One of International Computers Limited (lCL) small-range 
computers, largely used for batch systems. 
Cumulation of the ICRS monthly current awareness files. 
The latter contains references to novel compounds being 
mentioned in the chemical literature. 
A file set-up from a data file, and containing keys by 
which individual records on the main file may be 
accessed. See Coarse Tables and Fine Tables. 
~-----~~-~- -----------
Infonnation 
Channel: 
Inverted 
file: 
Key: 
KWIC-index: 
M number: 
Machine-
readable data: 
Magnetic 
tape: 
Main file: 
Miss: 
Molecular 
fonnula: 
Multi-level 
compotmd 
description: 
Multi-level 
searCh 
system: 
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One method in which a piece of infonnation may be 
obtained~ e.g. journals, library, information retrieval 
service. --- -
A method of organising a file such that the key to the 
data is in alphanumeric order and all records containing 
the data are indicated alongside the key. A subject 
index at the back of a book is an example of an inverted 
file. 
A field or one of a group of fields used to identify 
uniquely a record and allow access to the record 
using that field. 
Key Word in Context. A pennuted, or rotated, index 
sorted alpnaoetically with one entry generated for each 
keyword in the field. The index is formatted with the 
keywords vertically aligned and the context of the 
keyword on either side of each keyword. A keyword may 
simply be a letter, e.g. in a KWIC index of the Wiswesser 
Line Notation. 
These record all transactions at the various stages 
throughout an on-line system. The logs are used to 
re-create the on-line syst~ up to the part of a 
failure if such OCCurs. 
Reference number given to all compounds biologically 
tested at Pharmaceuticals Division. -
Data in a form which can be read into a computer. 
Acceptable fonns of data include punched cards or tape, 
magnetic tape or disc, and input for OCR (optical 
character recognition) and MICR (magnetic character 
recognition) systems. 
Plastic tape coated with ferrous oxide and used as a type 
of sequential access store. Data may be written, read, 
erased and over-written by read/write heads, and takes 
the form of frames on rows of magnetic spots across or 
along the tape. 
Part of the Chemical Data Base. The file contains 
molecular fonnulae, reference ntunbers, and the first 
24 characters of the Wis\vesser Line Notation. 
An anslver to a current awareness or retrospective search 
which is correct, but has not been fotmd by the system. 
It usually occurs because of a discrepancy in coding the 
data or the search question. 
A description of the structure of a compound giving each 
atom present and the number of occurrences. For example, 
CIOfll3N. 
A hierarchical description of a compound, where more and 
more details of the exact structure is being given at 
each stage. -
A system which provides the facility to search the 
structure by several techniques. The techniques are 
hierarchical, more search detail being included at each 
stage. 
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MUltiplier and A device within the Wiswesser Line Notation rules to 
contraction reduce the size of the final notation. It has never 
roles: been part of the'leI system, but until recently used 
by most otherWLN users. 
Node: 
Nomenclature: 
Novelty 
CheCking: 
On-line 
system: 
If a chemical structure is considered as a graph, the 
atoms of the structure represent the nodes or points, of 
the graph and the bonds represent the lines, or links. 
Names given to compounds. Usually they can be converted 
to the complete structure. Used for verbal communication 
between chemists. For example, parani trotoluene. 
Establishing whether a compound is already known to a 
collection. If not known, a new reference number can 
be allocated. 
A system in which data is sent to. the central computer 
from the po:int of origin and output data is transmitted 
to where it is used. The intermediate stages necessary 
in batch systems (e.g. punching, transfer to computer 
location, etc.) are largely avoided. 
~en~ended See fragment code. 
ragment code: 
Overflow'file: 
Package: 
"Pages": 
Parallel 
running: 
Po:inter: 
Precision: 
Prima:ry 
pUblications: 
Profile: 
Generally a file used to acconmrodate records which cannot 
be located in assigned areas of a direct access file, 
and which must be stored in another file. When considered 
as part of the Chemical Data Base, it refers to the file 
containing Wiswesser Line Notation information over 24 
characters and suffix data. 
A series of programs which performs an application. 
If more data requires to be transmitted than can be 
displayed on a terminal, the data will be separated into 
pages. Each page contains the maximum information. 
The first page will be transmitted to the user, and he 
will have some facility to ask for more, i.e. turn the 
page. 
A method of testing new procedures by operating both the 
new system and the one it is designed to replace, together 
for a period of time so the results can be compared. 
Device by which logically connected records can be found 
even if they .are not physically connected. 
The number of pertinent items retrieved by a search 
compared with the total number of items retrieved. 
Includes scientific periodicals, monographs, reviews, 
conference proceedings, original reports and patents. 
(Contrast with Secondary publications.) 
A set of indexing terms and/or character strings which 
express the scope of a query. The profile is matched 
against a computer file of entries and 'hits' are 
selected. The terms in the profile are often· arranged in 
a logical relationship. A profile usually reflects the 
specialised interests of a user and is used extensively 
in the selective dissemination of information. 
R m.nnber: 
Random 
access: 
Recall: 
Record: 
Registration: 
Regression 
analysis: 
Re-organis-
ation: 
Response 
. time: 
Retrospective 
searcl1: 
Richter: . 
se number: 
Screening: 
Secondarr 
publicatl.on: 
Selective 
. dissemination 
of infor-
ma tion, SDI: 
Sequential 
processing: 
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The reference number given to compounds obtained by 
Plant Pr~~~c~i~n Di~isi~n f~r cr~p'protection testing. 
See direct access. 
The number of pertinent items retrieved by a search 
compared with the total ntuuber of pertinent items in 
the data base. 
One or more items regarded as a unit and the smallest 
unit to be accessed by a computer program. Records in 
a file can all be the same length (fixed length) or 
differ in length (variable length). 
The process of inserting a new item into a file of items 
in which each is stored once only, e.g. registration 
of chemical compounds. .. 
A statistical technique in which a function is fitted 
to a set of observations. 
The process by which a file is re-structured. This 
usually occurs when a large number of records have been 
aqded to the end of a file and logically connected to 
various other records in a file. Re-organisation is 
necessary when the chains of pointers are long and finding 
a specific record requires a great deal of disc head 
movement. Searching a file becomes more economic \d th 
frequent re-organisation. 
The time the systemtakes to produce a result after the 
relevant stimulus has been applied. 
Involves a search of the master file or all the files 
in a system in an attempt to find all the infonnation 
relevant to an enquiry. For example, to find all compounds 
containing a given partial structure. Contrast with 
Current Awareness which involves only a search of the 
latest information in the system. 
An. ordering of the atoms in a molecular fonnula to give 
good retrieval in a manual molecular formula index. 
Reference number assigned to compounds stored in Organics 
Division compound store. 
A general search of a file to select a sub-file of items 
with the required features for detailed searching. 
Any publication derived from the primary literature and 
giving a guide to the content of that literature. 
Usually gives subject-oriented access. 
A technique for searching information sources and select~g 
the specific items peculiar to a users interest. The 
term SDI is commonly used to mean a current a\vareness 
service, but this is not implied in its strict definition. 
Processing records in a data file according to same pre-
detennined sequence of keys. 
Serial 
processing: 
'Software: 
Standard 
deviation: 
String search: 
Structure 
card: 
Structure 
display: 
Structure 
file: 
Substructure 
searChing: 
Suffix: 
Synonyms: 
Synthetic 
pathway 
generation: 
Tag: 
Terninal : 
Transaction: 
, Turnaround 
'time: 
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Processing records in a data file in the order in which 
they'occur in a given storage device. 
In its most general fonn, software is a term used in 
contrast to har&vare to refer to all programs which can 
be used on a particular computer system. MOre specific-
ally, the tenn is applied to all those programs \vhich 
in some way can assist all users of a particular type of 
computer to make best use of their machine as distinct 
from the specific programs written to solve the problems 
of any particular user. 
A statistical tenn which indicates the extent to which 
a set of observations are spread about the mean. 
The search for a specified string of symbols in a notation 
or in text. String search usually includes AND, OR and 
NOT logic, and sometimes more sophisticated options such 
as followed-by logic. Each character is examined in turn 
until a match is found or the end of the text or notation 
has been reached. 
The output representation from the CROSSBOW system. It 
is an 8" by 5" index card containing 2D structural, 
chemical information such as molecular formulae and 
Wiswesser Line Notation, and finally any related inform-
ation such as biological results. 
Automatic generation of the structural diagram from the 
computer record of the compound. 
The chemical search system developed uses a mnnber of 
standard files. The structure file contains the 2D 
structure display and is generated automatically fram the 
A file. 
Searching of a file of chemical compounds to test the 
presence of a given partial structure. 
Used to describe details of a compound in addition to 
the main structure. For example, salt information or 
stereochemical details. 
In this context, refers to records on file with the same 
24 characters at the start of the notation. The overflow 
file has to be examined to find the difference between 
two synonyms. 
The ability to automatically generate the way in which a 
given compound could be synthesised. A logical extension 
of the ability of computers to manipulate structures. 
A code used to identify individual searches in a system, 
where more than one can be handled at once. 
A remote station which is used to transmit and receive data 
from the central computer. 
Process from input of query to output of results on an 
on-line system. 
Time taken for a QueI)' to be answered. 
Update: 
Usability: 
. Variable 
length key: 
Variable 
length record: 
Visual 
Ilsplay 
Unit (VDU): 
Wiswesser 
Line 
NOtation 
(WLN) : 
1900: 
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To apply new records to a data file in order to amend, 
add or delete records and thus ensure that the file 
ref1ects·thelatest situation. 
Ease of which an information facility may be used. 
See key • 
See record. 
An illuminated screen device connected to a computer and 
used for displaying information stored or generated 
by the computer. Frequently used in conj tmction with a 
keyboard as an input device. 
A tmique and tmambiguous code for chemical compmmds, 
frequently used in computerised chemical information 
systems. 
Generic name for ICL 1900 computers, of which ICL 1902A 
is an example. 
